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SUllllABI OF ADULT ACTIVITIES
The Home Demonstration Pro�ram tor 1943-44 served 19 communities
with regular projects, plus 8 additional with miscellaneous contacts, inc1ud­
inc three major projects, planned, jointl)", by' start members of the Extension
Service and the Rural Homemakers CountY' Council, plus two minor projects.
Kajor projects were -Remodeled Cloth1n«-, -Nutrition and Health-, and -Food
Preservation and Conservation-. The minor projects were aHome Furn1shin�·
and nAccident Prevention·. Miscellaneous service in non-project phases of
all branches of BOmemakin, was rendered throu«h the HOme Demonstration office
on a count.y-wide basis.
Secular enrollment was a feature ·of major projects; special enroll­
ment tor the minor activities. A total ot 191 members or the .Rnral Homemakers t
Clubs and 250 rural and suburban members or the 10 wards or the kricopa Stake,
Church ot Latter Day Saints, received re�r assistance. 1 total of 4895
families, listed in the statistical report as having been assisted, include
the membership mentioned, plus all who were aided by a count,r-wide food pres­
ervation cover&!e, plus incidental service calls in all fields. Added to
these patrons were families served by' club members through a neighborhood
service. These numbered 386 in all projects.
This county program in the adult field was accomplished b.r four types
ot meetiD«s (1) 19 leader-training meet�s by' Specialists and Agent, (2) 81
method demonstrations, ot which 19 were conducted � leaders alone, (3) 71
meetin«s ot general nature, 1 county-wide Achievement day, and 23 meeti�s
held by local leaders. The total meetings nmnbered 195, with an attendance
ot 4534 persons.
Supplementing meetings, as a medium of contact, were 1.36 oftice ca1lsj
10.30 telephone calls, 46 home calls, 59 news articles and 2 radio talks. A tot­
al of 4076 bulletins were distributed.
AmoD« the families reached during the year, 425 were contacted tor
the first time. City patrons numbered 307, one-hundred-seven of whom were new
contacts. The majority ot urban requests for assistance occurred in the field
ot tood preservation. Authentic records indicate that 1403 families chan«ed
practices as a result ot the program.
Project Summaries.
The ,«ent devoted 27 days to Extension Organization and Planning.
Activities included 5 county and 6 community meetings. Twenty-one volunteer
leaders and committee women gave 33 days of time to this service.
Nutrition and Health. embodying work in Food Preservation, Food
Selection and Preparation, plus time given to miscellaneous requests, absorbed
97 1/2 days ot the Agent's time. The Food Preservation program served 2244
families, including households reached by pressure cooker cliniCS, equipment
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loans, refresher courses, contacts made by' 16 cannin� chairmen, and by method
demonstrations �iven by members of the Extension statf. There was the
additional service oftered through the usual media ot telephone and ottice
calls, home visits and letters. A total ot 1111 rood preservation bulletins
were distributed. A volume ot 11,928 quarts ot tood were reported by 100
patrons on a selected sampling baSiS, revea1i� 119 plus quarts ot produce av­
eraced for each family. Sixteen canning leaders provided an information ser­
vice to patrons in 20 communities.
Food Selection and Preparation programs served 9 communities through
the media of demonstrations and work meetings by the state Leader, �ent,
Assistant !cent and leaders. Through 2 leader-training meetln,s, the State
Leader contacted 23 leaders; by 3 such meetings the Agent served 12, and in 1
meeting, the Assistant Agent, three. Agent and leaders shared 13 demonstrations.
A total of 323 women attended, reporting 55 accepted practices in this field.
Seventy-eight neighbors were assisted.
Safety and Health activ1� presented by' 7 leaders in as many commun­
itIes, resulted in 3 demonstrations by' the leaders, who secured statistiCS,
Indicating that 213 tamilies adopted specific recommendations tor Accident
Prevention and Home Health. By means of a news letter, the Agent cooperated
with the County Agent in a county coverage on these topiCS.
The Clothing program in the county, occupying 60 days or the Agent's
time, stressed ·Remodelling-, ·Se1ection and Construction- and reached a total
ot 572 persons, through 9 demonstrations by the Specialist, 19 by the Agent,
14 by' the leader and 5 by the Agent and leader. Fitty-six neighbors were
assis�d by class members. All women who participated report acceptance of
229 practices.
Clothing storage, a project scheduled from Sept. 1944 to Dec. 1945,
is considered incomplete and is not recorded as contributing to 1943-44
statistics.
A Specialist in Home Furnishing trained 9 leaders, representing 4
COmmunities, through 3 leader training meetings. A total of 44 tamilies were
thus reached by the SpeCialist. The Agent assisted 14 additional families,
S by demonstration and 9 by telephone and office call. Thirty-six accepted
practices have been credited to the work of Specialist and Agent.
Communitv Activities, including the time spent on conferences of all
t.ypes, program planning meetings, cooperation with related agenCies, publicity
contacts, war activities and forms of recreational meetings occupied 43 1/2
days of the Agent's time. In order to discharge these assignments, the Agent
met with 1827 persons at 74 meetings.
War Activitv (Adultl
A total of 87 1/4 days time, involving prpject time already reported,
was devoted to Defense activity l'ihich could be summarized as tollows: 296
persons assisted with some phase of repair and restoration ot bouse furnishings
and equipment including 208 pressure" cookers; 78 improving diets tor sick; 78
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preparing point saving meals; 2244, familles contacted in all phases of food
preservation programs; 572 families assisted with Clothing Conservation and
Selection, and 213 aided in some phase ot Accident Prevention and Health in
the HOme. In addition, the Agent and Assistant Agent maintained membership
in the County Nutrition Council and cooperated with Red Cross, Farm SecuritYI
Department ot Vocational Home Economics and with local agencies working on
Defense programs. Rural Homemakers mapped the county for Bond Drives, and
provided the County Rural Chairman, plus 11 leaders.
fyplic'Service Through Publicity
The Agent prepared 42 weekly publicity releases to go to 3 papers,
plus 18 articles for the local papers. Manuscript was provided for 1 radio
broadcast and for one subject matter bulletin. The Emergene,r Agent for Food
Preservation appeared on 1 radio program, besides preparing 5 publicit.y arti­
cles. The Assistant Agent contributed 42 articles for weekly release.
Al1ocation or Agent's Time
SOme Management•••••••••••••• 3 1/4 Days
Clothing and Textiles••••••••70 a
Family Relationships••••••••• 3 •
Reereation and
Community 11£e •••••••••••••• 43 1/2 •
All Other Work•••••••••••••• 26 3/4 •
Allocation or Assistant Agent's Time with Adult Work
Organization••••••••••••••••
HOusing•••••••••••••••••••••
Food Preservation•••••••••••
Food Selection and Prep•••••
Health and Safety•••••••••••
27 Days
12! a
63 a
29j-.
5 "
Organization and Planning•••
Nutrition•••••••••••••••••••
16 Days
7 •
Community Activities•••••••• 11 1/2 •
All Other Work•••••••••••••• 17 1/2 •
The Assistant Agent attended a total of 45 adult meetings with 797
people in attendance, in connection with the above listed act!vities. The
Assistant Agent prepared 42 publicity articles in the adult field.
The Agent devoted 3 1/2 days ot time to 7 contacts in the 4-H field.
These days were spent in the Clothing field and in assisting with Fairs. In
turn, the Assistant Agent spent a total ot 7 days on proj ect type of adult work,
directly involved with the Home Demonstration program, pllis 45 1/2 days in
connection with miscellaneous community contacts of Home Demonstration nature,
such as recreation, or meetings on a non-project basis.
SDIIARY OF JUNIOR FIELD OR 4-H CLUB WORK
The 4-H Club Program is county-wide in scope and, in most instances,
is one of the activity programs in connection with rural grammar schools; as
a rule only farm boys and girls elect to be 4-H Club members. Major supervision
for 4-H activities in the Home Economics tield is assigned to the Assistant
Home Demons�ration Agent, who works cooperatively with the Assistant Agricultural
Agent, in charge of Boys Club Work.
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Supervision is carried out through close cooperation with Prin­
cipals ot rural schools, and assistance to teacher leaders maintained through
ottice conferences, club visits, phone calls, personal and circular letters,
4-H Club news bulletins (The 4-H Club Booster), project and special subject­
matter bulletins, method demonstrations, Judging and demonstration team train­
ing and through use ot visual aids and recreation programs.
Due to the teacher load and transportation ditficulties, planned
count,r-wide leaders' meetings were not held. The Assistant Agent gave more
time, in the field, to leader conferences, singly or in groups where two or
more leaders were active in a communit,y. In this manner an effort was made
to help solve leadership problems by relaying helpfUl information from the
state Otfice and trom one successtul leader to another who bad like problems
to handle.
Adverse war conditions and heaV7 extra curricular student activities
made necessary the dropping ot the College Leadership Club which had tor sever­
al years been a campus interest. However, women students ot the College Home
Economics Club, with their sponsor, came to the rescue and helped to put over
the Annual 4-H Club Fair on the Arizona state Teachers College campus in April.
Formerly the Fair has been the major activit,' of the Leadership group.
For the 1943-44 year, there were "J7 Home Economics 4-H Club groups
in 24 communities or schools with 34 teachers and 4 lay leaders in charge.
Four-bundred-thir�-four different girls and 4 ditferent boys enrolled; 407
ditferent girls and 2 different boys completed all project and record require­
ments. Twenty-seven girls carried duplicate Home Economics proJ ects, 37 others
enrolled in agricultural projects, making a total ot 64 duplicate enrollees,
56 of whom completed their projects.
Members ranged in ages from 9 to 18 years, predominantly 11, 12 and
13 year olds; and trom tirst through the tourth year ot club work, predominantly
tirst year. Club groups meet weekly, semi-weekly or alternating weeks tor one
to one and one-half hour periods. All members were given health and nutritioD
trainjng regardless of major project; 450 members participated in judging activ­
ities, 180 in demonstrations, and 43 older girls kept personal clothing accounts.
Enrollment and completions by projects were:
Project Enrolled Completed
Cloth1pr 318 288
Food Selection and Preparation 152 115
Arts and Crafts 19 12
Food Preservation 17 16
�Cam�p�iilliilpg� 9�(�4�bo�Yus,",._54.1iigi�r:;ls�),-- ..:.6�(2�b�oys, 4 girls)
Totals 511 435 -- 85%
The Farm and Home Safety program was presented to all groups. Mem­
bers pledged themselves to search out fire and accident hazzards, to remove all
possible ones themselve.s and to stimulate others to do ·likewise. Most often
reported,removal of tire hazzards and setting up tire fighting facilities;
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removal ot trash, old boards and nails trom home surroundings; tilling in
holes, and mending steps and bridges.
Members participated in all organized detense programs and drives
conducted by schools (individual 4-H reports as to amounts, etc. were not
available) such as paper salvage, fat saving, purchase of war stamps, and,
in a tew groups, sale or bonds and stamps. During the 4th Bond Drive 9
groups ot 4-H'ers sold $7992.10 in stamps and bonds through an organized
"Arizona Birthday Party· when pieces ot cake were exchanged tor purchase ot
war stamps or bonds.
Children assumed more and more home responsibility to relieve the
labor shortage � Care and repair or clothing and household equipment; care ot
children at home and for neighbors rated bigh with girls as did the "Better
Health Through Better Food Habits· campaign.
The highlight ot the 4-H Club year in Maricopa County is the
Annual 4-H Club Fair participated in by' all club groups and managed, this
year, by women students of the Home Economics Club at Arizona state Teachers
College, in cooperation with the Home Economics Department Head and Mr. F. E.
Ostrander, faculty sponsor for the activ1t7. Members ot the County' Extension
start, the State Leaders, SpeCialists, and Local HOme Economists cooperated
to make the Fair a success.
Local Exhibit Days or Fairs were held in three communities, just
prior to the Fair and served as a means ot selecting the "best- to be entered
in the count.y contest.
The following is a breakdown ot the Assistant Agent's 233 1/2 days
given to 4-H or Junior Activities.
Organization and Planning•••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Food Preservation•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Communit,y Activities and Recreation•••••••••••••••••
Clothing and Textiles •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Food Selection and Preparation••••••••••••••••••••••
All other work••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
98 1/2 Days
8 1/2 "
60 1/2 "
33 •
19 n
14 n
6 Training Meetings ••••••••••••••• Attendance
"
76
511
8215
2000
115
2883
30 Demonstration Meetings •••••••••••••
34 Achievement Days•••••••••••••••••••
2 Days Annual 4-H Fair•••••••••••••••
2 Days Annual Picnic and Swim••••••••
100 Miscellaneous Meetings, Club visits,
Visual Aids, Community Activities ••
159 Otfice Calls
29 Home Visits
280 Phone Calls
8 Publicit,y Articles Written
4 Radio Programs Prepared
"
"
n {est.}
n
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11)0 DEMONSTRATION PROGRAU FOR ADULTS. 1943 AND 1944
The objectives of the BOme Demonstration program for adults were
as follows: (1) a series of planned major and minor Home Economics projects
tor women regularly enrolled in the Rural Homemakers clubs or the county, as
well as tor those who maintain membership in cooperating sroups or in other
civic groups, (2) a generalized type of Homemaking service to farm and sub­
urban homemakers who do not maintain an affUiation with organizations, (.3)
increase in the spread of information in all phases of Homemak1nc education,
and (4) a unified effort to assist all famU1es in adjusting home life to the
changes which have been injected during the course of the war.
In order to crystallize these objectives in 194.3-44, the Rural
Homemakers Coordinating Councll defined the needs of local groups and present­
ed a request tor a series ot meetings which would serve the organized groups.
T.h1s council represented 9 local clubs and 9 Wards of the Church or Latter
Day Saints. As an advisor,y and governing BOme Demonstration group tor the
count.y, the Council adopted 3 major projects and 1 minor, mentioned in the
Summary. Their choices were more or less shaped by the fields in which
Specialists were available, in that the Council was again endorsing 1eader­
training as one of the chief means of community- contact. The projects will
be listed in sequence.
In addition to the projects, the Agent assumed full responsibilit.y
tor that part of the program which presupposes an over-all service, in all
fields of Homemaking education, to homemakers who do not choose to be affiliat­
ed with regular organizations. The service included any and all t,ypes of con­
tacts, and employed all methods of educational approach.
One of the major projects, under the guidance of Specialists, fel1
in the fields of Nutrition, with emphasis on -Food Selection for Special Condi­
tions-. These special conditions were linked to the rationing of foods, and
to better care of ill persons in the home. Both accents bore relation to the
Victor,y program. Food Preservation projects were automatically included as an
essential of a good Nutrition program, to be bandled primarily � the Agent
and Assistant Agent. The Remodelling program was developed in the interest of
adequate clothing for farm families. This was followed by work on -Buymansbip
and Care of Shoes·.
Minor projects, so listed because of the fact that they were not
chosen by all clubs or groups represented in the Council, were handled by
either Specialist or Agent as time and other limiting factors dictated.
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The Specialist handled a portion ot the Home Furnishing, tor instance, wbile
the !gent assumed local responsibill� in that program, in addition to a
program which featured WWartime Textiles·, in the Clothing field, and nCon­
struction ot Children's Clothingft, in the same field.
The Agent's responsibility also included general program planning
and correlation, (1) all preliminary arrangements incidental to the work
which the Specialist presented, (2) extension of information in the Special­
ist.s field, and (3) routine follow-up trom all projects and compilation ot
data indicating results. It so happened that the Agent also handled the
coUnt.Y BOme Demonstration phase ot the count" program for Accident Preven­
tion, in cooperation with the Extension Rural Sociologist, and the Count,y
Extension starf members. The service ot the Agent to the rural clientele
always presupposes band11n« contacts which call for ottice service in the
matter ot telephone,. oftice calls, letters and bulletin distribution. Through
these media � clients are served who could not be reached otherwise.
Teaching Methods (Adult)
The Home Demonstration program, discussed in preceding paragraphs,
was presented by methods best adapted to the type ot work. For instance, the
methods adopted for Nutrition, as a major project, were Leader training dis­
cussion-demonstrations b7 the Specialist, followed by the same method used
locally by the leader, or by the leader and Agent, or by the Agent alone. As
an alternate method, the nwork meeting- was popular wherein club members re­
ceived laboratory instruction by leader or Agent and actually prepared articles
of food at meetings.
Clothing projects called tor various types of methods--the Exten­
sion School approach, the clothing class, the demonstration and the discuss­
ion method. trRemodellinr; of Clothingn was taught by the Specialist in an Ex­
tension School. The Agent relayed the same material to club groups at dis­
cussion-demonstration meetings. Problems in the aConstruction of Children's
Clothingtr were offered as class work, while the subject of -Wartime Texti1esft
was offered in �roup discussions. "BqJmanship and Care of Clothin�tr reached
the club members both through leaders trained by the Agent, who had counselled
with the Specialist, or by the Agent in neighborhood demonstrations.
-Food Preservation- called for additional techniques, such as a
-clinic· for testing, cleaning and repairing pressure cookers, in addition to
refresher discussions in all phases of preservation of food, plus method
demonstrations offered by the Agent or the Emergency Agent in Food Preservation.
The Home Furnishing Specialist used both the leader-training approach
and the discussion-demonstration. The Agent used the work meeting as a method
of teaching the same type of subject matter.
The Accident Prevention program relied on mailinr; lists as a mass- .
contact device, combined with leader-approach in communities, leader-discuss­
ion and demonstration, and demonstration b,y the Agent.
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For contacts of non-project type, the telephone, office conference,
circular letter, personal letter, home visit, information sheet, and bulletin
were extensively used. These methods of contact and of teaching have grown
in importance in the present shortage of gas and ot other transportation
faciUties.
Neighborhood leaders, or neighborhood chairmen were used in further­
ing the food preservation program, in extending the influence ot the program
for Accident Prevention, and for the Bond Drive. They numbered 53.
Relation of the Extension Service to Cooperating Agencies
AgenCies whose cooperation actually affected the Extension program
along line of projects were the Wards of the Church of Latter Day Saints, the
Department of Vocational Education and the public school system. Each ot these
agencies rendered assistance which was concrete in its result.
AgenCies with whom the Extension Service shared activi� in the
interest of community projects, or particularly ot the war effort, were the
War Finance Committee, Salvage Committees, Red Cross, the state Committee on
Accident Prevention, County Nutrition Committee and Board of Public Health.
Mention of all of these agencies appears in discussions of community service.
County 4-H Club Work
Maricopa Count.r 4-H Club work, as in previous years, was organized
in connection with rural public schools, as an activity or extra curricular
program. Contact letters, prepared � the Assistant Agents in charge ot 4-H
Club work were mailed out to all Rural School principals, at the opening of
school, suggesting project possibilities, soliciting leadership and announc­
ing the preparedness ot the Extension Office to assist with outlines, leader
kits, subject matter bulletins and organization plans. School principals are
quite cooperative and,as soon as arrangements can be made, solicit the aid of
county workers to get clubs under way. Teachers or lay persons serve as
leaders of project groups and with the assistance of officers elected from
the group, plan the year's work. Officers conduct meetings according to
simple parliamentar.y rules. Work meetings, and recreation events are handled
in an orderly fashion. The project bulletin directs the member in developing
the project -- each must keep a record of what is accomplished and the cost
and time involved.
The State Leader of 4-H Club work, the State Leader of Home Demon­
stration work and the Specialists have rendered invaluable assistance through
conferences, visits, judging exhibits, assisting with recreation events and
community activities, in addition to preparation of bulletins, leaders' guides
and related leaflets.
Four county-wide 4-H Leaders' meetings were planned, but were not
held due to teacher load and transportation difficulties. Agents, through
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phone calls, letters, news bulletins, leader conferences and club visits,
have attempted to bolster the pro�ram and to «et bigh quality work done.
Several a&encies have rendered worthwhile assistance to promote in­
terest by reco&nizing outstanding accomplishment ot 4-H'ers. Among them are:
(1) The Arizona state Teachers College, through the faculty sponsor, Mr. F. E.
Ostrander, who made possible the Annual 4-H Club Fair, held on the campus each
April. The Fair is a bigh-li«ht of the year and is participated in by all
clubs ot the county, their parents and Farm Bureau members. (2) Farm Bureau,
_hiGh provides awards encouraging participation and attendance at the county
4-B Fair, and by having their annual picnic in connection with the event.
(3) Sears-Roebuck Compaqr contributed interest to the canning and gardening
phases ot Club work by oftering window space where an exhibit or canned pro­
ducts, brought in by members, was on displaY' tor ten days. They also made
cash awards to outstanding c1ubsters in each field and entertained with a pro­
«ram of motion pictures and a courtesy dinner at Westward Ho Hotel. (4) Ariz­
ona Farmer Producer through its Editor, Earnest Douglas, who is most generous
in otfering his time to attend 4-H events, take pictures, share radio time,
and �ive publicity to 4-H achievements. 4-H'ers appreciate this show of inter­
est. Through Mr. Douglas a banquet and broadcast for state winners in nation­
ally sponsored contests for 1943-44 was held in November. The Governor, Mayor
of Phoenix, prominent newspaper and radio people, an outstanding leader, county
and state 4-H workers and 20 wiDDers were in attendance.
The health ftHft received major consideration with all clubs through
the year and members participated whole-heartedly in the various wartime acti­
vities and drives, purchased war stamps, and some groups sold stamps and bonds.
Farm and bome safety was stressed as a wartime necessity.
Local 4-H achievement programs a re held at which there is usually
an exhibit of 4-H Project work shown. Achievement pins and certificates and
also special medals are presented by the Agents to members who have earned them.
Maricopa County entered 10 contests with 16 contestants and won 4
Chicago trips, had 12 contestants who won 25 or 50 dollar War Bonds. Area
honors landslided to Scottsdale in Maricopa County which accounted for 6 of the
state winners. Scottsdale also accounted for the leading boy contestant,
Malcolm Adams, and the only brother and sister team in Arizona's history to
win the state award trip to Chicago. Dorothy Adams is the State Dress Revue
Winner.
Five-hundred-eleven girls enrolled in Home Economics projects and
435 completed the project or projects selected and turned in satisfactor,y
records. The majority of the girls enrolled are 11 to 13 years old, and first
to third year in club work.
The 2S8 girls completing clothing work made 974 garments; 40 garments
were remodeled. The ,152 girls completing foods work reported having planned
628 meals, served 463 �ea1s and prepared 1017 additional dishes; 19 girls in an
Arts and Crafts project made 43 articles including crocheted, knitted, and
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embroidered articles and various toys; 17 girls in canning projects canned
1594 quarts of fru!ts and vegetables, prepared 166 pounds of .truit, 1.32
pounds of vegetables, 148 pounds of meat and 48 fr,yers tor freezer lockers.
The Assistant Agent gave 233 1/2 days to 4-H work in all its
phases and related activities.
More emphasis on Farm and Home Safety and all-out promotion ot
the War Bond Drives in rural areas is an assignment for 4-H'ers throughout
the State for 1944-45.
4-H Club work, with its prograa of learnin,; to do by- doing, oper­
ates on sound program plans and offers the best possible stimulus for youth
to fill their time with worthwhile activity, Adequate leadership durin! a
busy wartime period is the chief limiting tactor.
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PROJECTS AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS
I. Orcanizatlon
Sub-Project B. HOm�.�conomics Extension Organization
Phase 1. Homemakers Clubs
In Maricopa Count.Y in 1943-44 there were 9 Homemakers Clubs en­
rolled for the projects tor the year. ot these 5 maintained tull coopera­
tion until the end of the year. Four maintained partial cooperation. One
of the three latter clubs was obliged to receive its information wholly by
mail. The Home Demonstration office sought to make the organization ot both
project and miscellaneous work ot such nature tbatit would serve the groups
regardless of problems ot transportation and ot other war adjustments.
Add!tional. contacts through groups were maintained 1dth 9 Wards
ot the Maricopa Stake ot the Church ot Latter Day Saints. Leaders trom these
Wards joined the leaders trom Homemaker Clubs wherever possible. In a tew
instances the Ward leaders could not adapt the Extension program to the reg­
ional Homemaking program for the Clmrch croup, but in the main there was
representation trom all groups in one project or another.
Enrollment in the Homemakers Club groups numbered 191; in the
Church groups, approximately 250. This enrollment represented homemakers on
tarms, in small towns, in suburban areas, and a tew trom larger centers.
These statistics apply to formally organized projects under the
guidance ot the Specialists. More or less informal work was arranged tor a
general class ot patrons who rely on the ottice tor assistance with all types
of homemaking practices. This is particularly true in the case ot Food
Preservation which served organized and unorganized communities in the county.
Phase 2. Homemakers Councils
The Rural Homemakers Coordinating Comcil was the group through
which the various groups functioned. It served in both an advisory and
planning capacity and provided a tie among groups during this past year when
factors operated to keep women from full participation with local clubs. In
spite of limitations in transportation and time, the Council met four times
to appraise needs of the rural women and to pull their activities together tor
home and community goals. It was especially active in the War Bond Drives,
having supplied the rural leadership in that field.
During the year there were 5 county planning meetings and 6 commun­
ity planning meetings. These dealt with civic problems and with the programs
for all groups cooperating with the HOme Demonstration service. Some phase of
Home Demonstration work reached 27 communities. A total of 27 days ot the
Agent's time was devoted to the problems ot organization.
Sub-Project C. 4-H Clubs
Phase 1. A-H Club Organization
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Thirty-seven HOme Economics 4-H Club groups functioned in the
count" in 24 community areas; 4 lay leaders and 34 teacher leaders super­
vised the work. The objective was to train members in worthwhile activity
through living the National 4-H Club Pledge -- DHeads to Clearer Thinkingft
b,r developing a well worked out plan in friendly competition with girls
about their own age; "Hearts to Greater Loya1�"' through friendly coopera­
tive activity and community service; DHands to Larger Service- through
developing skills in worthwhile accomp1isbments as making garments, prepar­
ing and serving meals or dishes for family meals, preserving surplus foods
and developing arts and craftsJ nHealth to Better Living" through learnin,
wbat factors influence the quality of health for the individual and the fam­
ily and doing their "best" to put into practice such principals as are taught.
Club work for girls was organized in one new eommunitl' or school
through sponsorship of the Homemakers group; HOmemaker members served as
leaders for i«riculture and for Home Economics groups at Wasbington School.
Two groups who applied tor club work were lost tor lack ot leadership. One
canning group of five girls organized as a la7 group under a la7 leader. Six
girls of the Scottsdale Higb School continued through the summer, meeting for
all day meetings at the home ot the lay leader once each week. This continued
interest contributed to the fact that 7 or them entered state contests, 4
rated state honors and one the Chicago Trip.
The following tables summarize the 4-H work done in 24 communities
b.Y projects, indicating enrollments and completions; 37 leaders conducted the
work.
Project No. ot Groups iProllment Completions
_C1�o_t�hi�·n�g �� 31�S 2�8�8 _
Food §e1ection & Preparation 12 152 115
Food Preservation 3 17 16
Arts and Crafts 1 19 12
Camping 1 9(4 boys,S rirls) 6
The above ti«nres include 64 duplicate girls enrolled, 56 or whom completed
their projects.
Ages of 4-H Members Enrolled
Girls 69
11 12 13 15 16 17 18
lIS 102 ·90 39 26 5 2 1
Bws 1 1 1
Years 'n Club Work
rat Year 2nd Year 3rd Year �tb Year
Girls 117 23
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PIl, Ig,trition (A4,Qill
This field, as defined in the Agent's Handbook, comprises Food
Production, Food Conservation and Preservation, Food Selection, Preparation
and Service, Food Economies and Food Legis1atlon. Homema1t�r8 Club members
cone.ntrated work in two of these fields, on a program adopted by the County
Council at its regular program planning meeting. The fields were "Food
Selection, Preparation and Service", and ·Food Conservation and Preservation".
!hese projects will be summarized in their respective portions of the report.
"Food Production" is in the hands or the Extension Horticulturist,
a member or the County Agent's starr. In 1943, both the Acent and Assistant
Agent were asked to cooperate close� with hia in encouraging garden plantings
and in securing data thereof'. During the latter part ot 1943 and the spring
months ot 1944, there was a shift of interest in gardens, and the work was
handled entirely by the Horticulturist. The Agent talked gardens as a source
ot sound family rood supply and stressed the need of a continued interest in
them, but the Horticulturist was the consultant. Figures representing the
extent of garden plantings appear in his report.
!he Assistant Agent encouraged 4-8 Club members to cooperate in
tood production through the family garden -- wben gardens were not a major
project.
Sub-Project B. Food ereservation (Adult)
For some years the Home Demonstration office has directed effort
toward a county-wide food preservation progrs.m to serve both urban and rural
ta.milies. The results have always been gratif)"ing. It would appear from
observation, and from such statistical material as is available, that there
was a decline in the number of persons who sought assistance with food pres­
ervation problems. Ver,y definitely, the number of urb� patrons was less
than recorded last year. Women who normall;y canned large amounts of food have
talked ot canning less, but the questionnaires returned from miscellaneous
groups ot reliable contacts, indicate that there was a higher average volume
or goods canned than was recorded a year ago. The 1942-43 report revealed
that the average canner prepared 70-plus cans, while the current report in­
dicates that the average increased to 119-plus quarts per individual homemaker.
More tood was reported in the freezer lockers; less had been dehydrated.
About the same number of persons presented gauges to be tested.
Fifteen percent were new patrons. The press and other agencies stressed food
preservation su�riciently well, that there was less need for, and less interest
in, refresher courses, and we believe that the establishment of a canning cent­
er in the area ver,y definitely influenced the number of equipment loans that
were handled by the Home Demonstration ottice. It is far easier and more £atis­
factor" to carr,y produce to a roomy, equipped canning center than to process
it at home.
It would appear from figures to be offered later under Sub-Projects,
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that freezing of fresh food has limited the volume or meats and vegetables
canned.
Phase 2. Canning (Adult)
The canning program was carried forward by refresher courses, a
leader-training contact for 16 canning leaders in the county, b7 the usual
polic.y of equipment loans, gauge-testing clinics, demonstrations by Agent,
Assistant Agent and Emergene,y Agent in Food Preservation, and finally, by
miscellaneous contacts including office and bulletin service.
The objectives or the program were as follows - (1) to provide
up-to-date and authentic information in the field of food preservation, (2)
to reach the majority or canners in neighborhood groups, (3) to conserve sur­
plus food by teaching good preservation practices, (4) to release high-point
foods for families who cannot process foods, (5) to urge protection of health
by use of only tested methods of preservation and (6) to test equipment for
efficiency and safet,y.
Specialists' Activity
In the absence or a Nutrition Specialist, the State Leader coop­
erated with the Agent to arrange and present a refresher meeting for 18
Canning Chairmen from as many communities in the county. The final working
group numbered 16 women, since it was possible to combine neighboring commun­
ities and conserve time for busy women. The State office acted in a super­
visor,y and counselling capacit.y.
Agent's Activity
The Agent and Assistant Agent stared the Food Conservation program.
Although the Agent assumed responsibilit.y for the program as a whole and gave
63 days of time to it, the Assistant Agent devoted a total of 11 days of her
time to the program, Eerving patrons in the absence of the Agent, as well as
throughout the season. A summary of her activity is included.
Refresher work in food preservation, organization and operation
of pressure gauge testing clinics, method demonstrations in the field, and
preparation of subject matter for leaders, as well as news-letter contacts with
them were the Agent's responsibility. This work was accomplished b7 3 leader
training meetings for 38 leaders, 3 refresher courses for 42 patrons, 18 gauge
clinics for 164 persons, at �nich 208 pressure cookers were checked, and one
neighborhood demonstration at which the leader assisted the Agent. Three news
sheets were released stressing timely canning topics. The Assistant Agent
shared 1 clinic wi� other workers, at which 6 machines were tested. The Agent
and leaders conducted 16 clinics.
Work of the Emergency Food Preservation Agent
In July and early August, Martha Fees, as Emergency Food Preser-v:ation
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Agent, was assigned to conduct a series of food preservation meetings in
Maricopa Count.y. In all, she presented 10 demonstrations to a total of 58
women. The Agent arranged for 7 of the 10 meetings, through the community
canning chairmen. In addition to the meetings Mrs. Fees contacted 14 by
office calls, 58 over the telephone, and prepared and shared one radio
interview with a local editor.
Phase 3. Dehydrated Foodl
This process of food preservation as yet does not attract as much
attention as might be expected. Press and educational agencies have stressed
the need of specialized equipment to insure standard quality in dehydrated
foods. AIthough the Extension Service introduced simple and inexpensive de­
vices for reaching these standards, the controlled humidity and temperature
t,ype of equipment was not as generally available, and methods of dehydration
have been not too flexible to assist in accomodation to the shortage of equip­
ment. The Agent believes that these two factors have militated against wide
adoption of dehydration as a conservation and preservation method.
However, reports reveal that there were 293 persons contacted with
information on the subject of dehydration. or these, 42 were reached by the
Agent through refresher meetings; 8 'additional families in a public demonstra­
tion by the Emergency Agent; 5 by the Agent at a demonstration, and 200 in­
cidental to a public demonstration of the use and results of the electrically
operated dehydrator. Fifteen patrons �ere contacted by telephone, letter and
office call.
The public demonstration mentioned was a feature of a Harvest Show
sta,ed in cooperation with an Agricultural publication, the Arizona Farmer.
Cooperating, too, were its affiliated radio station and the Federated Garden
Clubs of the county. The Agent set up the dehydration equipment, arranged a
demonstration of dehydrated products and operated the machine tor interested
inquirers.
The Assistant Agent extended �ormation to 27 persons through the
distribution of bulletins, �ormation over the telephone and by office calls.
In addition she conducted some experiments in methods of dehydration of figs
and Thompson Seedless grapes. This work was shared by the Emergency Agent and
was arranged as a test of the effectiveness of a dehydration cabinet, which
was loaned to 1 district, where � patrons used the equipment.
The small total of pounds dried products representing approximately
1300 pounds of fresh materials, indicated limited use of the method as com­
pared to total of foods canned end frozen in the county program.
An electric dehydrator is county-owned, having been secured for
the Agent by the Sta.te Leader. It has served the Staff Horticulturist witD..:.facil­
ities for a series ot experiments which he conducted on methods of dehydra-
tion of varieties of dates.
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fhase_A. FreeziJlL_
Interest in preservation ot foods by freezing shows marked in­
crease, but the same relative shortage or locker space exists as existed a
year ago, despite the fact that one pl�t added 600 lockers to its equip­
ment. There are six locker plants in the county all filled to capacity.
An official of a large plant estimated that each locker would hold 250
pounds of produce and stated that the law required that 60 percent of space
be allocated to farmers, or other rural families. Full figures are not
available from all plants, but data are herein offered tor a total of 285'
lockers, in three areas, indicating that rural homemikers, �ot necessarily
connected with Extension projects, have in storage in these plants approxi­
mately 427,500 pounds of produce , The fifUres are offered to present en
insight as to the status of the industr.y in the county.
A group of 57 selected schedules, sent to rural f�ies, indi­
cate that only 12 ot the group stored food in this manner. However J the 12
families report a total of 2088 pounds or frozen foods -- fruits, vegetables
and meats -- or an average storage of 174 pounds per family.
Meat is the major staple put in the lockers, vegetables next in
importance and fruits, last. In the annual report of last year, the Agent
indicated that there is a need for exact intormation as to what local varie­
ties ot vegetables and fruits store best. rhat this need is actual was re­
vealed by recent reports on the unsatisfactor.r product resultiDg from the
storage of green beans, secured at random from commercial sources, or frozen
from garden surplus. Some complaint was registered regarding varieties ot
strawberries and apricots.
Tabulations indicate that 29 families solicited information about
methods ot preparing foods for the freezer lockers. An additional 50 bulle­
tins were supplied to patrons attending refresher courses. Food preservation
chairmen received 16 of the 50 bulletins.
The Assistant Agent cared tor 9 requests tor information on prepara­
tion or foods for the freezer locker and sent out 9 bulletins.
Non-Project Methods of Contact in Food Preservation
Service Through Equipment Loans
A long-established polic.y of service to patrons through loan of
pressure cookers and sealers was maintained in 1943-44. The number of patrons
who sought this service was less than in 1942-43. Eighty-one loans were made
to as many families during the current year. This group reported the preserva­
tion of 1691 quarts ot ·produce, grouped as follows: 484 quarts of fruits, 552
quarts ot vegetables, and 665 quarts of meats, including poultr,y and venison
as indicated in Table I, Page 19.
Of the 81 borrowers, 23 were urban homemakers. Of the total number
who used the equipment, 20 were Dew contacts.
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Sealers were not much in demand on a loan basis. However, the
siDgl. patron who borrowed a sealer did so to close cans ot stuffed dates
used &S an over-seas gift.
Senice to Fatrons Ulrough Calls and Bull etips
It was possible for the Agent to increase service to patrons
through the distribution of bulletins, b.Y telephone or ottice assistance
and through the medium ot correspondence. In the Food Preservation field,
1111 bulletins were distributed. Four hundred and forty telephone calls,
oftice calls and letters served additional patrons.
As mentioned in a paragraph on general service to the count,., the
Agent supplied a monthly, or bi-mon� information sheet to canning leaders,
seeking to anticipate the types ot calls they might receive regarding canning
certain products. The method of service was adopted because ot the limita­
tions of travel, both for Agent and Leader, and because the' appearance of
seasonal crops on the market precipitated canning proble.s and inquiries.
Samples of this service sheet are appended.
The information sheet supplied to leaders included data regarding
such crops as Thompson Seedless grapes, figs, tomatoes and corn. Allot these
products present some specific problems.
Additional service was rendered b.1 collaboration with a rural home­
maker in compiling data for a leaflet, "Home Preservation of Dates·. The'
homemaker supplied the facts about the product and method ot handling, while
the Agent did the writing.
Assistant Agent's Activity in Adult preservation
!be Assistant Agent's activit,r in the adult food preservation ser­
nc. included 59 specific canning requests with 21 bulletins mailed out. Ninety-­
four other food preservation calls were as follows: dehydration 23 calls, 20
bulletins; freezing 9 calls, 9 bulletinS; brineing 19 calls, 17 bulletins and
51 contacts of a miscellaneous nature. She assisted with one pressure cooker
clinic and attended food preservation planning meetings arranged b� the Agent
and State Leader. •
The Assistant Agent cared tor 32 ortice calls connected with loans
of office pressure cookers for canning, with 140 quarts ot products reported
canned -- (included in the Agent's totals).
An effort was made to secure authentic data regarding the actual
extent ot the food preservation program and to learn of the acceptance of the
aid which had been solicited b� the patrons. The State Leader conferred with
the Agent as to the best method of securing the material. It was decided to
use a sample ot 150 names selected at random trom accurate request lists secur­
ing information b� schedules mailed direct to the patron. The sample �as to
include 50 schedules to members of the Homemakers Clubs, 50 to a list of general
calls, (rural, suburban and urban) plus 50 schedules to be sent to patrons who
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had borrowed pressure cookers. It developed that we were able to use names
ot 81 borrowers, of cookers, which increased the sample to 181.
thirty-eight of the 50 general t,ype ot patrons replied, 22 of the
Homemaker Club members and 40 of the borrowers. The results are presented
1n Table I. The final sample nwnbered an even 100 patrons.
The Assistant Agent has added figures for the results of 4-H Food
Preservation, but totals have been segregated.
Table I indicates the results secured by' the survey.
Leaders' Activity in Food Cgnseryatlpn
As an accent to the war actirlty' in connection with this field of
work, the Agent secured the services of 18 communit.f Food Preservation Chair­
JDeD. A survey of the county revealed that at least 20 communities ot the 45
listed as official contacts, could use the services of a chairman. However,
1t was later revealed that 18 chairmen could 'Yery easil1 serve the 20 COIDlllUD­
itles.
Ae a result ot a leader training �eting, the eighteen adopted
pressure gauge testing as their major communit,y contribution, a discussion
of which occurred on Page 14. Clinics for 1rh1ch chairmen made the arrange­
_nts and assisted their neighbors, numbered 16, at which 1970t the total
208 gauges were tested. It Is estimated that 15% of the total gauges through­
out the count1, were tested for the first time in 1943-44. Many calls were
received for assistance in testing the non-gauge t.ype of Victor" cookers,
but a shortage of testing equipment for this t,r.pe of canner make it impossible
to answer those calls.
In three instances leaders arranged for meetings of small groups
of canners who had specific problems. !he meetings were handled b1 the
lIlergenC1 Agent in Food Preservation and are discussed elsewhere, with the ex­
ception of a refresher course offered by the Agent, previousl1 mentioned.
Additional service of neighborhood canning leaders consisted of
distribution of bulletins and collection ot data.
TABLE I
VOLUME FOOD PRESERVED BY 100 ADULT AND 17 4-a GROUPS
Qts. Canned Gal•• Brined Lb I. j)rie_d Lbs_. _Cu: r-ed Lbs Lbs F
I
GrouJ)s Stor-ed -
. . .
Fruit Vei!. IMeat Fruit VeR. Meat Fruit VeRi Meat _Fruit _V_eR. Meat Fruit Ve_i! • Jleat Fruit Veil. lie_at
Homemakers Club
22 families 2960 1159 165 56 45 67 - 250 350 35 - 75 - - - 130 300 1075
in sQp_le
General Patrons
,38 families 3280 1451 442 2 15 10 700 -- -- 242 - 20 -- - - 20 10 768
in samole
Cooperator
Canning 484 552 655 - - - -- --- - - - _, - - - -- - -
40 I)atrons
TOTAL 6724 3162 1262 58 60 77 700 250 350 277 - 95 - - - 150 310 18�
Volume Adult
Canning
Canned
and -11,928 qt.
Brined
Dried - 1,300 lb.
Cured - 372 lb.
Frozen- 1,303 lb.
,
4-H
1089 8Cannin_g Clubs 492 13 - -- -- -- - -- - - - -- - 166 132 148
17 members
-
TABLE II
STATISTICAL SUMMARY OF FOOD CONSERVATION PROGRAM
1943-44
A. Communities Served......... Coun�-wide contacts
F&rm••••••• 1964 )
B. Families Assisted.......... ) 2271
Non-Farm... 307}
Farm....... 318)
c. Jew Fami1ies............... ) 425
Non-Farm... ior )
D. Methods of Contact
state Leader
1. Leader Training........ and
Agents
lumber
Attendance
1
22
2. Method Demonstrations.. Agent Number
Attendance
2
205
Assistant Agent Number a
Attendence 0
Emergen� Agent Number 10
Attendance 58
3. Refresher Classes...... Agent Number
Attendance
3
42-
164. Pressure Cooker Clinics Agent Number
Assistant Agent Number 1
Emergencr Agent Number 1
Cookers Tested 208
5. Equipment Loans..................................... 81
6. Miscellaneous Contacts. Agent
Telephone, Office and Letter... 440
Information Sheets to Leaders.. 48
Assistant Agent
Telephone, Office and Misc..... 263
7. Bulletins Distributed............................... llll
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8"'17 of' Activity in Food Preseryation
Tables I and II give numerical pictures of the type of activit.y
rendered b1 the Home Demonstration oftice and the Emergene,y Food Preserva­
tion Agent, to the 2271 families contacted in all phases ot this work in
Maricopa County in 1943-44. In add!tion, the tables reveal the accomplish­
ment of patrons and leaders.
The results point to several changes in the over-all picture of
the program as follows:
1. Increase in the number of fam1ly-owned pressure cookers, mak­
ing less demand tor equipment loans.
2. More general use of the Communit,y Canning Center.
3. More consistent use of' freezer lockers.
4. Increased number of agencies giving instruction in food
preservation.
5. Some surpluses existing from homecanners' 1942-43 supplies.
A total ot .425 new contacts were made in the field, of which 84 were new
urban contacts.
!be 100 schedules returned from the survey made to determine the
volume of food conserved in the count.y, indicated that there were 6724 quarts
of fruits, 3162 of' vegetables, and 1262 ot meats, 195 gallons of food brined,
1300 pounds dried, 372 pounds cured, and 2.303 pounds frozen. The average
number of cans per individual is l19-plus. This figure does not include dried
or frozen products which could. not be reduced to a common denominator.
A total estimated volume of canned products for the county is
115,554 quarts. This is based upon 941 contacts representing definite re­
quests for help � handling all types of produce. The figure (941) is the
sua total of all Staff contacts of this nature. It does not include info�a-
tion service which yielded-no tollow-up.
.
Phase 5. 4-8 Food Pre§eryation,
Interest in 4-H Club canning for 194.3-44 was only slightly increased
over the previous year.
Sei'enteen girls enrolled in three areas under two lay leaders and
two mother-daughter set-ups. Six girls were enrolled for 2nd year canning.
Two facts -- year round vegetable gardens, and the high cost of
fruits, most of which are brought from distant sources, account to some extent,
to't lack of in1iarf;5t on the part of girls for canning. Members do help their
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mothers but decline to tollow the 4-H Club outline and to keep records.
One-thousand-eight,y-nine quarts of fruits, 492 quarts of vegetables, 13
quarts of meat (chicken) were reported canned; 8 gallons of pickles were
prepared. Three Senior Scottsdale girls prepared 166 pounds of fruit,
132 pounds of vegetables, and 178 pounds of meat, including 48 fryers for
freezer lockers. As the girls explained, the fruits, vegetables and chick­
ens all represented surplus home produced foods, prepared at their prime
to provide fine meals and to save ration points. Apricots, peaches and
strawberries, corn, green beans, and broccoli were products frozen. No
foods were reported dehydrated by 4-8 girls this year.
Girls exhibited canned products at the County 4-H Fair at Tempe,
at the Garden Center Contest in Phoenix and at the Sears-Roebuck display
window. !he same two girls placed first and second in each of these events.
Approved methods were urged; however, supervision under the conditions was
not always possible, and practices carried on over periods of years in
individual homes were used in canning seedless grapes, tomatoes and peaches
in a rew instances.
Sub-Project C. Food Selection
Special emphasis was placed on two t,ypes of Food Selection, both
of which carried a war accent. The topics chosen were "Point Saving Meals"
and ·Food For The Sick". The.y were presented to members of the Homemakers
Clubs and to the Wards of the Maricopa Stake, Church of Latter Day Saints.
There was spread or influence beyond these groups, through the activity of
members, discussed later.
Phase 2. Food Selection for Special Conditions
Both of the topics mentioned fall in this classification, in
that one was the result of rationing problems, and the second the result of
the shortage of nurses, and hospital services, which created a need for spread
of information to homemakers who would be obliged to take care of inva1.ids at
home.
Point Saving Meals
To meet these meeds, program plans were made whereby 191 women
who were enrolled in the Homemakers Clubs, plus 250 enrolled in the Church
group might receive information of rather specific type by which they might
plan meals, well within ration limits, yet nutritionally protective. Leader
training was chosen as the method of reaching clubs wherever possible, with
rollow-up demonstration and assistance by the Agent in all areas. Thirty­
e1gb.t leaders were trained.
Specialist's Activity
No Extension Nutritionist was on the staff, consequently the State
Leader assumed responslbilit,y for preparing lesson plans and a portion of the
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subject matter to be used by leaders and dispensed to their class members.
Three training groups were scheduled for work. The state Leader met with
one group of 9 women to prepare them for the extension of activit" to their
groups. Simple, low-point recipes were prepared, their point value deter­
mined and their food content scored for sound nutrition, based on the
Basic Seven Chart.
Agent's Activity
The training of two groups of leaders fell to the Agent, who
presented subject matter to 29 leaders, as indicated in the preceding
pua�a�.
.
A part of the Agent's assignment was subsequent attendance at
local meetings where she shared responsibilit.y with 10 leaders at ; meet­
ings, who reached 102 club members. UsuallJ the Agent was needed only to
assist with the discussion features of the lesson.
The Assistant Agent attended the leader training meeting with
no subsequent local follow-up.
In all instances where the inf'ormation on point saving was offer­
ed, the meeting took the form of a work-meeting and luncheon.
When members of the groups were asked about the acceptance of
ideas and practices resulting from the work in Point Saving Meals, they in­
dicated that 31 had repeated the work at home and had extended it to 78
neighbors. They reported, too, that 312 extra recipe leaflets had been
distributed by them on specific request. this definitely increased the scope
of their influence. The leaflet used was one prepared by' Lola T. Dudgeon,
former Extension Butritionist who had worked with the group on the Share­
the-Meat pr-ograa,
Food For the Sick
This was a popular lesson, surpr1S1ng to the leaders who had rather
considered themselves more or less experienced. The activities of Special­
ist and of Agent parallel1ed the pattern used for the presentation of Point
Saving Meals. For this reason, a more or less summarized version can be
given.
The State Leader, who again was the Specialist, planned the lesson
and prepared the subject matter, trained 9 leaders, but left the training
of other leaders to the Agent in one center, and the Assistant Agent in the
third. Thirty-five leaders received training on the project.
Points stressed in all training meetings were (1) general practices
in home care of sick, (2) designation and classification of diets, (3) dis­
cussion or each diet, (4) care of the sick room, (5) reCipes for food preparation,
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and (6) plan for club presentation of the lesson by leaders. Principles
of sanitation, prevention of spread of disease, stimulation of invalid's
interest in nutritious food, and principles of cooperation with physicians
were features of each meeting.
Again, as in all projects where leaders are involved, the Agent
carried information to the clubs in cooperation with the leaders, or if
leaders had been unable to receive training, conducted the meeting. In the
"Food For the Sick" program, 3 meetings yere the responsibility of the Agent,
following the work given to leaders. thirty-eight club members were con­
tacted at these meetings.
Leaders' Activity
ASSuming responsibIlIty tor relaying information to club members
on the subject of sickroom feeding, the leaders met 41 club members in 3
meetings. R�cords indicate that they also extended the intormation to 155
additiona! persons, by securing publications tor them. Twenty-tour members
themselves indicated that the" put into practice one or more ideas gained,
in connection with care ot ill members ot their families. The,y assisted 78
families b,y neighborly contact.
Miscellaneous Nutrition Contacts through the Agent's Oftice
Telephone and oftice calls, letters and bulletins or recipes
served 15 additional persons interested in the general tield of Nutrition.
This miscellaneous work covered a community contact where the Agent spoke
to 51 women interested in the over-all aspects of the Food Fights For free­
dom theme.
Sub-Project D. Food Preparation and Service
Phase 7. 4-8 Meals
Meal Planning and Baking was the project selected by 152 girls in
10 oommunities and 12 groups. Since the new bulletins "Meals The 4-H Way"
were not oft the press in time for the fall opening, a combination of the
"Ileal Planning" with "Baking" was used for guidance in the food work. Sugar
substitutes were introduced, and girls were urged to use home produced foods
in planning and serving meals. Variation in preparation of eggs was espec- .
ially popular. Six-hundred-twent,y-eight meals were planned; 463 meals were
prepared and served, and 1017 individual food dishes were prepared and serVed
at home by girls, at an estimated cost of $544.35. Demonstrations by lead­
ers, by girls of the group, and as class activity were methods used to teach
techniques and set up standards for products.
All but one Meal Planning group prepared "Food For Health Posters"
and exhibits of non-perishable foods or food models for the Annual 4-H Club
Fair. This method was devised to avoid waste of food in war time shortages.
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Food was used, however, along with table setting and measuring
equipment in the food Judging contest.
Six food demonstration teams competed for honors at the 4-H
Club Fair. Scottsdale Senior team placed first with a demonstration of
An Emergena,y Dairy Luncheon; Palo Verde placed first and second in Junior
Division with Meal Service for The Farm Family and Milk Drinks demonstra­
tions.
The Scottsdale girls entered the State Dair,r Foods contest and
won first place and were awarded $50 War Bonds by the Kraft Cheese Comp�.
Eight excellent nutrition Scrap Books were exhibited at the 4-8
Fair. These books were compiled by the individual girls and contained
useful nutrition leaflets, notes and interesting cut-outs to illustrate
the phases pertaining to food selection, meal planning, preparation and
service.
Girls enrolled in Foods work for 1944-45 are delIghted with the
new bulletins, and leaders feel it will be possible to accomplish a more
rounded out program with this guidance.
The Assistant Agent in charge of girls club work assisted leaders,
on request, with demonstrations, training in food judging and simple demon­
strations in local groups, and provided material and assistance with contest
demonstrations.
Two sets of National Dairy Council Food Models were rotated over
the county to help in meal plenn1ng work.
XIV. Clothing (Adult)
Remodelling of Clothing was the major Clothing project of 1943-44.
It was begun in September of 1943 with a series of leader-training classes
which continued through October of that year. The project represented a
natural progression in the plan of work which the county had adopted in 1939,
when an incoming Specialist assisted Council members and the Agent in arrang­
ing a long-time project. In 1942-43, the emphasis had been placed on Care
and Renovation, which logically preceded the Remodelling work.
Inasmuch as the Specialist's work in the late months of 1943 had
barely begun when the annual report was compiled, the Agent made notation in
the annual of that year to the effect that all of the data on "Remodelling"
would be held for presen-retion in the 1944 report.
Other emphases in the Clothing field were "Selection and Care of
Shoes", as part of the major project, nConstruction of Children's Clothingn
and "Fabric Identification", as choices for programs on a community basis.
Each will be summarized in its own particular place in the report.
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Sub-Project A. Sel�ction
Phase 2. Fabric Identification (With Emphasis on T,ar Textiles)
This phase of work was the responsibilit.y of the Agent, being
given wholly as a communit,y service. As a result of demonstrations offered
in 1942 by the Specialist, and later in the same year by the Agent, there
were requests for exhibits and discussions of Fabric Identification, with
special emphasis on newer fibers in the field of s,yntheties.
As a result of this interest the Agent met with 4 groups of bus­
iness and professional women, totaling 135. The subject was presented in
a general as well as a personalized wa7. One particular� stimulating
group comprised wives of service men, who are members of a study club.
The Specialist supplied much of the demonstration material, which
was supplemented by materials secured locally by the Agent.
Sub-Project B. Construction
Phase 2. Dress Forms
This phase of work rested who1l7 in the hands of the leaders and
club members in 1943-44. Prior to that time, the Agent had given local
demonstrations, but it developed that two members of a local club became
proficient in the technique, and reported to the Agent that they had handled
12 meetings devoted to the construction of dress forms.. Fort,y-eight women
attended. These requests came from two communities other than their own,
but they gave lavishly of their time to extend this practice which they had
learned from the Extension club work. The 12 brought to a total of 30 the
forms which they had constructed in the course of two club seasons.
Sub-Project C. Selection and Construction
Phase 2. Children's Clothing _
Specialist's Activity
The Specialist loaned a kit of illustrative material to the Agent
tor use with a group of younger mothers who were interested in the construc­
tion of simple self-help garments for children, as well as in remodelling
of garments.
Agent's Activity
At the request of the leader, the Agent presented two demonstra­
tions in this field, at which 17 mothers were in attendance to discuss
selection and construction of garments for various age-groups of children.
Phase 4. 4-H Clothing Club Work
Clothing is the most popular project for girls of Maricopa County;
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318 girls enrolled in 24 groups. in 20 grammar schools and one High School.
rour of the High School girls worked through the summer under their lay
leader; 288 girls finished their projects.
Record books show 914 garaents or articles made at a cost ot
.1378.50, and 40 garments remodeled or remade. Such garments ranged from
a ,irl's suit made from a -Dad's old suit- to fashioning a jumper dress
trom a mother's worn dress, and changing dresses by cutting down and add­
ing collars, embroidery touches or other trims.
In line with rising prices, materials shortage and war-time de­
mands, emphasis was placed on clothing care and repair, also on care in
selection ot material and st.1le to give long wear and ease ot laundering.
Local exhibits, otten Dress Revues, are regular features ot
club groups, either on Achievement Day or at an earlier event. Evaluation
or judging of work done by girls, under supervision of the Agent or leader,
is a popular training activity. All 4-B clothing groups made entries at
the County Fair and had representatives in the County Dress Revue. All
clubs participated in the clothing judging contest. There were three
Clothing Demonstration Teams in that contest.
lIaricopa Count.1' s entry in the State Dress Revue Contest placed
tirst and will make the trip to Chicago to attend the Rational Congress
ot 4-8 Boys and Girls.
The Assistant Agent supervised the work through supp�ing 4-H
literature, related subject matter leaflets, illustrated helps, leader
conferences, club 'visits, technique demonstrations and phone and office
contacts.
Two kits of illustrative techniques used in required construc­
tion processes were loaned over the count,y and served to standardize cer­
tain fundamental processes. The Assistant Agent gave 33 days time to this
project and gave or assisted leaders with 27 demonstrations in connection
witb visits to local clubs.
The Clothing Specialist was most helpful through office confer­
ences, planned in connection with her adult work in the county.
Shortage of cotton yardage promises to be a real handicap' in
the 1944-45 season; already members and leaders are using sacks for all
sorts ot clothing and household articles. Some Phoenix stores are co­
operating to the extent of calling the Agent to announce arrival of cotton
materials, as a result ot contacts with buyers in the interest of the 4-8
Club program.
SUb-Project D. Economics
Phase 1. Care and Conservation ot Clothing
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Storage
Storage of Clothing is the project for the remainder of the
current year and a part of 1945. Inas1lUch as the project has just be­
gun, such results as accrue wUl be reported in their entirety in the
next 8.DIlual report. To date, only the initial leader-training meetings
have been given by the Specialist, with partial follow-up by the Agent.
The construction of the necessary storage spaces and devices will of
necessit,r progress as the women have time for final plans and tt.e'
and the assistance of rami� members. In some instances priorities for
materials are delayed, so it is considered wisest to hold the report of
the project until it can be given with en accent of completion. Suffice
to say that it has received much favor in its initial stages and has met
a real local need.
§Ub-Project E. Selection and Economics
Phase 1. Getting the Most for lour lIoney
Selection and Care ot Shoes
This phase of buymanship was the choice of the County Council
in arranging the Clothing prograa for the year. Specialist and Agent
shared the program. The Specialist provided illustrative material to be
supplemented locally, having presented the work to the Agent in confer­
ence. Such meetings as followed, were offered to the groups � the Agent.
!hese demonstrations numbered 9. or the 9, two were leader­
training groups at which the Agent offered the training to 10 leaders.
They in turn assisted the Agent in relaying the work to 4.3 club members in
5 demonstrations, while in two other communities the Agent met 16 club
members tor like demonstrationa.
Through the medium ot the three types of contacts, 69 women
received information in Selection and Care of Shoes. When asked, by ques­
tionnaire, whether they had been able to apply the information, 21 had
used buying methods, in local markets and had passed the information on to
.30 neighbors.
Phase 3. Remodeling or Extending the Life of a Garment
The request or club members for the work in remodeling of cloth­
ing was presented by the Agent to the State staff at an annual program
planning meeting. As a result, it was agreed that time and thought would
be given to the best method ot presentation of a subject, the success of
which depended much on personal supervision by Specialist and Agent. A
planning meeting of the State staff, County starf and representatives ot
communities was held. Various methods ot procedure were outlined and the
local women asked to select a choice of method tor presenting the work.
!he vote was cast for a series of remodeling schools, conducted on an area
basis rather than leader-training meetings.
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Consequentl)", in September 1943, and again in October, the
Specialist and Agent met with 17 women fro. 3 localities to begin work on
remodeling" ot clothing in order that the life ot good garments might be
extended. Constructing suits from men's suits was the major problem.
"ork ot the Specialist
Lorene Dr,yden, Clothing Specialist, asked the Agent to arrange
a suitable workroom tor the schools, in order that she might present the
project with class emphasis. Each of 8 sessions were conducted in like
manner -- namely, the Specialist met with class members, and appraised the
problems which were presented. She indicated in the specific garments
methods and processes in remodeling which had special or common applica­
tion. Thus she demonstrated methods of procedure which would be of class
benefit. Some individual problems had to be anal)"zed as the work progress­
ed, but in the main the Specialist was able to begin each work period with
an excellent over-all discussion and demonstration.
In all cases, there followed a work period devoted to actual
construction problems. !he second series of meetings over which the
Specialist presided, were meetings at which good methods and procedures
were discussed as the garment reconstruction progressed. These were follow­
ed, again, by work periods.
Miss Dryden met the classes 4 times for each of two months, or a
total of 8 meetings. The attendance was 80, and the number of families
served, 17, in three communities.
Agent's Activity
As indicated, the Agent met witil the planning committees of commun­
ities and with the County Council prior to presenting the program to the
State staff. In addition, she arranged all meetings for the Specialist and
assisted her at the 8 work meetings reported.
Follow-up of the project became the Agent's responsibility • In­
asmuch as onl)" three of 7 organized communities devoted time to work meet­
ings, the Agent met with 44 club members in the remaining 4 communities in
order to relay to them the processes in clothing remodeling as given by the
Specialist. In each instance, the Agent gave a demonstration or these
techniques.
Responsibility for the final results of eertain tailored garments
rested with the Agent, which meant that she met with the two working groups
in order to rinish the projects begun. Three such meetings were held.
Results of the Specialist's and Agent's activit,y in the field of
Remodeling of Clothing are as follows:
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Garments Remodelled in Classes.......... 5 coats,6 dresses, 5 suits (fro.
mens suits), 1 shirt.
Garments Remodelled After the School.... 7 dresses, 7 shirts, 3 blouses,
2 garments for children, & 4 shirts.
New Garments Made by the Group•••••••••• l52 of all t,Jpes.
Neighbors Assisted•••••••••••••••••••••• 26
Thus, through the project a total of 40 garments were remodelled
by the 17 families, who passed on the information to 26 additional family­
groups, in addition to constructing 152 new garments.
Resume or Clothing Projects Results
Major and minor projects reached 572 persons who reported having
incorporated 239 practices into their program of increased efricienc.y in
handling clothing problems for their families. These persons extended in­
formation to 56 neighbors.
Of the contacts in the field as a whole, the SpeCialist worked
with 80 in the course of 8 meetings; the Agent with 222 in demonstration
meetings, in addition to 43 contacts in meetings shared with leaders.
Leaders, alone, served 60 women in the course of 14 meetings. II1scellaneous
contact was made by distribution of 105 bulletins and 6 telephone calls.
IV. BQJle EConomics (Home Management)
Home Furnishing, in the Home Management field, has been a minor
project. There is no staff Specialist. In June, the State Leader arranged
.to have Mildred Jensen, Associate Professor or Home Economics, University
of Arizona, spend a week in the count,y.
.
Prior to her visit, the Agent arranged two t,ypes of contact -- one,
a leader training class in slip covering and furniture restoration; the other
a meeting of communit,y members interested in hearing a discussion of what to
do with a newly-built living room, which had not been furnished. The follow­
ing data indicate the results of the meetings.
Sub-Project A. Selection
Phase 1. Home Furnishing
. The Specialist met with a communit,y group, appraised the new liv­
ing room and discussed the following subjects with the group, using the new
room as an illustration of principles in home furnishing: (1) furniture
arrangment, (2) furniture selection, (3) construction and hanging of drapes,
(4) hanging of pictures. Concrete results shown in this home will be offered
in 8. sUDlDl8.l7. The homemaker adopted several of the principles and put as
many into practice as were possible at the time.
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Agent's Activity
In the fields included in these phases -- Home Furnishing,
Kitchen Equipment and Electrical Equipment -- the Agent gave only ODe
d_onstration, but provided an organized bulletin service to a group ot
Work and Business chairmen of the Wards ot tile Latte-r Day Saints Church.
!he theme ot their regional work for the year fell in the Home Manage­
ment field. In consequence their Stake chairman asked for help from the
County Extension office.
The Agent assembled a note book ot bulletin and leaflet reter­
ences for each leader. The material supplied covered all subjects on the
Relief Society list and provided a series of teaching guides for leaders.
Sub-Project B. Construction
Phase 1. Home Furnishing
raiSeS 1. 3 �d �...§.lling. 1t���Umtq�._�
�egtrical Equipment
There are two sets or data to report on this project -- the
activiV of the Specialist, and that of the Agent.
Specialist's Activity
Meeting with a group of 9 leaders recruited by a project leader
cooperating with the Agent, the Specialist spent 3 days on Furniture Restor­
ation. The Agent and IIlss Hopkins, Home Demonstration Agent from Yuma,
assisted•.
Four t,ypes of chairs were presented for repair. The Specialist
used the lecture-demonstration t,ype of presentation. Each day she opened
the class with a discussion of some phase of home furnishing, as a guide
to the selection of the materials which the group would use, as well as a
guide toward better selection of furnishing as a whole.
Afternoon sessions were devoted to construction of slip covers
and other t.ypes of covers particularly suitable for the t,ypes of chairs
in need of repair and restoration.
Leaders were pleased with the nature of the work and results.
!he group leader, Mrs. M. s. Emmett of Mesa, reports that the work is to
be extended during the current year, hence does not, at present, yield
statistical data for the report. However, each leader completed a chair,
as a project, in training, and two completed the covering of a couch, a
matching part of a suite.
Agent's Activity
The Agent assisted a group of four homemakers with a similar
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project in another area where 4 articles of furniture were restored. One
additional project was carried on by a single homemaker, who finished two
pieces for her home, under the guidance of the Agent.
Routine calls to the Agent for general assistance in this field,
number 9 telephone messages.
Phase 7. 4-H Handicraft Clubs
More girls requested 4-H Club work than could be accommodated in
the Clothing and Foods groups at Scottsdale Grammar School; so, after talk­
ing the matter over with the Arts teacher and Principal, it was decided to
make Arts and Crafts the project; 19 girls enrolled. Most of the girls
completed the number of accepted articles decided upon in the absence of a
regularly outlined bulletin; however, only 12 handed in records of accomp­
lishment. From the Office Kit of Christmas suggestions and personal articles
the Agent assembled suggestive material to supplement the ideas the teacher
leader alreaqy had.
Each girl made at least three useful articles. Crocheted or
knitted belts, purses, caps, various stuffed toys, embroidered scarfs,
scrap books, etc. were made and exhibited at the County Fair.
Sub-Project C. Health
Phase 2. Housekeeping
As a part of office routine the Agent has provided information
to 15 homemakers on better housekeeping methods, involving cleaning, room
arrangment, soap making, formulas for cleansing agents and miscellaneous
calls. Safer equipment was provided to 164 persons having cookers tested.
�utine household cleaning methods were demonstrated to a group of 29
WOllen.
Phase 5. Pests
Approximate� 50 persons have been assisted by giving specific
methods ot pest control. The majorit,y of requests have to do with a local
problem of roaches; other requests indicated problems of weevel control,
ant, mice and fly control. The Agent is indebted to Dr. J. N. Roney for
a mimeographed publication of pest control.
The rather diversified service to patrons in the various fields
of Home Management are clarified in the following table:
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TABLE III
Statistical Results of Home Management Project
No. No.
Com. Fam.
1 1 1 9
Accepted
Practices
furn.
9
1
XVI. Health (Adult)
Safety in the Home
During the year the Age'nt was asked to cooperate with the Rural
Sociologist and with all members of the County Agent's staff in a county­
wide movement to reduce hazards to health and safety in the home.
The contribution of the Home Demonstration Agent to the program
followed four phases:
1. The Distribution of Safety Check Sheets to All Club �embers and
Group Cooperators.
Prior to the distribution of the regulation and final Safety
Check Sheet supplied by the Rural Sociologist, the Agent prepared
four check sheets. These were distributed to all club members,
and extra copies given to. Safety Chairmen to be distributed to
neighbors. From this prel1minar,y check sheet, the individual
would compile data for the final sheet.
2. Selection of a District Safety Chairman.
A District chairman was selected, and 6 communit,y chairmen who
would supply community information for compilation.
3. The Presentation of Information on The Construction of Home
Medicine Chests.
Demonstrations of simple, portable medicine chests were given
in .3 areas and suggestions made as to content.
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4. Cooperation With the County Agent's Staff on General Dissemina­
tion of Information, Leaflets and Stickers.
Data returned to the office ot the Rural Sociologist indicated
that 6 aecidents involving 4 adults among 35 members of a communit,y,
resulted in 55 days of time lost, and entailed $222 in medical costs;
similarly another leader sent data to the Specialist showing that in 21
families in an area there were 9 accidents, involving 6 adults and 3
ehildren, costing 87 days of work and $202 in medical costs.
The Agent asked a group ot 50 homemakers to indicate how �
had made homes safer for family members, as well as how many had extended
help to neighbors. The replies indicated that 24 had contributed to
safer homes, end that the" had extended some safety practice to 97 other
persons.
Asked, likewise, about removing health hazards by better storage
of medicines and drugs, 8 reported improvement of storage facilities for
these items. One club president arranged with a manual training instructor
to have the home medicine chest a proJeet in his shop. He has promised to
report the number made.
Total contacts made and reported, then, in the field of satet,y
are 59 home contacts by leaders who reported accidents; extension of
practices to 97, 24 families adopting one or more safety measure, end 8
improving medicine and drug storage for safety, plus 25 reached with bulle­
tins. This offers a total of 213 families showing specific results. In
addition, the chairman for the Wards of the L. D. S. Church group in
Mesa report having distributed 350 leaflets to individual homes. -
XVIII. Community Activities
The Agent devoted a total of 40 3/4 days to communit.y contacts,
which appear under various headings. ,Community work involved 74 meetings
at which there was an attendance of 1827 persons. jd�.t�4'Q
." VIV l
,q�(,"
ItSub-Project A. Related AgenCies
Phase 2. Farm Security Administra.tion
Service to clients of Farm Securit.y was limited to either bulletin
or telephone contact usually in the matter of supplying information in the
field of Food Preservation. The Emergen� Agent gave a dehydration demon­
stration for a group of eight Farm Securit,y families, after which she loaned
the office dehydrator to two of the group for further work with a grape crop.
The Agent accompanied the Home Supervisor on a series of home calls,
to ascertain the interests of the clients in regular club work.
Phase 3. Farm Bureau
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There is no change in the relationship between the Extension
Service and the Farm Bureau, undoubtedly because the latter maintains no
Home Bureau organization. The only contact established happens to be
occasions when printed information is sent out to the entire mailing list,
as was true with the Accident and Fire Prevention project.
Service to ¥lscellaneous COmmunity Groyps
In addition to groups formally listed as Extension cooperators,
the following agencies were served during the year: Red Cross, through
2 conferences with 14 chairman; the Arizona Home Economics Association of
which the Agent is Vice President, through 4 contacts �t which the attend­
ance was no; Public Health agencies through 1 meeting on planning for better
post-war health; through the department of Vocational Home Economics in
general contacts, and specifically at their Food Preservation Training
Center, and finally, through church groups in two instances where the Agent
served bf discussion and demonstration in the field of ta,y_mak1ng and
nutrition.
The Extension Service is deep� indebted to the department of
Vocational Home Economies for the loan of pressure gauge testing equipment,
and for their policy of serving patrons on emergency calls for such test­
ing, when Extension equipment was not available. There has been an excell­
ent spirit of cooperation.
Sub-Project B. Conferences
Three types or conferences were held during the year -- the
annual conference of all Extension workers, the annual planning conferences
arranged by the State Agent for all Agents, and the routine office, or
starf, conferences held monthly in the county' office. There were 14 such
conferences in all fields, during the yee:r.
Phase 1. Annual Copference
A total of :3 days was devoted to this work during 194.3-44. The
highlights of the conference were production reports and plans, in the light
of war needs, a report from the Clothing Specialist regarding "Time Studies".
There was also program clearance for county and state work. There were 7
meetings during the Annual Extension Conference, for the 35 workers present.
Topics of timely interest to Agents, in the field of program plens
and progress were presented by the 8 members of the Maricopa County staff,
during the course of 9 meetings, held monthly, or more frequently 1£ the
work demanded attention.
Phase 3. Planning Conferences
Seven planning conferences for the Home Demonstration field were
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held during 1943-44. These planning conferences cleared the program of
work, as well as being the media through which the State Leader and
Specialists presented certain over-all phases of subject matter.
At this conference the Home Demonstration Agent presented an
outline of County program requests, developed by the Rural Homemakers
Council, in session prior to the planning meeting.
The seven meetings involved two t,ypes of planning meetings one,
which stressed the scope of work to be carried on b.Y all Agents in the
Food Preservation field, as more or less of a specialized piece of work;
and one held in Prescott, Arizona, wherein all county plans were presente�
and cleared.
Sub-Project C. Publicitx
Phase 1. Radio
Such radio work as has been done in the county, with the excep­
tion of one manuscript prepared for a Food Conservation broadcast, has
consisted in supplying material to the Woman's Editor of the Arizona
Farmer for her "spot" OD a local station. This work was not dODe as a
regular feature, but rather as the commentator required authentic informa­
tion in special topics of interest to farm 1Jomen •.
Phase 2. Weekly Column
Beginning in June, the Agent and Assistant Agent joined in a
plan whereby' the county" starf supply material for the weekly issue of
"Farm and Home News", a column in a local paper. The editor for whom
the material is prepared releases it to three publications in the area.
The Agent also established a contact with one other outlet on the same
baSis, for the Home Demonstration office and the Girl's Club office.
Timely topics in Homemaking fields were presented by' both
Agents, as indicated � sample publicit,y appended. To date, the Agent has
supplied material for 42 issues, and the Assistant Agent for 42. The
Emergenc.y Agent for Food Preservation, supplied 5 articles to the local press.
Phase 4. Other Publicity
By arrangement with the Arizona Republic, chief news sheet for the
area, the Agent secured space for all leader-training announcements, as
well as for publication ot community program announcements. In addition,
the paper published two subject matter articles in the field of Food Pres­
ervation.
The Agent supplied a total ot 18 articles to the Republic.
During the year, the Agent furnished material to the Woman's
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Ed!tor ot the Arizona Farmer, to be printed in her column.
The Assistant Agent planned and assisted with four radio pro­
grams; two or which preceded the Annual 4-8 Club Fair and pertained to
4-H project achievements ot members participating; another emphasized
outstanding achievements or members and announced Count" and state
winDers in Nationally sponsored contests. A third was assisting county
"Chicago Trip· winners with project reports, and the appointed Scotts­
dale leader with her Bond activity report and plans for 4-H Clubbers in
the Sixth Bond Drive.
Eight 4-H Club publicit.y articles were prepared b,y the Assistant
Agent. Two ot these were "4-H Boosters·, prepared jointly with the Assist­
ant Agricultural Agent in charge of Boys Club work and sent to all county
clubs. Club reporter news items and achievements are included in this
publication.
Sample publicit,y articles clipped from the Arizona Farmer
Producer and newspapers are included in this report.
In addition the Assistant Agent cooperated in or prepared 18
circular letters pertaining to 4-H Club work; 1175 copies were mailed.
Sub-Project D. Fairs
The Annual 4-H Club Fair is an institution in Maricopa County.
Despite transportation and other war time handicaps, plus the absence of
the usual College Leadership Club, the fair was a success.
Two non-extension groups, the Farm Bureau and the Home Economics
Club ot Arizona State Teachers College gave assistance which contributed
much to the success of the fair.
The Count" Extension Staff members, State Leaders and Specialists
all cooperated to make each department as successful as in previous years.
Local Home Economists and former 4-H Club leaders served most graciously
in judging Home Economics Projects.
All clubs of the county participated with project exhibits;
Clothing groups were represented in the Dress Revue, and ever.y club took
part in the "Victory Parade".
Outstanding contest events were the Judging and Demonstration
Team contests in both Homemaking and Agricultural fields. Winners in these
events represented the county in similar state contests for girls to win
as tollows:
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Number
1
2
1
Contest
Dress Revue
Dairy Foods Demonstration
Safety Contest
Placing and Award
1st -- Chicago Trip
1st -- $50 War Bond each
1st -- $25 War Bond
Two other contests were entered (1) Food Preparation and (2) Food Preservation.
To the College girls and their faculty sponsor, Mr. F. E. Ostrander,
goes the appreciation of 4-H'ers over the county and the admiration of the
Extension Starf for the splendid w� they put over this event.
The Assistant Agent's activity in connection with the Fair has
been planning, in cooperation with a Count" Fair Commission, composed o� as
sponsor, Arizona State Teachers College and three Count,y Extension Staff mem­
bers whose special duty is to prepare the two-day program and set up prem­
ium lists and rules pertaining to the Fair.
The Assistant Agent assists with the physical set-up, checking
entries and eligibility of entrants, working out standards for judging ex­
hibits, publicity, securing judges for girls contests, activities and ex­
hibits and to summarize records following the Fair.
The Home Demonstration Agent assisted with handling the Clothing
Exhibits to faci1itate judging in this department.
Sub-Project E. Achievement Days
Annually the members of the Rural. Homemakers Clubs, joined by the
representatives of the 10 Wards of the Chureh of Latter Day Saints arrange
an Achievement Day. The meeting was held in April, and was attended by 81
women.
Prior to the war, it was customary for the women to make it more
or less a craft exhibit. Transportation of exhibit articles by bus was
impossible, so the committee arranged to have one of the planned nutrition
demonstrations of the year. This was given b.1 the State Leader, and an
Assistant. The topic was "Reconstitution of Dehydrated Foods". All clubs
had asked for the work. It appeared that the Achievement Day would serve
as an excellent time to reach a large group of women. The reconstituted
foods were served to the group as an Achievement Day luncheon. The event
proved a great success.
Local Achievement programs are regular closing features of the 4-H
Club activity for the year. These programs vary -- often being held jointly
with the school "Honor Day" assembly or occasionally with graduation exercises.
More otten, exhibits or project work, dress revues by girls and programs put
on by boys and girls is the plan adopted. Parents are urged to attend. County
workers are expected to attend; bids begin coming in early for dates. As a
'rule, medals, outstanding awards for special recognition, as well as certifi­
cates and achievement pins are presented by the Agents at such programs.
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Thirty-two Achievement programs were attended by 6261 people.
In addition, an estimated 2,000 were in attendance at the two days of the
Annual 4-H Club Fair which is the big Achievement Event ot the year.
In recognition of outstanding leadership two leaders are to be
presented with jeweled pins through the state Extension Office.
Four Maricopa County boys and girls earned the trip to Chicago;
three demonstration teams, and three other individuals placed in state
wide contests to receive awards ot War Bonds of $50 and $25 denominations.
Sub-Project F. Picnics and COmmunity Dinners
The Agent and Assistant Agent annually attend a communit.y dinner
which is featured by one Homemakers Club at a December meeting. The State
Leader was in attendance. No project work was planned for the meeting,
which was in reality an annual Christmas parv.
Again in 1944 -- because or war time conditions, food difficulties,
transportation and labor shortage neither the 4-H Round-up nor Encampment
were held for 4-H'ers.
Two Field Days, one for the Eastern division and one for the West
half of the county, were planned by the county workers for 4-H Club members
and their parents. Swimming, contest games, skating and "Pot Luck" picnic
dinners were enjoyed by those attending.
The State Leader of Boys and Girls 4-H Club Work attended one of
these events.
It is hoped the Round-up on the University Campus may be resumed
and, if transportation handicaps permit, an encampment can be held tor 4-H
Clubbers in 1945. Such events stimulate interest and serve as an incentive
tor greater effort on the part of individual members.
Sub-Project G. Camps
Phase 1. 4-H Camp Clubs
At Madison School there were 4 boys and 5 girls who wished to
belong to a 4-H Club, but could not own livestock or have a garden for var­
ious reasons, so they requested a camping club. Each made an apron, a hot
pot holder, learned good camp practices and prepared several meals out of
doors.
Six of the nine enrolled completed the requirements and turned in
satisfactory records.
Sub-Project K. Recreation
Phase 2. Books
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Three clubs in the Council featured book reviews 2.S a part of their
regular program. Books reviewed for the 25 interested club members were
"The Robe· and "Behind Steel Walls". Choice of the book was left to the re­
viewer, but both were well done, and well received.
Phase 4. Christmas Gift Meetings
Few calls were received for assistance in this field. Two commun­
ities asked for assistance with "Homemade Ta,ys", where� 30 women and 15
4-H girls were assisted, accepting 20 practices in construction of simple
toys and gifts.
XII. War Activities
Under this caption can be grouped the major activities of the
Home Demonstration office for �he year, because in program planning the
needs-of families, in a country at war, were kept constant� in mind, as is
reflected by the t,ype of meetings developed in Nutrition -- ·Point Saving
Meals", ACare of the Sick·, "Food Fights tor Freedom", plus an inclusive
program embracing all phases of Food Preservation. The Clothing 'Work
carried a war emphasis in its "Remodelling of Clothing", its "Construction
of Children's Clothing" and "Selection and Care of Shoes". Home Furnishing
activit,y, being built around restoration ot furnishing, called attention to
the necessity of extending the life of good pieces which were not replace­
able.
To keep well and safe in farm homes likewise was recognized as a
war necessit" and a valuable contribution to the war effort.
All activity of the Assistant Agent in the Adult and 4-H fields,
was directly or indirectly allied to war activity. Most activities have
already been discussed in the body of this report under project headings.
Miscellaneous activity follows.
The following summary presents the coverage of the count,y by
projects which were all designed not only as the basis for the regular Home
Demonstration program, but as a series of aids for farm families wishing to
adjust to the situations induced by the war.
To the tabulated information � be added mention of the coopera­
tion of the Extension Service with related agencies (see pages 34 & 35), its
membership in the County Nutrition Council and its contribution to the Bond
Drive.
County Nu�rition Council
Both Agents worked with the Nutrition Council. The Agent attended
8 meetings, the Assistant Agent 9. The latter also worked on a very important
Committee project, as a member of the School Lunch group. .
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As a member of the School Lunch Committee of the County Nutri­
tion Committee, the Assistant Agent helped with planning and putting
over an eduoational conference participated il:\'t¥Lunch Room Managers,
assistants and cooks, School Principals and others generally interested in
the project. Subjects of interest were treated by specialists in their
several fields.
The program included speakers from the Office or Price Adminis­
tration, the Armed Services, Industrial Relations Manager from Air Re­
search and others. One-hundred-one were in attendance.
Bond Drive
Actual participation or members of the Rural Homemakers Clubs in
the Fifth Bond Drive was not as active as in the Fourth. The group had
mapped the county areas for the Fourth Drive, with creditable results, but
decided that the members were too bus.y with farm and home work to assume
entire responsibility for the Fifth Drive. The Extension mapping system
was used again, however; the County Rural Chairman was chosen from among
the Council members, and 11 leaders from many communities worked on activ­
iV which aggregated *78,576.05 worth or bonds. The Council points with
pride to the accomplishment or the Rural Chairman.
In response to solicitation from the Chairman of the Rural
Division in the Fourth Bond Drive, 4-8 activity was planned to stimulate
sale of War Stamps and Bonds. Many clubs were unable to take on this
activity because communit,r organizations had already covered the area.
February 14th is Statehood Day for Arizona, so it was planned to
exchange pieces of Birthday cake at the regular Valentine Parties for War
Stamp purchases. Bonds and Stamps were to be sold to members' families as
well. Nine groups participating sold a total of $7,992.10 worth of bonds
in the Drive
Mothers of 4-H Club members furnished the cakes, and 4-H' ers took
charge in the various rooms at the schools.
The Senior 4-H Club girls at Scottsdale High School assumed charge
of the weekly sales of stamps at the school and assisted with the Fourth
Bond Drive to help their community to again over-subscribe its quota. They
reported having sold approximately $6,000.00 War Stamps and Bonds.
Post-War Planning
Agent's Activity
To date the Agent has worked with two groups on projected plans for
some phase of post-war planning. At 4 meetings, 56 women have considered
some of the. ways and means whereby small discussion groups might function to
discuss family relationships as they affect the returning soldier. Two
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conferences were held with members ot related agencies, and a program is
in the making in Maricopa County.
Leader'S Contribution to Post War Planning
In addition to the conferences mentioned in the preceding para­
graph, one leader who is also the president ot the Rural Homemaker's
Council, met with 5 groups of women, numbering 50 to discuss the topic ot
"Planning for Peace". The interest in these meetings was ver,y marked, and
initiated thinking along related post-war problems.
Significance and Trends in Home Demonstration Program
Praotical interpretation of goals established for the Home Demon­
stration program is the criterion of the significance'of accomplishments.
The chief goal, regardless or project, .�s to assist rural families in
establishing a sound program tor farm family practices on a long-time bases,
and in adjusting home practices and home life to the variations which war
brought to former patterns or living. Other goals had to do with the organ­
ization of additional groups of women, with extension of practices by
leaders, trained by either the Specialist or Agent; and with adoption of
practices by enrolled club members and b7 those served by a general program.
There were specific goals, also -- such as an increased interest
in food production, extension of information in the Food Preservation field
to 20 communities, an increase in use ot better canning practices and i�
provement of old methods. There was also the objective of having the Food
Preparation work conform to the pattern set for Nutrition in National Defense.
Specific goals were made for Clothing projects; for instance, to
establish better methods of conservation of clothing, and to stress wise
buymanship of items or general wear, such as shoes. Added to these object­
ives, was that of extending the life or home furnishings, and in the health
field, goals were set with an idea of increasing knowledge in the matter or
home care or the sick.
A total of 4895 families were assisted in all of these fields
discussed. In the major projects, women in the field of Nutrition, in Food
Preservation, in Home Furnishing and in Clothing presented data which indi­
cated that the.r worked with definite accomplishment toward the goals as set.
Women evidenced abilit,r in leadership in all fields, including
work with such specific war tasks as bond drives, where a neighborhood
system used in the Share-The-Meat program of 1942-43, formed the bulwark for
four bond drives.
Anticipated expansion in the field of Food Preservation did not
materialize, but 16 leaders reached the proposed 20 community contacts, and
the average volume of cans per home canner was greater than in 1942-43.
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Current trends indicate that women will maintain such interest
as they' already have in projects which ean be confined more and more to
limited community areas, but on the whole they express themselves as be­
ing unable to expand their interests beyond the demands of present club
contacts, home work and war work.
What can be accomplished in specific fields, such as Nutrition,
Clothing and Home Furnishing will be determined by the avaUabillty ot
goods and services on the market. For this reason, it is not practicable
to forecast what trend the projects will take.
No specitic planning ot projects is done by the Count,y Planning
Council until March of each year, although a cursor,y program appraisal
indicates a strong interest in post-war projects it they can be reduced
to practical aspects, as they arfect rural homes and rural families in
relation to the other families in the general picture.
TABLE IV
SUMMAR! OF DEMONSTRATIONS REPRESENTING HOME DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS ON REGULAR AND WAR BASIS
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Food Preservation Co.- 208 PC tests
wide 16 - 6 1 - 10 80 5 58 81 lou. 57
Point Saving
Meals 9 38 1 2 5 5_ 9_ 29 102 110 31 78
Food For Sick 9 35* 1 1... 1 3 II 56 _3 .4l 24 :18*
Fabric
Identification 3 - - J., 135 -- -
'DreB8 Form
Construction J.. 2 - - - - - 12 I..S 12 forms 12
Children's
Clothing 1 1 - 2 - - - - - 17_ � Elarments - .
C1otbin£ Stora£e 8 10 6 57 Pro ect in � �ogr s.
Selection or 21
Shoe. 7 5 1 �- 5 - - - 3' 26 4.3 selections 30
Remodelling 40 rem.
Clothing 6 's- 8 9 - - - 2 80 44 - - - 12 152 Dew 26 assisted
Home Furnishin£ 4 9 5 2 J.b 14 � articlee Project ja B-og
Housekeep!n£ 1 - 1 - - - - 29
Accident
Prevention 7 7 - - - - - :3 23 2L.. homes 97
Health 8 medicine
3 � - 2 - - - - - 15 cabinets 8..
Book Reviews :3 � 3 25 - -
Post War lleetin_£_8 5 , 50 -- -
_'l'OTAL _ 22 36 11 1 10 28 .238 ill6 150 3 58 309 6.ll 386
* Duplicate figures
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PROGRAM FOR "CANNING AIDE" CONFERENCE
Maricopa CO'Wlty
March 28, 1944.
�o:oo - Call to order - Grace Ryan
10:00 - 10:30 - The importance or a comty-wide Canning Program
Duties of nCanning Aide" - Jean Stawart
State H0me Demonstration Agent.
10:30 - 11:00 - Present Condition of Canning Information
(Review ot canning methods) - MrS. Clara Emmett
Supervisor Bishop's
Store House - Mesa.
11:00 - 11:30 - Report ot National Conference Grace R,yan
on Home Food Preservation Home Demonstration Agent.
11:30 - 12:15 - Group Discussion
12:15 - 1:00 - Recess and Lun�h
Afternoon Session, Equipment CIL�ic
ltCO - 1:30 - Organizing an Effective Pressure Cooker Clinic
Isabell Pace - Assistant Home Demonstration Agent.
1:30 - 2:15 - Demonstration of checking and cleaning equipment
2:15 .: 3:00 - Scheduling County Meetings'
Distribution ot leader files.
�:
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April 8, 1944.
Dear Club Member:
Annually in April, the members of the Rural Homemakers' Clubs get
together for an Achievement Day. BefQre the W�, it was possible to create
displays of work-- arts, crafts, food, etc. This year we cannot plan such a
day, but we will get together tor a county-.tde demonstration and luncheon.
The demonstration will be given b.1 Miss Jean Stewart, �tate Home
Demonstration Leader, �nom many of you knew £8 the Nutrition Specialist. She
will discuss and demonstr6.te "The Reconstitution of Dehydrated Foods." In
other words, we will see and have tor luncheon foods which have been dried or
dehydrated, restored, and cooked.
In addition, the day will provide an opportunity tor you to renew
friendships with club members you have not seen for weeks. We hope you can
and will come.
The meeting will be held at 10:30 A.M., April 28, 19M, at the
Phoenix Homesteads Community House, 2 blocks north of Tho�s Road on 28th
Street. Take an East McDowell and 32nd Street Bus, which leaves the Mender­
son Bus Depot, corner of Monroe and 1st Avenue on the hour. Ask the bus driv­
er to let you off at the Kroulik's Corner Store. Then walk 2 blocks north to
the Community House. The tare is lO¢ and tr-�sfers from other Menderson lines
will be accepted; The trip takes about 30 minutes.
You need not plan to carry your lunch. The demonstration given
will provide the food for which we will each pay a small lunch fee. Please
bring your own service-- plate, cup, etc.
Because Miss Stenart is pl�ing on a luncheon for everybody, it
is absolutely necessary for us to receive your reservation by April 17. Gro­
ceries will be ordered then, so pleese get your "name in the pot."
Use the enclosed post card for your reservation. Bring a neighbor
if you wish and be sure to add her reservation to yours,
GR:M
Encl.
Very sincerely,
�r
Grace Ryan,
Home Demonstration Agent.
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.April 11, 1944.
Dear Canning Cbairu.na
I w1sl to thank TOU tor 7Qllr intereat in the Food Pre••mUon prograa
tor your di.tr1ct a. erldenced b7 70W at.tendanc. at the meeting in our office oa
larch 28.' Iou -1' haT. decided that. our interest in the plan ].eg., but the tact.
1. I'. waiting to learn -.hell we can haTS the teatiDg .qui�ent trom the UniTersltT.
W. do not. om equipaent tor the county, so IBUSt. shar. with other sections ot the
State.
.
.
In th. aeantiae, will JOU plea.. be thinking about when the women in Tour
cowrmS t;r will wish to hold an 1n1'ormal ·bruah upII ...tiDg to red.. old canDiDe
_thode and d.1scua. n•• on... Also, will 70U scout to ••• when and where ". caD
te.t. their preeaure cooker. tor thea and help thea put. the equipaent in good rmm.1D,
order.
.... Would 1'0\1 like stenognphic s9rvice froa our office to get out a notic.
about the.e .eetillie' Perhaps you would like to send sOilething like the enclo.ur.
which could go out to all boa.e in the distriet, throUbh TOur schools.
11&1' we hear fro. rou about your needs snd plEna. The goal or every h�
Mbr 1& to haYe a good supplT or nourishing food for her taJdl.7. Ie belieT. that
a Rppl.7 or good hOlla CILIlned food .111 help in reaching that. goal. lie are read1' and
wW.iDi to assist in I1n7 coaunmit1'.
Our alogan mould b. -belT home canned Jar a sat. Jar.- •• can beat
accoapllah this b)" checldng to ••• tbat every pressure cooker in a neighborhood i.
at. and 1a good. running order, and that eT.ry interested hoaeJl8ker know. up-to-date
and we ..thod. ot rood presenation.
BecauH or the garden end !ruit schedule. in this Taller, we ahould get,
the _Jorit)" or our ·bruah upJI ...tinga and pres81ll'"8 cooker clinics OTer in Itsl'•
Here 18 a calendar tor your COIlTen1enc.. Will 70u u.ke choices of dates, check ( )
the choice GIl thl. calendar and send the whole sheet back in the enc10sed enTelope
wh1.ch require. DO postage.
Celene er for J!2Y
� 8 • T • T , S
1 2 l /" 5 6
7 8 9 10 11 12 l'
U_ 15 16 17 18 19 20
21 22 2) U 2� 26 27
28 29 30 �l
1- Grace RyaD�
Hoae Demonstration Agent.
May 2, 1944.
Dear Homemakerl
Betore TOU atart canning toods this 8WlUDer, you �y W8Ilt to
brueh up on canDiD, intOrDl4tioD and 184r1l about debJdration and freezing
foodl, too.
Iou will, alao, want to moY! vbether your pressure cooker 18
in good runninC order.
It enough homemakers in the Liberty district a.re eutf1ciently
interested to make it 1'1Orth while, we will arrange to test cookers and
discusl HolDe CtUlDiDl at the Liberty school. It enough are Dot interest-
ed, then the tew who are will have to go to Buckeye. Will you let us
kIlow it you \dsh to a.ttend a Doetilti? Just sign this notice ani return
it to are ilereer at the Liberty School, who will help us arrgnge n meet­
ing.
I am interested in a cann1nC meetine 18s _
No
_
I want mJ pre.sure cooker tested ycs� _
10.
_
1888,
__
Address,
__
Very sincerely,
� Lr/�'IlL' ?1�.-t"
Mrs. Wayne King,
Canning Chaiman.
FHOENIX, ARIZONA
April 18, 1944
To All Homemakers:
In 1944 a great many homemakers are planning on canning
foods for home use. If you are Interested in brushing up on canning
methods, and in clearing up any questions you have in mind, come to
a meeting on April 24, 1944, at the L.D.S. Church, corner of 18th
Street and Mohave. If you have a pressure cooker, bring the lid to
be tested, free of charge.
At 10 A.M.-- Cookers will be tested
At 2 P.M.-- Canning questions will be discussed and
answered.
All homemakers in the Wilson District are welcome at
either meeting.
GR:M
Very sincerely yours,
�r
Grace Ryan,
Home Demonstration Agent.
May 2, 1944.
Dear Homemaker I
Before you start canning foods this summer, you m:ly want to
brush up on canninS information and leo.m about de�dratioD and freezing
fooda, too.
You will, al80, want to knot! Tlhether 70ur pressure cooker 1s
in good runniDC order.
It enoUgh hom8lB&ker8 in the Liberty district are IUftlciently
interested to make 1t 1'IOrth wbile, we will arrange to test cookers and
discuss Hom. CnnniDC at the Liberty SChool. It enough are not interest­
ed, then the few who are will have to CO to Buckeye. Will you let us
know it you wish to attend n J:lGotinC? Just Sign this notice ani return
it to Lfr .... ilercer at the Liberty School, who will help us arr�ge II meet­
iDC.
I am interested in a canninC meetine 188, _
10
_
I want my pressure cooker tested Yes, _
1o
_
Hame
__
Addres8
__
J
Very sinceroly,
�h��'7
Mrs. l1a.1De King,
Canning Chniman.
Dear Homemaker:
It you nre lntcreated in leQrD1ag more
about home canning ot tood, �t drymg foods or
proparing them tor the freezer loc!ter; or if you
noed to have your pressure cooker tested, come to
the Chr1stioo Church in Buckel' on rJay 11th.
Cookers will be tested from 10 A. :J. .1=2.
.Q2SI1. You will be asked to stay during the test­
ing or your 01lll cooker.
Cann1n£ metbOQ8 will be discussed at 2
P. I. Como preparod to present your questions
and probleaa.
!Jise Ryan, from the County Home Demons­
tration office, will assist us.
Sincerely yours,
!-!rs. H. U. Nelson,
Canning Chairman.
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Dear Homemaker:
In the interest of producing better quality, greater variety
and more abundant home c�nned food,. a Harrest Festival is being held
June 23rd at the Valley uarden Center, 2700 N. 15th Avenue, Phoenix.
We hope that many rural women wUl display at Leas t one variety
or frui t or vegetable. Because the show 1s held so early in the year
foods packed last season will be eccepted.
The enclosed sheet indicates what foods are to be exhibited, as
shown in Section III on Us enclosed sheet. No entry blanks are necessary,
and canned foods will be received at the Garden Center by 2 o'clock the
day of the show.
Pick your best jar and send or bring it to the Garden Center as a
part of your Victory errortt If you have questions, call Mrs. E. A.
Leedham, 52023 or Mrs. W. J. Johnson, 54338.
We are looking forward to a good display or canning offered by
rural women because inexperienced canners who come to the show will get
encouragement and help from seeing what c&n be accomplished by home can­
ners.
Very sincerely,
��
Grace Ryan,
Home Demonstration Agent.
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COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE
AND MARICOPA COUNTY FARM BUREAU COOPERATING
July 3, 1�44
I
Dear Canning CMirman:
A speei� worker trom the Agricultural Extension office w111 probab�
be assigned to g�ve c&nning demonstrations in Maricopa Coun� the last two weeks
of July or the first two ot August.
o
As we understand it, the 6ervice is planned tor small neighborhood
gr.oups of � e eri nc CELIUlers. For inatLLnce, it a woman in your area wished
to have a de�onstration her home, she m� request the serv1ces or the special
worker 1:r aSking you to artange such & meeting. It, however. she wishes such
,help, she or you should secure a few other women to attend.
Pel"sonall.y', I would suggest that these neighborhood demonstratj:ons
should be arranged so that those who attend could be within walking distance or
the place. Also, I would feel that it would not be wise to ask the special worker
to give a demonstration f'or teiler than rive women in fm¥ neighborhooO, unless the
homemaker happened to be very far trom neighbors. Iou. 6.S cbainaau� may request
as marlY different grou-p-Gelllonstn.t1ons as you wish, and we will tl'1 tQ arrange to
serve your communitq.
Ma1 I ask YOIl to llotl17 me by July !Q it you wish the services or
the special worker? Please indicate the date, place, and time or d�. �s well as
�he kind or tood you wish to have canned at the demonstratlOft.
You m� phone me at 4-2133, or write. It 1 &m not in the office "beD
you telephone. will you. please leave the mess�ge with IIrs. SUman, who will take
the message for me.
: Kindly make two choices or dates, because �h:J.lrmen may choose ident-
ieal dates. Since the pl�s have not. been tul.l1 worked out tor the coun�, your
requests should be �aue subjec� to any chnnge in pollc,y.
Ver.r sincerely yours,
Grt.e.e I\Y lUl
Home Demonstration Agent
GR:S
�
University of Arizona
College of Agriculture
U. S. Department of Agriculture and
Maricopa Count,y Cooperating
COOPERATIVE �SION WORK
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Phoenix
Agricultural Extension Service
Home Demonstration Work
COWlty Agent Work
CJl.NN ING HINTS FOR CHAIRMEll
First Bulletin
Problems which may come to you in the next few weeks m� still deQl with methods of
handling tomatoes and figs, even though these two crops have been on the market in
past weeks. A few hints m� help you to help your neighbors.
***
1. PROBLEMS WITH FIGS
About the use of a Eod� bath in handling figs.
Authorities still differ about thiL m�tt�r. You need to present both
sides. h �od� bath for fiss has been a popular practise. We consulted a
well-known Locul, horticulturist who tells us that soda acts on the nmilk"
1n figs, neutrali'zing or devtroyiog it, so that figs mcq be comfortE..bly
handled without fineer� becoming infk'UeO. and rc;.w. Further, he suYs that
soda cuts down po�"ible fermentation tro� the milk.
Now &bout the other �ide of the question.
Thove who di�cour�ge the usc of � 5od� b&t�do so bec�ube it is well
.
known t�t �odu will de�tra.Y the vit�in content of food�.
There, theon, are your two arguments. As cru,;,!rm&.ll, it Is your duty to
present them impartb.l.ly. Your neighbors then must make their choice. It
a sodz, bath is used, remind them thE...t the usual tormul� ot 1 cup of soda
to 1 gallon of water for every 6 quart3 of figs should be renewed for each
6 quarts. In other words, discard the used sod� bath after its one use.
In e.cting on the "milk" of the fig, it spends itself, c..nd is no longer of
vcLue ,
Chairmen should order a leaflet "Timely Hints About Figs". You may.
have them tor your patrons qy asking us to send them either to you or to
the putron. In the le�rlet &re directions for proper steriliz�tion ot
figs to insure ag�inst spoilage.
2. PROBLEMS Iv"ITH TOMATOES
In Arizona. vie have three problems to meet in handling tomatoes '.
They m�y spoil:
1. Bec�ur.e of "splits" on the skin in which dirt is lodged. Clean
ttece �plits well.
2. Bec�use t?e cores �re green. Green cores arc � �cid, knd may
c&use spoilage. Remove the cores well.
3. Because the tomatoes are "sunbumed'! , Sunburned tissue is not
mature; i� not sour or acid, and m�y cause spoil&ge.
In gener&l� spoil�ge m�y come bec�use tom�toes are over ripe. If your
patrons complain of spoilage, inquire �bout the over ripen�ss and urge
them to sterilize over ripe tom�toes in a wuter b�th. As for t�t method,
authorities �re recommending stcriliz�tion of ten minutes L� the boiling
water bath if precooktd �d p�cked hot, or forty-five minutes in the water
beth if p�cked cold.
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Every year calls come in during "Thom.lJson Seedles" season regarding
flays to "put up" this variety of grape. \'10 have searched for some infor­
mation v/hieh you may wish to have reudy for your inquiring neibhbora. They
may ask you about conning the grapes or ubout dehydrating them. A very good
quality of raisins can be produced from Arizona Thompson Seedless grapes.
CANNInG THQI,leSQlJ SEL'DLr;sS GRAPES
Because most of you alreudy know about cunning grapes in medium or in
heavy syrup, it is not nec�ssary to discuss that method. But I thought you
might like to know that Q. very superior product can be made by canning with
sugar vnlich is not cooked into a �yrup. Fewer crystals seem to occur by'
this method.
W�sh, and stem the grapes. Add 1 cup water to each gallon of grapes,
let come to a boil. Skim off any seeds rising to the top. Add 1 pound of
sugar to euch gallon of grapes. This will stop the boiling, temporarily, so
let the mixture come to a rolling boil &fter sugar is added. Fill at once
into hot sterile jars. Cap and seal. Sane housewives prefer to put the
filled jers into a water bath for 5 minutes as a general precaution against
spoilage.
* * *
Another Question always COI:lfiS up about, �1hat home canner-s call "sugar
crystals" in canned grupes. These form after the grapes have been canned;
Actually they are not .sugur crystals. They are tartaItc acid crystals-the
same substance thut we find in tart&.Jic baking powder. They are not neces­
sarily harmful but they are a nuisancel
No absolute way 'of control of crystals in home canntng has been found •.
It is said that, 1 teD.sponful of glycerine added to each quart will prevent
crystals.
'... 2
0'.1-_ BiD" For C�
. w. baft talked with II'. George Drsper, our ohedat, ane! he 8&,.. that the
,l,..eriDe ..eel ill thi. __tar 1. Dot at all bantul. 0nl1 hoa.maker. who baft
llJeer1n. on haacl will. be able to tr7 1t, be..... ot the war 8horta,. of tid.
ftl_bl. __rial.
ltlISD IAIIIO
It JOV .eigbbor. aak 1'ou about JI&k1n, rUlinl, teU them that, a lood qua].­
iQ' .ot raisin CUl be· _de fro. Thoap.on Seedle•• grapes. The product will be
.... tart thaa the co.urclal raldD .w" .%V;Z_£!d. Y01l will. t1D4 cUr.ctiou tor
c1eQdn.tiGil aDel rai8in mak1:D, ill bull.tiD. 1!::11Ib1oh 18 ill JOV eaapl. kl' of
balletlu.
Wan 70V Il.ichbor. DO\ to Oft:r dz7 tbe1r tra1t and nOt. to do 1t. Ja* .!!B­
It thq ... a h_ Md. deQdrator, or it theT wi_ W ....17 aprea4 the tru1�
.. OIl Va,.. troa theirl cook •toftI, Pep the Iftpe8 in the ,,"a4. 'bat. where IlOYiDc
au caa ,et ORr, aroup4 ead .481' the tra71. !lao keep ao''1u1to !let or .Creal
owr t.U truit, to protect tra tu•••
t
�
Grac. 'JaB .
HOM Deacmatrati_ Ageet
GlILP .
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At this time of yea.r, gardeners have surplus com to process and may wish
to ask you about methods.
Corn canning is not dirrlcult but it is tedious work end requires
considerable attention to several items which are listed below.
When canning corn observe tho following points:
1. Grade the corn tor age and ripeness.
Kernels of old and young corn, when put in the same jar, produce
unsatistactor.y results. Some grains will be over cooked; some not
tender at all.
2. Corn beyond the "milk stage" will give a "gluey" sticky product.
3. Always remember tba.t the starch in a kernel ot corn will swell as it
cooks and crowd �he jar] so warn people not to pack jars too full
and to l!!! liouid freely in the ,iar.
4. Heat penetrates jars of corn slowly; so always process jars the correct
length ot time.
S. If corn turns dark (brownish) 1t usually means that the starch has
"carmelizedlf in the long cooking period. It may not look as attractive
but it is not spoiled.
6. Small black specks in a jar of corn are probably caused by the sulphur
in the product and are not harmful.
7. Pack com in the liquid in which it Tlas pre-cooked.
S. In the finished jar, if liquid seems to have largely disappeared the
reason may easily be that the starch has used up the liquid in the
swelling kernals, much as laundry starch thickens on cooking.
If sugar is desired as flavor, you may use it in the proportion of
2 parts of salt to 1 part of sugar. This is best arranged by making a
salt-sugar mixture in advance and using 1 teaspoon to each qu�rt.
10. Corn spoils very eaSily, so must be thoroughly processed. Reliable
time tables are found in your Governmen� reference bulletins.
����
HOme Demonstration Agent
August .30, 1944
Dear Homemaker:
Every year the War Food Administr&tion asks th&t
homemakers cooperate by reporting to the Home Demonstration Agent
the number or jars of rood canned. We know this is 6. nuisance to
you but, after all, it is the only service asked by the Home Dem­
onstration office in exchange tor intormation and for bulletins,
which we hope have been helpful to you.
We do not know just what date will be set for
collecting this information, but we &re sending out the enclosed
slip not to be returned to us but to be your own kitchen record
if you wish to keep one. Later when the real quostions come, you
will have this racord to guide you.
It has been suggested that very probsbly there will
be questions asked �bout the n��ber of pounds or food dried, brined,
and frozen. You may have some f"eta for us about these foods, also.
LatDr you probably will hear from us about the canninf.
report for the county in 1944.
Sincerely yours,
��Grace Ryan
Home Demonstration Agent
GR:S
150c
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Dear Club Member:
In 1943, you were a member of Miss Dr.ydenls remodelling class.
The only way we have of indicating to lass Dcyden the results of
such work is to send her some concrete figures of use we � have
made of her assistance and ideas.
Will you give me the following information which I will sum­
marize and send on to her? She will appreciate this information.
Total number or garments remodelled during season,._ _
Kind of garment remodelled
(please check opposite the name)
dress
_
suit.
__
blouse
------
skirt
_
coat
-------
child's garmcnt _
Number of rull! garments made
Number of neighbors or friends
assisted with remodelling or
sewing during the year
Thanks so much for your helpt
Sincerely yours,
��
GRACE RYAN,
Home Demonstration Agent.
Name
-------- __
Address.
__
9/15/44
22 copies
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De�r Club �e�bcr:
/Is usual , we arc "gathering up" figures for the yearly roport and must rely
on yO�.n\ generosd.ty in helping 11S. Homemaker club aeubcrs had 2 food demonst.ra­
i..;_or s Las+ ycr..r-:eOnl� SAVn!G f:IEALS and FOOD. FOR TI� SICK. Also we had SHOE
S�EC'.Clm� and d:!.Sct:3sion:; on htEDICINJ: CHESTS end HO:.1E SJ..FETY.
ft.IrJ facta you can check for us on this sheet will be gl'efltly appreciated.
YO'l may return it in the enclosed envelope vdtt.out pos tage ,
May we have this back between October 15 and Novel"lber 1st. Tbankst
�-����------��------�---�--�------------- --��-------------------
I used ideas and recipes tor
Point Saving Meals
I pass�d on shoe in­
formation to
_____
neighbors or friends
I used Shoe Care and
Selection idells
Yes
__
Yes
__
No
__
No
--
•
I used ideas and recipes for
Food for the Sick
Yes
__
No
__
I assisted
_ neighbors
or friends
��----�--�------------�--------------------
I made or reV3mped a
medicine chest
Ycs
__
No
--
Our home was made safer
from accident
Yes
__
No
--
I passed on safet,y in­
fonnation to
-��-----�--------
, �
tJ 1'/"v.- 1 ,'\ (_(.,I \._I.�I
GRACE. F.YAN, v
Home Demonstration Agent.
Name
__
Address
__
9/16/44
130 c.
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Dear Cooperator:
During the past year the Horne Demonstration Office answered questions for you, or
fsent bulletins regarding canning or dr,ying, freezing, pickling, or otherwise tak­
ing care of foods. We are now asked by the �gricultural Extension Service of our
state to check on our results. Would it be asking too much of you to request that
you check some facts on this sheet?
When we send in our repo/t we will use no names. We merely total the pounds of
produce or t he quarts of food saved in Maricopa County and send this total to the
Agricultural Extension Service at Tucson. They add our figures to all other fig­
ures received for the entire state, and this gives a picture of how Arizona house­
,dves have solved their food preservation problems in war time.
It you feel that we have helped you with ideas or with bulletins or reCipes, and
if you wish to assist us, you may send this sheet back in the enclosed envelope
which needs no postage. We will greatly appreciate your help. You may estimate
amounts if actual counting is impossible or difficult. Thank you 1n advancel
We would appreciate word from you by November 11, it possible. This gives us time
to total the figures and get the report to Tucson on a given date.
FOOD PRESERVATION BY ADULTS IN MARICOPA COUNTY
1. Quarts canned ••••••••
Fruits Meats & FishVegetables
• • • • • • • • •• • • • • • •• • •••••••••••••••••
2. Gallons brined •••••••
• •••••••••••••••••••
••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••• • •••••••••••••••••••
or pickled••••••• ••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••
3. Pounds: Dried)Give ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
)
Cured)fresh••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• � ••••••••••••••••••••
)
Frozen)weight.� ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
10-20-44
�50 c.
••••••••••••••••••••
Yours ver,y truly,
G!:::::�
Home Demonstration Agent
(')00'·' (-r� r;J) .. _ J �J\
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Tell your County Workers
Vlhat? How Much? When?
by February 16th
..2-
£ets get got'rlfll
IT'S THE 4-H FAIR AT TEMPE IN APRIL.
'.
·It tracy be b. bigger job in w�_r time but csn . be, L Bunner r'dr
if you \va,nt it.
.
BE A BOOSTER IF YOU CJ�N l T BE 1i faNNER
l-Your exhibits well groomed or properly prepared.
2-Demonstr�tion Teams.
3-Judging Teams end Individwd Judges
4-All members of your club in "The M&rch of Clubs"
5-Health specimen .....;._ Boy end Girl From -E.s.ch Conuaunity
6-Neat Up-to-date Records and Secretar,y Books'
ALL ADD UP TO TELL WHO WILL GET THE ctn- FOR i944 •
..-�.�- ...!t:,"'0.
.
iI)Ill'
(
.........
YES-l�HAMBru� HAS IT! DO THEY KEEP, IT ANOTHER YEIJ\ ? ? ?
--...!-_ .....,--, -- ----------- ...._------,._-- --- .. --� --
·-,�3.-
........
Do you know "where Marico'p� '4. H' ers Ranked In- otate Competition
and In Nutional 4-H Club Contest�?·: Here' Tpey b.re t·
D�ir,y Foods Demonstrations Barbara Jecin Austin
Be�ty Ruth SUmners
Dress .Revue ..... ' Carolyn Schurter.. '.
Meat Animal Malcolm Adams
Santa Fe Trip Award Eli Gates
Victory Achievement Mattie Whinery
Victory Achievement Elizabeth Owens
Victory hchievement Robert Biggs
Vic torj G&rden Fred 'I'honen
ottver Anderson'I
COUNTY �UNNERS
Food Prepar�tion Dorothy Adams
Garden Bobby Tyson
G�rden Robert Fuller
"Keep Your Head When You �Vin
And Your- Heart When YO\1 Lose."
MAKE A NOTE' OF THIS 1
----- - � "_',
"
$50 War Bond
-50 'tiar Bond
Trip To Chicago
$10 \Var Stamp
$100 War Bond
Gold Watch
Trip To Chicago
$25 War Bond
$25 War Bond
$25 War Bond
$25 War Bond
$25 Wa.r Bond
Medal
Medal
Medal-
Two M&.ricopa County Let.d:era:.:�re honored to receive Le�dership
Pins for outstanding service;J.."These Pins are given annually by the
State Bankers Associution •.
". '" .
Mr. Russell Henness--Kyrene
Mrs. Mary:hustin�";"--S�ott.sdal.e
-4-
NEW CLUBS OR OLD CLUBS BACK
---
Tolleson Home Economics
lasbington
SUnnyslope
Grandview
Mobile
Morristov.n
Aguila
Mesa Senior Club
Your county Workers Vlelcome you into the 4-H Club Ranks and
wish 10U the joys of achievement and m�y you "Mcke The Best Better. n
4-H ACTIVITIES ---- WORK AND PLAY
The Senior 4-H Club at Scottsdale has conducted the War S�amp
sales at the High School through the year and are going strong in
the 4th. Bond Drive.
On Januar,y �Sth., Palo Verde 4-H girls entertained the boys,
their lec..ders and the County 4-H Workers ,nth a Truth or Consequences
Program, Bonfire Party and Weiner roast, with all the tdnunings and
such pie and cake--Those Palo Verde Bakerslt
The Boys Will Give A Return Party Soon.
Plans are made tor a Field Day tor the boys to include Stock
Judging and Project Visits 'Nith & Picnic.
_ ....e- ...._
Alhambra'4-H Club boys conducted � project tour recently �d
finished With a picnic.
The combined 4-H Club groups met in assembly Frid[.;.y, Febru�ry
4, to le�rn &iLbout the 4-H Safety Program and Plan for the Bond Drive
Campnign....-The Program �'t.4S highlighted by the presen te:.tion ,in behalf
of the Hatiott�l 4-H Club Committee and the sta.te Lc["der,oi' e, $100
!&or Bond to Carolyn Schurter, St�te Willner of The Dress Rewe
Contest.
Congratulations C�rolyn,E�other honor �dded to your long list.
Who'll Be The 1944 Winner? ? ?
The girls of Dys�rt Bakdng Club sold Christmas cards to earn
_onel with which to buy u stove to be used by the members at their
SChool-They have Money to spend.
Will someone pl.eaae tell them where they can purchase the stove?
Washington 4-H Clubs entcrtcined visitors at the School Carnival
with moving pictures. Funds �7E:re rsdsed for the clubs tretisury.
...5-
Avondt:l(� 4-H Clubs put on t: greut displ,.-y of tho fineJt
vegetables from their 4-H Victory Gardens recently. �eventy-slx
4-H Gc.rden Club member's pt:�rticipated in the event end UlWlY f.in�
premium ribbons were L..wllrdcd to the winn.ing exhibitort;;. They will
l'.l�:;o exhibit lit the County 4·-H Fair in April. Club girls visited
the exhibtts end the editor of the Arizouc.;. FC.,rlilCr took pictures
of each of these groups.
PeorL;, 4-H Clubs had � big share in tho success of the Schoo1!s
C�rnivs.L held sometime ago. 'Thoy Iu.d two booths and enterteined the
500 'PC;ttronn end �tudcnt�� with ccntdnuous moving pictures. 'l'he
milk fund fo,1.· the cchool, c!..fet<:lri� we.s bocat.ed consider�.bl.Y' by the
4-'H Clut1..; contributions from Carntvr.L r-it.les.
Ltveeh 4-H Clubs tJ.\;..ve hc.d two big p�rtie� thus f�r. The
first one �/�.i-r-fl(.. yrc..ck p&rty with i: big ',;vainer ro:..ct , The s econd
vVcs t: ccmpfirc progrt..;11 s.nd gz.meu, �vlth plGnty of good food. County
4-H Worlters «ex» guests ,-t L.;. Tlu.nk.:.giving Dinner program t.t which
Bobby TySOll w:..:.�� preuerrted £;. county 4-H C·::..x'd<;n meds.L,
Union 4-H Club$ have �" f'Lne group Victory GC,.;.rder.{� which v;��s
given tine recognItIon in the Arizom. Fc.rmer- pub.l.Lcs.td.on , They
will have some very fine exhibitt3 :#.t the County 4-H fd.r.
Kyrenc 4-H Clubs hz,ve unother flnc Victory, Gc'.rden this yeLr,
whicli is providing vE:getc.blcs for the schoo.Ls C�'eturi� e:.nC:
member-s homes, They "Iso have c.:.ctiv« L1vectcck ,Uld Home Economics
4-H Club�.
Te::npe 4-H Clubs:: Two group VictoI"J Gardens of the Trt.il)ing
School t�d the 8th. Street 4-H Clubs are providing Veget&bles
z.bundcnt.Iy for their club members , The Gr:.:.mmf�r School has en c.ctive
4-H Livestock Club, vihich has been prepar-Ing diligently tor the
County 4-H Ft:ir.
'
rJgSt� 4-H Clubs t;'·,l'e t.gt..in pl.anndng to equi.L or surp�Ci!� their
former fine records ;:.t the Fr..ir. The Fr!.nkli!� Club end the Mese,
Sf.mior Club l',rt� both under the cc.pz.bl;c l(;t:.d(;r;�;hip of Mr. D.C. R1ggiJ5
z.nd they Lore; conducting some vc_ry fine L..�H Club Proj ect,e.,
-6-
Chuntllel'" 4-H D�1-a Club doubled its membership this yeQ.r.
Mcny of their members have registered d[:;.iry ::.�nim<.:.ls, which will
be exhibited at the County 4-H FCLir. Th8Y were treated to L
weiner roast End picni.c Luncheon by their Leader , Mr. D.W. Hulet,
�.t their Laat regul.ar meeting. They have p.Lanned [;. tour of
proj sct.s ind will Lnvi, te parents and f'rd.ends to come aLong and
see their club projects.
Did you re::..cl of your act.Lvi.t.Les here? If not, �-;hy not?
4-H Club Repor-t-er-s vfhero Are You?
SAFETY PROGRAi\�
9/+)500 Amer-icons Nere KillE:.d in 194)'" L.cciclents--3.3,OOO in
U.S. Home l:.ccidents--Whtit Are You LI- HI er-s Going To Do About It--?']
Get Busy--Tell UB iJb,L..t You Are Dcing To Prevent l�ccidents.
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P[lul �i. Brown
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As from the planting of a seed, and the cultivation of the ground,
springs forth the pl�t, to grow and to ripen, that we may have our reward from
its harv8$t,. So has youth reaped its benefits ,from an ever fertile 4-H.
. I
.*******
BRIEFS, OF THE 4+-H FAIR
All 4-8 Club entry blank$ should be in now-- deadline is April 17.
L01alt,r to your club demands repres.entation with.a good exhibit.
'
All exhibits are due to arrive at the A.S.T.C. campus by 9:30 A.M.,
rri9U;. April: 21, and must be gO tiae to be j_d.
April 21
1944
. ,
COBSULT YOUR FAIR BOQK
10:00 A.M.-- Judg1ng'ot tne exhibits begins.
1:00 P.M.-- Showmanship Contest tor Halter Classes.'
2:30 P.M.-- Demonstration Team Contests.
8:00 P.M.-- Camp tor boys and girls opens. Leade� or parent Chaperon­
age required. Bring y�ur bedding •
• I
*******
April 22
1944
(Farmers'
Day)
9:00 A.M.-- All Agricultural 4-H members may enter the judging con­
tests for livestock, poultry, and veg,etables.
All Home Economics Club members may enter the .. judging
contest for the· project in which they are enrolled-­
the 3 highest scores will constitute your club tee.m.
Show,others what you' can do on Sat., April '22, at 9 A.M.
11:00 A.M.� 4-H Lea.ders' "Meeting, Tre.ining School Auditorium.
12 NOON Picnic-- Farmers and '4-Ht ers "Get-to-gether."
1:30 P.M.- A BIG 4-H VICTORY PARADE (Don't let your club be con­
spicuous by its absence) Make the Parade of Clubs a real
event by your own orig,inal ideas, banners, flags, music,
arm bands, caps, and L,,-H colors.
3:00 P ..M.·, Drass Revue Contest
3:15 P.M.- Winning Demonstrations.
3:50 P.M.- AWARDS (See Page 4 of your Fair Book)
4:00 P.M.- Sale of Fat 4-H Livestock.
-2-
Do you have a Dn40NSTRATIOH TEAM? "Remember it is a good way to
win points for your club, and'you may have a winning team to compete in the
State contest. 4-H LEADERS, please send the names of your 4-H Demonstration
Teams and the subject of the demonstr�tion to the County Agent's Office at·'
1201 West Madison, Phoenix, NQ!.
*******
4-H I ers--:. Remember .the, appearance of yo� ,exhibits 'count with the
judges. Be sure yours' is''in,,the best"fprmU
*******
. t.:" • ..'
, Let's have 9. poster and non:':"pe�ish.abi� !Qod, .exhibit i'rGm every" .
Foods Group. Yours ma.y be a' wiiming 'emibiU
,
I
******�fo
"
DON'T FORGET: ", l' ." :. '.'
, : "", .. ',
, '
,
.' :,' , 'I:
' .:.: ,
'
, '
'THE DRESS� REVuE,' (Fo;!" a.ii, ',Clothing girls) ,,'
TIiE SHO�,urnSHIP CONTEST
" THE SWEEPSTAK�S,,�W� ,':'
.. , 'YOUR SCRAP, BOOK$,(" ' .' .. '" '
YOUR ACClt)EN'T'�PREvENTION POSTERS
YOUR HEALTH REPRESENTATIVES. . i : '·rY•
I
YOUR RECORD BOOKS
.. '
"
YOUTi. SECRETA�Y BOOKS: ',', ,:�, ..
'
I� :
, "
• "�,, , '.
'
"'I"
: ,:" '" • �,
,
* * * * '* * *::'. 7' �, .'
, LEST BUT N'OT LEAST-_: ':A'Chie�eme�{'D�y�",ar�;,'almost here. Send your
request date in SOON. 'Get your proj ects compl.etied and records in enrl,..
* * * if- * * *'
'/ CLUB' N'mS
' ._
�...
Scottsdale: Malcolm Adams purchased a purebred Ayrshire calf from the famous
Lerd.s .herd , and a purebred Hampshire sow from the ,M'esa Hampshire Farm some time
ago; ,',Alfred Austin alS? pur-chased-a' purebred ,$O?l from the Mesa Farm. Congratu­
If:l.tions for adding this fine stock to your club projects.
Roosevelt �ad a wonderful exhfbdt �ay .. reret}��y; [�t. Ylhich _:re?eta.?l�� and livesto1Vlere �xhibl ted, by club' members. W� w�ll' 'See you at the Fal�. Wl th some of yourfine ex..rlibi ts t ,," '.' ';,', ,,',"
.
'
,
'
...
.
, '
Pafo Verde has had several big 4-H part:f�s and fie,ld days for their clubs.
They will be in attendance at the Fair'.'" ",
•
.' ••
" .'.A
�J1: Their demonst;ation' team per.fo�med �,�+o,��. 'th�:w��h).ngt�m'I.;.-H Clubs.
. ':',' \1 .••••. '; I,. • • '.,
. . i', ,
Space prevents addf ti--onal ne-ris" of Clul;> 'Ei.'cthr�ti�s. Watch' for the, next issue.
�� CPtLe.<...
".
�/I)�
(Mrs.) Is�bell Pcce
Ass't. llome Dem, Agent
Puul W. Brown
Ass't. County Agri. Agent
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK
IN
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS
State of Arizona
University of Arizona
College of Agriculture
U. S. Department of Agricultur.e
and Maricopa County Cooperating
P. O. Box 751
Phoenix Agricultural Extension Service
Home Demonstration Work
County Agent Work
April 3, 1944
Dear 4-H Club Leader:
To encourage health as an important factor of regular 4-H Club work,
you are invited as a 4-H leader or leaders in your community, to select the
boy and the girl from your school 4-H membership who best represents your group
as a "health specimen."
As this should be a rather large group, we will not be able to have
a physical check-up by a physician, as was formerly done for regular Health
Club Contestants.
We suggest you solicit the assistance of your school physician,
school nurse, Physical Education Department, or whatever help you can in mak­
ing the selection. The following points are suggested for your guidance in
making the choice.
1. Freedom from physical defects.
2. Height.
3 •. Weight.
4. Posture.
5. General Health habits ap:
a. Alertness.
b. Cleanliness and good grooming.
c. Food habits.
d. Rest and sleep.
e. Exercise.
f. Days absent from school because of illness.
The delegates will be featured at the Saturday afternoon program of
the County 4-H Fair, April 22, at Tempe, and will receive a ribbon in recog­
Ldtion of having won this distinction, and will count points for your CODDD­
unity toward .winning the sweepstakes cup. Will you mail to the County Office,
1201 W. Madison Street, not later than April 17th, the names of your boy and
girl selected. For your convenience, use the space below-- tear off and mail..
in the enclosed addressed envelope.
4-H Health Representative: Height COJDDlUnity Group
Girl
__
Boy
Your sincere cooperation is solicited in this matter. Our defense
activities have awakened us to the great need for "Healthy Americans on the Home
Front."
Very truly yours,
Paul W. Brown,
Ma't County Agri. Agent.
J-o���
(Mrs.) Isabell Pace,
Ass't Home Demonstration Agent.
;unGING CONTEST
Plothing
Senior Team
Junior Team
High Individual
Senior
Junior
FGods
Senior Team
Junior Team
High Individual
Senior
Junior
D�IDNSTRATION TEAMS
Senior Division
Junior Division
CLOTHING EXHIBIT
Senior Division
1st yr.
2nd yr.
;rd yr.
4th yr.
Dress Revue
.Jur.ior Division
1st yr.
2nd yr.
3rd yr.
4th yr.
5th yr.
FOODS FOR HEALTH EXHIBITS
1st place
2nd Ri§-q�
3rd place
CANNING
Senior
Junior
BEST RECORD BOOK
Senior
Junior
DEST SECRETARY BOOK
BEST POSTER
MARICOPA COUNTY 4-H CLUB FAIR
April 21-22, 1944.
Dorothy Ada.ms
Barbara Austin
Donna Boren
Irene Patton
AutuIm'l Ruth Turner
Betty J. Makemson
Dorothy Adams
Irene Patton
Virginia Cluff
Frances Stokoe
Pat Robinson
Mary Louise Walters
Joan Reeves
Virginia Cluff
Pat Robinson
Frances Stokoe
Barbara Petorson
Melba Wood
Sarah Hazen
Bernice Sharp
Betty Sumners
Donna Boren
None
Dorothy Adams
Barbara Austin (Make-over earment)
No Dress Re�le winner declared.
Eudora Griffiths
Sojia Castorena
Georgia Lain
Elizabeth Tyson
Merle Hutchinson
Jo Ann Hatch
Jean Kunze
Scottsdale Victory Club
Roosevelt Nutrition Club
Avondale Baking Club
Barbara lmstin
Luel Hollm[-LIl
Muttie Vfuinery
Margaret Coman
Busy Bee 4-H Clothing Club
Eudora Griffiths, Secy.
Liberty Bells 4-H B ..�king Club
School
Scottsdale
Rural
Scottsdale
Rural
scottsda.le
Roosevelt
Scottsdale
Roosevelt
Scottsdale
Palo Verde
Scottsdale
Scottsdale
Scottsdale
Scottsdale
Scottsdale
RurD.l
Rural
Alhambra
Laveen
Alhambra
Arlington
Alhambra
Scottsdo.le
Roosevelt
Avonda.Le
Scottsdnle
Rurr..l
Scottsda.le
Rurnl
Rural
Liberty
Maricopa County 4-H Club :t'air
April 21-22, 1944. -2-
SAFETY POSTER
let Irene Patton Rural
� Kyrene Kyrf.�ne
3rd Kyrene Kyrene
lJI.lliillill
Tetun Team Sct-QolClothing Teams Name
Senior Score
1st Dorothy Adams 383.3
Barbara Austin 383.3
Donna Boren 378.3 1144.9 Scottsdale
2nd Lucy Song 367.7
Betty Sumners 366.6
June Turley 346.7 1081 Scottsdale
,Junior
4291st Irene Patton
Autumn Ruth Turner 365
Bett,y J. Makemson 358 1152 Rural
2nd Carol Burns 400
Vivinn Arnold 325
Luc1l1e·C1L.rk 31.3.3 1038.3 Roosevelt
3rd Lorene Cheatham 383.3
Rachel Tucker 316.6
Zora Lutz 275 974.9 Laveen
Foods Teams
Senior
� Virginia Cluff 495
Frances Stokoe 478 973 Scottsdale
Junior
1st Pa.t Robinson 457
Mnr,y Louise Walters 45.3
Joan Reeves 426 1.3.36 Roosevelt
� Elaine Sanders 447
Dorothy Whitaker 413
Patsy Black 412 1272 Kyrene
3rd. Jane Percy 407
Jean Percy 3�3
Lucille Hays 265 1065 Roosevelt
DEMONSTRATION TEAMS
Senior
1st Frances Stokoe
Barbara Peterson 278 Scottsdale
Junior
1st Melba nood
Sarah Ha.zen 266 Po.lo Verde
2nd Delores nebb
toy Webb 254 Pulo Verde
3rd J0 .Ann Hutch
Cora Etta Pierce 227 Arlington
HEALTH REPRESENTATIVES
Doy .Qir1 Club
Monroe Eaton Joan Kunze Alhv.mbra
Patsy Jerrell Alhambra
Jo ium Hatch Arlington
M::.rion Peterson Arlington
Tom Taylor Dorothy Wt1therell Bt:.lsz
Gerald Hs.rer Martha Benbow Buckeye
John V!ilkins Bett,y Jo Tompkins Cartwright
John Hulet Hhrriet Knox Chandler
Merle Wilson Mnry Lou Gilliland Grand View
Health Representatives, Cont'd.
12.2lt Girl Club
Elbert Whitaker Norwegia Garner Kyrene
Dillie Hansen Kyrene
Wayne Pitrat Rachel Tucker Laveen
Bobby Van Liera Perralee Carmean Liberty
Essie Jane Conley Liberty
Theron Vines Patsy Phillips Madison
Max Dunlap Patsy Hess Madison
Herbert Russ Phyllis Hamilton Mobile
Oddettn "old Morristown
Philan Thedford Barbaro. Manes Palo Verde
Charles Green Sally Elms Palo Verde
Manuel Leyva Jane Roberts Peoria
Margaret Franklin Peoria
Robert Fuller Mesa Sr.
LeRoy Peel Lily Nichols Mesa Jr.
Jerry Woehler Jean Percy Roosevelt
Jane Percy Roosevelt
Malcolm Adams Dcnna Boren Scottsdale Sr.
Manley Fox Ha.zol Zimmerman Scottsde.le Jr.
Ma.rjorie Bender Tempe Training
Charley Bowser Nelda Anderson Union
4/2?/44
60 copies
Un1versity of Arizona.
CoUege of Agrictuture
tJ. S. Department of Agrieultur'e
and Maricopa G01Ulty f'a.ntt Bur9au
Co:)peratirt�
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION' WOUK
IN
..t\GRtCUL'.rt.JRE ANI> HOME ECONOMICS
Sta'te of Arizona
P. O. Box 751
Phoenix
Agricultural Exten·sion Service
Holte Demonstration Work
County Agent Work
April 28, 1944.
Dear 4-H Club Leader or Pr:i..ncipal:
Another fine 4...g County Fair. has made history, and We want to
express eur' appreciation to allot you for your spl£ndid support and co­
operEA.tion.
We are 6ttclosing So report of the Fair result" for your in­
formation. (h.e winner of the S.weepstakes . award will be announced short­ly � Ma,. we nave your suggestions for next year's Fair Program?
A.CHIEVEMENT PROGRAMS are the n�xt order of busine·ss. We
are prepared to present 4-H aChievement pins and Certificates or Aebie\te....
mant to all 4-8 Club members WHOSE RECORDS ARE, COMPLETED, and are handed
in pefore th! prggram. Special awards f()r Fair participation will also
be made during the program.
IMf0RT.MiT: Club members with more thhn one tear of club
work must bring their last year's '�ertiricate of achievement to their
leaders, who will send them to this office, vThere they will: be brought
up to date by the add.ition of this year f S oredit. Only beginners will
get a brand new cart! f'Lcrrce ,
�-.t_,tt G;��
""'"
(Mrs 4) Isr..be 1.�i. ?",e"�,
.�.ss't. Home Dem .. Aci€nt.
Ve,ry truly yours,
�dU:4�
Paul W. Brown,
As s ' t. Coun .�y .ligri t Agent.
&lcl.
Om.verai ty or Arizona
College or Agriculture
U. s. Depar�lDent of Agrlcul ture
and .laricopa County Farm Bureau
Coopettating
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK
IN
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS
State of Arizona
P. o. Box 751
Phoenix Agricultural Extension Service
Home Demonstration Work
County Agent Work
The Event You've Been Waitin, For
Here's The Good News 1 1 I
DEAR 4..H 0LUB MmBER:
Iou are invited to be the guest of your local Sears Roebuck Company store at a de­
lightful Dinner'Party a.t Parlor A. - Westward Ho Hotel, Monday July 31st at :
2ilO PI rAe
leur friends who were in the 4-H Garden and Canning Contest will be the-re. The
profram will be interesting and full of surprises.
AD· exhibit ot 4-H Cl�b canned foods will greet your eye. Awards will be made to
both Garden and Canning Club winners -- You May Be a Winner? ? ?
Be there·1 It is your chance tor fun and a Vlay tor you to say "Thank You" tor the
sponsorship of this worthwhile "Victory Contest".
Please rill out the enclosed sheet and mail it to us today in the enclosed envelope
wbieh requires no stamp.
l£1A.uU1Jt!.
Francoeur
I . sc.a�_Atoebuck Store11�f/�--YJ/vr. Brovm
Ass't County Ag�tural Agent
J4.A. J. • 0 fJ � 'Jc(.�Isabe�
Ass't HOL'le D€lmonstration Agent
7-24-44
SOc.
In connection with the enclosed invi. t3.tion and announcement.
of the Sears-[ioe"b\.lck Dinner, Mr. Francoeur, Mgr. of the Phoenix
Store, requests that each girl bring three or � of your heat
canned products ��th you to the Dinner--a picture will be taken;
other recognition such.as judging for·�ibbons, etc. may be
carried out.
Instructions
1. �Iiake sure your ja'!."s ane thoroughly c.l.ean and "shiny".
2. Place on each jar one of the enclosed stickers.
3. Wri te the name 0f the product and your own name in the
space allowed (see sampleJ.
Be sure to make your roservation early. This promise" to be
a nice party--thirteen other 4-H Canners are invitod. I hope
to see all of you on Monday, July 31st.
Sincerely,
�tP44_
Isabell Pace
Assist. Home Demonstr.a.tion Agent
IP:S
7-22-44
20c.
University of Arizona
College of Agricu1ture
U. S. Department of Agriculture
and Maricopa. County F'arm Bureau
Cooperating
,
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK
IN
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS
State ot Arizona
P. o. Box 751
Phoenix
Sept. 1, 1944
Agricultural Extension Service
Home Demons trs.tlon Work
County Agent Work
))ear Pri1\Cipal:
As school opens .and 'you are ant1cipa�ii\g your activity program, we would
like to luceest tbat the 4-H ClUb Program be ,1ven d\le. eonsideration. Please .be as­
sured that we, as countr workers are readr to assist with orgaftization problems. We
shall.eleo•• a request for sUQh services. We are prepared to provide l_aderf• man­
uals, bulletins designed to assist leaders with specific projeote; secretary books
tor groups 8l\d individual proJeet bulletins and records for individual members as
ne�ded. Please note card and parent-contllet leaflet enclosed.
The following factS about 4-H Club work may interest you:
!HAl-IT-IS: 4-H Club work 1s a specialized educational enterprise for
rural boys and girls 10 to 21 years of age.
SCOPE-OF-CLUB-WORK: 1,000,000 rural boys and girls are enrolled in 4-H
Clubs in the'United States. In Marioopa County nearly 1500 youths were enrolled last
year.
�: To provide rural youth witb an oppor�unity to "learn by doing"
through conducting farm and home projects and demonstrating to others what they have
le�rned. To develop skills and attitudes in rural boys and girls so that they 'may
lead more useful and happy lives.
PROGRAM: Members may choose from the following projects;
1. Dairy C�lf or Herd
2. Beet' $'l�nla+
3. Shee�
.
4. Swine
5. Poultry
6. Rabbits
7 • HOlle and School Gardens
8. Home Grounds Beautification
9. Rural blectrification
10. Clothing Constl-uction and .
Care (1st, 2�d, 3rd years)
11. Meal Ylanni�" Food Prep&ra­
tiOD �� Se�v1ce (1st, 2nd,
3rcl years)
.
12. Food ?reBerva.tion
13. Handicrafts.for Boys and for Girls
14. Farm & Home Safety
15. Home Ma.nagem�nt - (older girls)
Gener� Club activities �y include: Victor,y Activities, Judging and Demon­
stration Te&ms, apeci&l 4�H Club days, tours, hikes, exhibits at community, county or'
ste.te events and 4-H cwapa. nill you please give us a etAll and indicate who are to
be your leaders. �lehing you a very successful school year and enthusiastic 4-H Club
participation.
.ft. 'Lk,..�it tn�
(Mrs.) Isabell Pace
1se't. Home Dem. Agent
Sincerely yours,
ptfA':1!w{J.�
Ass't. County Agr�cultural Agent
IPlPBaLP c-So
University of Arizona
C011�ge of Agriculture
U.. (1 1" =pa:"'1,IDcnt of Agri�ul tur�
� :-A;-!:.�::..ccpa County Farm- :aureav.
Co(;perating
COOPERAri'IVE EATENBION WORK
IN .
AGRIQULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS
Stnte of Arlzo�
P.O. ,Box 751
Phoenix
Sept. 5, 1944
Agricultural Extension Servic�
Home Demonstration Work
Coutlty Agent Work
Puck your pf.cnfc backe t , bri,ng O�id and Moth�r and let's
make this an event long to be REUEN�F�ED.
Th€re �viJ.l be fun for the entire family games , swimming,
motion pd.c tures rol1�1>-skating (at Mi!;ES.) if! fiddition to the picnic. ,
Everyone is in�ri t�,ti -to :'jvdm. Bring your S.WilD suits and tove.La, A
slll&ll change will be made for sViimu.ing and roller skc tdng , Tell
your 4-H triends about 1 t, 1 The time and place is as follows:
MEe:A...Rw.�DE�VOUJLr�iliK - Sep·tember )\,
9th for all 4-fI lJemC>ers living east of \\\\1 ", ...�
";('J'.JLa'V!een.. \�' 'I �\'�,_..'v' �111( �'(J
'
BUCK�E-BUCKEY� S\VI�ING POQL- .-or
September 16th for 4-H members l1'lillg
"est of Laveen, ,,� I')
L �,J�I'II'� �_�f1JJ<9't> 1t �\l\\\ 1- .......�·V hi' r ., VYours truly, � ��{
_(' - :;L-
..._. -.� C'-�
(?� u..f��
. -�
Paul W, Brown
Ass't. County Agri. Agent
THE TIME,. 10:00 A. M. to
4:30 f. M.
J1.�(?�
Isabell P&c�
Ass't. Home Demonst. Agent
IP:PB:Lf
trAbersity of Ar1zona
College ot Agrieulture
U. S. Department or Agriculture
ADd Maricopa County Farm Bureau
Cooperating
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION ��ORK
IN
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS
STATE OF ARIZONA
P. o. Box 751
Phoenix
November 20, 1944
Agricultural Extension'�Serrl.ce.
Home Demonstration Work
Count,y Agent Work
Dear 4-H Club Leader:
Are you and your 4-H members read.Y to push the Sixth
War Loan Dr!ve? This is a State-wide Program tor the 310 4-H
Clubs in Arizona.·
The'Valley National Bank offer$ $175 in Bonds and Stamps
to the Champion 4-H War Bond salesmen. The greatest award is to
know that we did our part to put the drive over the top.
Although your school may already be organized for the
drive, your INDIVIDUAL 4-H MEMBERS MAY HAVE CREDIT tor all War Bond.s
or Stamps purchased by their families and those sold by them to their
neighbors. This credit extends from November 1, 1944 to the end of
the drive. Enclosed is an outline of procedure and details of the
drive.
We are counting on 4-H leaders and members to put Maricopa .
County over the top.
Your community chairman is
Neme Phone No. Address
Please note the dates of the radio programs.
\
Sincerely yours,
£4W�
Isabell Pace
Ass't. Home Demonst. Agent
Paul W. Brown
Ass't. Count,y Agri. Agent
PWB:IP:LP
Enclosure
100 c
EIGHTE�TH i�mUAL 4-H CLUB li'bIR
�-H VIC TOR � � C H , EVE mEnT
p I� Em J u m It'S T
fEED }\ FJGl-JJEJ\
OR
MARICOPA COUNTY BOYS' & GIRLS' 4-H F'AIR
April 21 & 22, 1944
ARIZONA STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE CA1VIPUS
TEMPE, r�RIZONA
Held under the direction of the Agricultural Extension
Service of the University of J-�rizona, in eooper-atdon with
the Arizonr.. Stute 'I'eachor s College and the Maricopa COUlltJ{
Form Bureau •
.-
Page 3;
Pa.ge 4;
Page 5;
Page 14;
Page 18;
Page 18;
CORRECTIONS AND ADDITIONS IQ FAIR BOOK
JUDGING CONTtSTS: At 9:00 A.M., April 22nd, 4-H members
will assemble in front of Memorial Fountain to receive
instructions for judging livestock, poultr,y and vegetables.
FARMERS DAY PROGRAM: Clubs in the 4-H Parade will be
judged and awards given based on attendance, marching,
banners and original ideas.
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS: Postage will be necessary for
mailing your entries.
DAIRY DEPARTMENT also includes Beef Cattle
CLASS NO. IV, should read:
CLASS NO. IV Lot No. 21, Pen of 5 fryers, any breed of
chickens, 10 to·l4 weeks old.
CLASS V. should read as follows:
ANY OTHER STANDARD BREED POULTRY
22. Trio (2 females, 1 male--any age.)
23. Cock (hatched before July 1, 1943)
24� Hen (hatched before July 1, 1943)
25� Cockerel (hatched after July 1, 1943)
26. Pullet (hatched after July 1, 1943)
(Designate breed)
Page 18; CLASS VI. EGGS
Each entry shull be one dozen eggs and must be from
flock of the club member.
lltIZONA STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE
'tEMPE, ARIZONA
F�br1.lary 26, 1944
1Ir. Paul W. Brown .
Ass·t. County Agricultural Agent
In Charge of Boys & Girls 4-H Club Work
Phoenix, Arizona
Dear Mr. Brown:;
Again we are glad to welcome the 4-H Fair to the campus of the Arizona
State Teachers College. The work ot the 4-H Clubs represents four of the basic
factors in the life of the nation.
Clear heads, balanced and unprejudiced thinking are always necessary
in finding the best and most permanent solution to any problem. In these unusual ,
tilDeS this is supremely important.
A philosopher once said the most valuable thing in. the world is "the
good !'!!.!:ti." When we thdnk about it we probably will approve this statement.
tiThe good heart" inclu.des our attitudes, feelings and purposes. We are wit­
neBsing what mise�/ and destructdon can be caused by individuals who do not
have "the good heart."
.
This is the day of production. We have seen miracles of production
take place on the farm and in the factory. The products of the skilled �
are essential'to survival and are being used to save civilization as well as
to destroy it, according to the kind of heart back of their use. The thoughts
of the mind and the feelings of the heart require the hand to'give them def­
inite form, whethe! it be in agriculture or construction work, or art or music.
The clear, wholesome mind, nthe good heart'1 and the busy hand all.help
toproduce good'health. In turn, good health is necessary to the full use of
one's abilities.
It is difficult to single out one of these factors and say it's more
important than the others. All are tied together and together they make up the
fine, well-balanced and effective individual.
The poet and philosopher expressed the idea when he made a wish for:
"A mind unafraid to travel even though the trail be not blazed;
An understanding heart.
A sight of the eternal hills and unresting sea and of something
beautiful the hand of man has made;
A sense of humor and the power to laugh."
The 4·H Fair is the place we bring together and exhibit the products
of head, heart, hand and health. It'is serious and worthwhile business, but also
a very hapP.1 occasion •
..
,et us all join in making this year's Fair a big and successful affair.
l��
President
BASIS· FOR DETERMINING 4-H SWEEPSTAKES AWARD
A Tropb,y Cup is given each year for Fair participation and
JItlst be won three consecutive years to be retained. Eb,ual opportunity
is given all clubs r,gardless of size. All 4�H Club leaders from a .
community or school should jointly fill out this report'immediat�ly
atter the Fair and send it to the County Agent I s Office, 1201 West
Madison St, by April 26th. Report forms will be provided.
A. ArrENpANC� AT FAIR:
Full attendance for each day of the Fair rates your Club
100 points for each day. Any percent of attendance will give your
Club that nuDlber of points.
B. EXHIBITS AT THE FAIR:
1. Exhibits made are credited on basis of relation to
total enrOiIiiient of club. Example:.: A club of 12 IDem­
bers displays 9 exhibits and gets 75 points.
2. Three points are allowed for each first place ribbon
3. Two for second pl�ce ribbon
4. One ror each third pla.ce ribbon on exhibits
c. CONTESTS ENTERED:
Five points are allowed for each contest participated in:
l. Demonstration Team
2. Judging
.3. Showmanship
4. Dress Rewe
5. Health Champion Representatives
6. Percentage of enrolled members in 4-H Parade (Eval­
uated as in A)
D. SPECIAL HONORS WON:
Three points for each first place; 2 for second; 1 for third:
Demonstration Teams
Judging Teams or High Individuals
Victory Parade
Dress Revue Winner
Any'Other (describe fully)
4-H
SEVEN �OINT VICTORY PROGRAM
1. Help to interpret the National Victory Program to the
Commun�ty •
2. Produce &nd conserve needed food supplies for home and
abroad.
3. S�ve for Victory.
4. Develop our health and that of the community.
5. Acquire useful technical and mech(�ical skills to meet war
time needG.
6. Prr.ctice democratd.c procedures and learn to apprecLat.e
better our democratic way of life.
7. Orge.nize 4-H Discussions regarding some of the irnportcmt
social c:.nd economic forcet-! now at work.
s -r;\ 1'1 D j 1'1 G
vY j ·f}J
GU;\KD
U 1't C L E S}\ Nl
- ;2 -
SQHEDULE OF EVENTS
February 29, 1944
April 7, 1944
Final enrollment due in 4-H otfice for eligibilit,y
Each'communi� selects the healthiest 4-H Club boy
and girl and send! names to 4-H Office, 1201 West
Madison, Phoenix
April 15,· 1944 Record books, selected for contest, due in County 4-H
Ofrice , 1201 West Madison. Phoenix
- - - - � - � - � - - - - - - - � - � -
ENTRY BLANKS tor Fair exhibits due in Fair O� at. TemQe on ARTil 7, 1944
Deadline for above, Monday, April 17, at 5:00 P.M.
********************
10:00 A.M.
1:00 P.M.
All exhibits must be .at A.S.T.C. before 9:.30 A.M. in
order to be judged.
Judging of above exhibits
April 21, 1944
Showmanship contest for halter classes
2:30 P.M.
8:00 P.M.
Demonstration team contests
Camp for 4-H Boys and for Girls opens at 8:00 P.M.,
Chaperonage required by leaders or parents for each
group
April 22, 19M
9:00 A.M.
INSTRUCTIONS TO ALL JUDGING CONTESTANTS ( Campus)
Livestock Judging Contest (1\11 4-11 and Farmers)
1 ring Holstein-cattle (written reasons)
1 ring Jersey cattle
1 ring hogs (Breeding gilts)
Poultry Judging Contest (All 4-H members)
1 pen white leghorns (written reasons)
1 pen white leghorns (Breed type)
1 pen reds (Production class)
Vegetable Judging (all 4-H) Beets, Carrots, Head Lettuce
Home Economics Judging Contest
(a) Judging clothing-open to all clothing members
(b) Judging foods-open to all food members
11:00 A.M.
11:00 A.M.
Parents visit 4-H exhibits
4-H Leaders Meeting Training School Auditorium
12:00 Noen _ Picnic
Farmers and 4-H'ers "Get-together"
(Because of war conditions and food rationing, each
pers0n and family group will provide own lunch.)
- .3 -
1:30 P.I. FARMERS' DAY PROGRAM
4-H Victory Parade
Contest between clubs, based on following points:
attendance, marching, banners, original ideas
Comnrunity singing
Address of Welcome - Dr. Gammage
Response in behalf of cooperating Extension Service
Response: Hollis B. Gray, President, Maricopa
County Farm Bureau.
3:00 P.M.
3:15 P.M.
Dress Rewa
Winning Demonstrations
Girls' Highest Team
Boys' Highest Team
3:50 P.M. Awards
Health Champions
Denons trutd.on Teams
Judging Teams
High Individuals
Other Medal Winners' names read
(Medals awarded at Achievement Days)
Special Awards given
Wl�ICOPA COUNTY 4-H F�IR CO�mISSION
Mr. Hollis B. Gray
Mr. Dale C. Riggins
Mr. Louis F. Joslin
Mrs. A. W. Austin
Mrs. Alice Ramsey
Miss Grace Ryan
Mrs. Isabell Pace
Mr. Paul W. Brovm
Mr. F. E. Ostrander
President Farm Bureau
Mesa
Palo Verde
Scott.sdale
Kyrene
Home Demonstration Agent
Ass't. Home Dem. Agent
Ass't. County Agri. Agent
A.S.T.C.
- 4 -
ELIGIBILITY
---
Only e. 4-H member. in good standing whose record book is complete to
date (April 12) and whose enrollment was in the county 4-H office not later
than February 29, .19L.J.., may compete in this fair.
QENERAL RULES AND REGULATIO�
-4 Competition may exist between two members of one club or between two
entries of the same member. However, where there is no competition, judges
may award one ribbon or no ribh�n accox:ding to merit.
First, second, and third place ribbons will be awarded according to
merit.
NO change in sch6jule will be made to accomodate members who wish to
enter more than one comtest.
All clipping and preparation of exhibits for competition must be com­
plete before the exhibit Ls checked in at the :r'air Ground. Hand clippers, will
be permissible for lnst minut.e check-up.
No leader or parent wllll��.allowed �o assist the club members in any
way after the exhibit renc�_�he, Fair GroB!!S!.
All rules not specific�lly stated in this prospectus will be s�ttled
by the 4-H' Fair Commission. This Commission meets at 5:00 P.M. Thursday,
April 20th, Tempe.
�TRY REQUIREMENTS
Fill out entry blanKs in duplicate for all exhibits and demonstration
team contests. .'
e :
F�tries �lst be rul�� made out on the regulation �orms, which will be
furnished to Leaders , and are due in the hands of the 4-H Fa.ir Superi.ntendent
at 8:00 P.M., Fri'day, April 7, 1944. Deadline cn errtr'Lee ---Monday April 17
at 8:00 P.M.
Mail all entries for conte-sts and exhlbdts to the I.-H Fa.ir Superinten­
dent, c/o Arizona state Teachers College, Tempe, Arhonu. A slip signed by
a member of the County Office must be placed in the self-addressed envelope
when the entr,y blrulks are mailed to the Fair Office at Tempe.
Do not list on one entry blank entrieo for more than one departm�nt
or for more than one individual.
Do Not Make Entry Unless You Expect to Exhibit.
<
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EXHIBITORS
EXhibitors must see that their exhibits are tagged by the clerks
and that the, receive claim oheeks before leaving. In fairness to the ex­
hibitor and to the judge, all personal identification must be removed before
lellving.
;.
A camp for 4-H boys and girls will be open Thursday and Friday nights
at 8:00 P.M. and-close Saturday A.M. Reservation should be made a few days in
advance at Tempe Fair Offic,e; members bring own cots and bedding; groups
must pe adeQuately chaperoned by leaders or parents.
EXHIBITS
,F�cords and secretary books will be selected and exhibited by the
County 4-H Office. Send them directly to 1201 W. Madison, Phoenix. Do not
make ent� blanKs �or them.
Details of arrangement for exhibits will be handled by Department
Superintendents and Assistants.
No exhibits may be ,removed until 4:00 P.M., Saturday except for girls
who participate in Dress Revue. In order to avoid loss, exhibitors or leaders
will be expected to pick up exhibits for the:ir club.
Exhibits must be claimed by presenting stub of tag which is exhibit­
or's receipt. Fair Board not responsible for exhibits after 5:00 P.M. S�tur-
day April 22nd.
.
For the Home Economics Department, the number of lots will be limited
to three in each class where the total county enrollm&nt in that class falls
below the enrollment for 8. standard club (5 members)
Club members may exhibit cnly in the recognized project in which they'
are enrolled during the current year, such as rabbi�calf, or clothing.
A total exhibit in any class shall consist of all the lots therein.
Total exhibit prizes will be determined mathematically. Do not enter
total exhibits separately.
.
Evety effort will be made to�rotect and care for entries but in no
case will the Commission or any Fair Official be responsible for any damage
or loss which may occur. Entries are made &ld accepted on this condition.
PEMONSTRATIONS
Friday, beginning at 2:30 P.M., the County DemonstrAtion Contests
will begin and continue until the winning teams have been determined. All
club members in good standing are eligible to compete on a club demonstrat­
ion team with the following exceptions: Members of County Champio,nship
teams �st present different demonstrations from the ones previously given.
Members of the State Champi,onship teams must present demonstration material
in another division, i.e., if they are on a poultry demonstration team one
time, they may be on e dairy demonstration team the next time, etc. All
material used during a demonstration must be arranged for by the team or
its leader. Subject matter used in·the demonstration must pertain to the
project in which the club members are enrolled. The demonstration contest
m�y be seen by anyone, team members included. A maximum of twenty minutes
w:i!ll be allowed for each demonstrill.Qn. A warning signal will be given
five minutes before the limit.
Each standard club or mixed I+-H club may present a demonstration.
Mixed clubs may present no more than one demonstration for each five mem­
bers. Dairy club member's may demonstrate in eithor dairy production or
dairy foods. Members enrolled in Foods Proj ects may enter the Dairy Foods
Demonstration.
Preliminar'1 contests may be required subject to the wishes of the
4-H Fair Commission.
Teams must handle their equipment without assistance from their lead­
ers from the time they enter the demonstration room. f-J"iY assistance necess­
ary must be obtained through the chairman of the judging committee.
DEMONSTRATION· CONTESTS
The age for the Junior Division (10-13) and the Senior Division
(14-20). will be t.he age of the contestant by June 1st, 1944.
However, those contestants who are on the border-line between the
two age divisions;, mt:cy' compete in tha.t division in which they did the bulk
of their work during the current yea.r. That is, if a contestant is in the
8th grade and becomes 14 during the last spring months, they may enter and
compete in the Junior Division. If a contestant is 14 near the beginning
of the school year, it will be necessary to enter in the Senior Division.,
DEMONSTRATION CLASSIFICATION - JUNIOH & S&�IOR
Class 1 - Clothing and Home Improvement
Class 2 - Baking, Canning nnd Food Preparation
Class .3 - Dairy Food
Class 4 - Crops
Class 5 - Livestock (other than Dairy)
Class 6 - Da.iry Production
Class ? - Rural Electrification
Class 8 - Miscellaneous
All demonstration teams will give their demonstrations and be judgE:d
separately, according to the following classification: Agriculture, Live­
stock, Foods, (including Baking, Canning, Meal Planning, Dair,y Foods, Cloth­
ing and related subjects.) First, second and third place winners will be
named in each division.
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JUDGING CONTESTS
Agricultural Judging Contest, Saturday April 22, beginning at 9: 00 A.M.
Home Economics Judging Contest, Saturday, April 22, 9:00 A.M.
All club members in good standing are eligible to judge.
GENERAL CONTES'l' RULES
1. The judging contest is open to all boys and girls in the 4-H Clubs of
Maricopa County. Contestants will be grouped as follows: First and
second place awards will be given to highest individuals in the junior
and senior divisions in each contest. Awards will be given clubs based
on the to"t1al score of their thre$ hiP.',hest individua.ls in the contest.
2. Any contestant found guilty of any unfairness shall be disqualified dur­
ing the contest and barred from judging. There will be no talking during
the contest.
3. Notes may be taken while judging the various classes to aid the contestants
in remembering their reasons for placing.
4. Contestants will be graded as follows: Placing, 100 points; reasons, 100
points.
5. Fifteen minutes will be given to place each class, and write reasons.
6. These General Rules apply to both the Agriculture and Home Economics
Judging contests.
AGRICULTURAL JUDGING CONTEST RULES
1. The Senior group and Junior group will judge :3 rings of vegetables, . 2
rings dairy cattle, 1 ring of hoga, 2 rings of paultry •
HOME ECONOMICS JUDGING CONTEST RULES
Eligibility of girls for Home Economics Judging Contests conforms to
the General Rules for Judging contests. The contestants shal.L be bound by these
rules with the following additions:
1. A girl shall enter only the judging contest in which she was enrolled for
project work during the present club year.
2. Contestants may be asked for written or ora.l reasons at the pleasure of the
judges. Specific instructions to be given at time of' contest.
3. Senior and Junior Foods Division contestants will judge the following
articles:
a. Four plates uruffins
b. Four plates biscuits
c. Flour butter cakes
d. Oral and written reasons may be requd.r-ed
e. Measurement of common ingredients
f. Table Setting
g. Menu Jud.ging
4. Senior and Junior Clothing Division· Contestants will judge the following
articles: (a) Fringed articles; (b) Hemmed articles; (c) Dresses. Written
reasons may be required for either group.
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I SENIoR DRESS REVUE
The tille for judging the individual entries in the Senior Dress Revue
will be announced later. Ribbons will not be awarded, and placings will be
subject to change in order to include any summer Dress Revue entrants. Final
county placings will be determined prior to Club Week.
JUNIQR DRESS REVUE
A Junior Dress Rewe will be held on Friday, April 17. Any bona
fide member of first, second, third and fourth year Clothing club
who has made and who exhibited a dress at the 4-H Fair will be eligible for
entrr. Leaders will send the names of those entering this event to the County
4-H Oftice by April zi.
CLASS NO. LOT NO. DEPARTMENT ItH. E." HOME ECONOMICS
I FIRST YEAR CLOTHING--Jlmiar Division (IO Yrs to 14 Yrs)
1. Fringed Article
5. One slip
6. Laundry, Garment Bag
2. Hemmed Article
3. Apron
4. Cotton Dress
II SECOND YEAR CLOTHING--Junior Division
6-a. Shoe Ba.g
7. Cotton or Linen School Dress--set-in sleeves
III THIRD YEAR CLOTHING--Junior Division
8. Child I s Sun or Play Suit
9. Dress--Sport type in si�, or cotton (afternoon)
rayon (afternoon)
10. Ma.de over Garment
IV FOURTH YEAR Cr.OTHING--Junior Division
11. Child's outfit--one undergarment & dress, or suit
12. Wool or rayon dress, or skirt and blouse
13. MadeJ over Garment
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LQT Ng. DEPARTMfcNT "H. E." HOME ECotJOMICS
V FIm YEAR CLOTflING-- Junior Division··
14. Slip
15. Dress
16. Made over Ga!"ment
VI FIRST YEAR CLOTHING--Senior Division (14 Yrs to 21 Yrs)
22. Laundry, garment Bag
Hemmed article--scar£, towel -17.
18.
19.
Fringed article
Apron
20. Cotton dress
VII SECOND YEAR CLOTHING--Senior Division
21. One slip
22a. Shoe Bag
23. Cotton or linen school dress--set-in sleeves
VIII THIRD YEAR CLOTHING--Senior Division
24. Child's sun or play suit
25. Dress--sport type in silk or rayon, or cotton
afternoc.m
26. Madc.over Garment
IX FOURTH YEAR CLOTHING--Senior Division
27. Wool or Rayon dress or skirt & tailored blouse
28. Child's outfit--one undergarment & dress or suit
29. Made over Garment
X FIFTH YEAR OLOTHING--Senior Division
JO. Dress
32. Accessories
31. Slip
33. Made over Garment
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IQT NO. DDARTMENT .nH.�. If HOME, ECONOMICS
XI DRESS REVUE
34. Senior Dress ReYUe may include
a. wash dress or suit (school or sport)
b. Wash dress, suit or ensemble (school, sport,
or street wear)
c. Best dress 0r ensemble including dress
d. Informal party dress (floor length)
An.y Senior or Junior girl exhibiting in the Fair may participate in
the Dress Revue Contest.
.
XII First Year Canning--Junior Division
35. Assortment 3 jars fruits
36. Single jar fruit
37. Assortment 3 jars tomatoes
38. Single jar tomatoes
XIII Second year Ca��ing--Junior Division
39. Three jarS vegetables {Not tomatoes}
40. Single jar vegetables
XIV First Year Canning--Senior Division
41. Three jars fruits--as,sorted
42. Single jar fruit
43. Three jars vegetables--assorted
44. Single jar vegetables other than tomatoes
xv HOME ECONOMICS DIVISION - FOODS E1JiIBITS AND POSTERS
War conditions have greatly increased the need for foods. To meet
. this increase and to give every person- a fair share many foods have been
rationed. It would be unwise and even unpatriotic to waste food; hence,
rood clubs, mee.l planning and baking groups will, as a group prepare and
exhibit non-perishable foods only. Raw natural foods, cut outs or food
1IOdels may be used. The following is an outlined plan. Full cooperation
is urged.
.
THEME FOR EXHIBITS - FOOD FOR HEALTH THE 4-H WAY
Each club exhibit to have one poster, size 28" x 22" (others as de­
sired). Table space will be provided approximately 30" in width for each
display.
Suggestions for Posters:
1. Better Health for Victory and Peace
2. Build Stronger Citizena with Healthful Foods
3. Eat These Foods Daily
4. We Pl£.nted Our Way to Health, Victory Garden Emphasis
5. We Include Foods from Our Victor,y Gardens
6. Eating for Health
7. Meals the 4-H Way
8. Others of your own choice
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§!«mfrlgps f!l£ Risplal'
1. Groups or tood needed each day, e.g., milk, vegetables, fruit,
cereals, fats, eggs & meat.
2. Amount ot each needed each day by a 4-H girl.
1 qt. ot milk
2 servings ot green, leafy, or yellow vegetables
1 or more servings of potatoes
1 serving of oitrue fruit or tomatoes
1 serving of f�esh or dried fruits
1 egg
1 serving of meat or cheese or beans
:3 pats of butter or enriched margarine
I
1 serving whole grain cereal
Bread three times a day
Total Exhibits will be judged on the following;
1. General Appearance -- Neatness, attractiveness,
not crowded, general appeal, good color effect
2, Expresses the theme
3. Holds interest
4. Shows originality
First, second,
p 1\ 0 D U C E 0/rI,t:L!
COrISERV£
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HANDICRAfT �EPARTMENT - JUNIOR & SENIOR
All Handicraft exhibits must be on display Friday, April 21,
by 2.U2 A.M. Judging starts at 10: 00 A.M., Friday, April 21.
Classes will be made to fit entries in this division. For example,
tie racks, tables, camp stools, milk stools, book case, book ends, picture
frames, tool boxes, tin ware, marble wQrk, leather work, copper work, costume
jewelry, stuffed dolls, toys, model aircraft, etc.
CLASS NO.
I
II
III
IV
LOT NO. DEPARTMENT
(a) Woodcraft 4-H Handicraft
(b) Leathercraft 4-H Handicraft
(0) Metalcraft 4-H Handicraft
(d) Miscellaneous 4-H Handicraft
v \e)Needlecraft:
Lot 1 - Embroidery
Lot 2 - Knitted Articles
Lot .3 - Crocheted Articles
Lot 4 - Clothing Ensemble
Skirts with matching accessories
MISCELLANEOUS DEPMTMENT nM" ( RECORDS , SECRETARY BOOKS , ETC.)
Please Note! Do not enter records or secretary books �irectly
through the Fair Office. The County Office will
select from entries all exhibits in this Department.
(Leaders may indicate which records &.nd secretary
books they wish to enter.) These are due in the Club
Office, 1201 W. Madison St, Phoenix, April 15, 1944.
4-H MEMBERS' PROJECT RECORD BOOKS, AND SECRETARYS BOOKS
1. Dairy 9. Rabbits
2. Beef 10. Clothing
3. Swine 11- Meal Planning
4. Sheep 12. Baking
5. Poultry 13. Canning
6. Vegetable Garden 14. Secretarys Books
7. Flower Garden 15. Project Scrap Books
8. Handicraft
POSTERS HOME AND FARM ACCIDENT PREVF�TION
Open to All A-H Club Members
Posters may te original drawings - cutouts or paintings, on stiff
carJboard size 22" x 28".
.
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nw,u � WIN THE WAR AND WRITE THE PEACE" - Claude R. Wickard
DAIRY DEPARTMENT
Livestock will be received Thursday night until 9:00 P.M. or between
7:00 A.M. and 9:30 A.M. Friday. Judging begins at 10:00 A.M. Frid�y April 21.
animals.
Club members must feed, water and care for their own dair,r and b�ef
Feed for livestock must be furnished by the club member showing
Club members must show their own animals unless they have more than one
entered in a class. In this case, they may use other club members to show ad­
ditional animals. Animals must be shown with a halter.
All calves must have a halter with a rope at least five feet lo�g.
All clipping must have been done before reaching the Show. (Hand
clippers may be used tor last minute cheek-up.)
Cattle exhibits will be judged according to the breed score card (ex-
cept for disqualifications in the case of grades.)
-
Club members must own animals shown, and all registered stock must be
registered in the member I S name thirty days (.30 days) prior to show. Regis­
tration and transfer numbers must appear on entrY blanks and all registration.
papers must be at hand at the time of judging. Provision '/ill be made for
checking these papers with the Superintendent of the Department.
Parents and leaders will not be allowed to assist in any way with
animals after they reach the Fair Grounds (Your cooperation appreciated.)
The breed associations usually offer suitable prizes for winners in
the various breeds of dairy cattle.
Tie class of grade cattle is determined by the sire. That is, a cross
between a Jersey and Guernsey would be a grade Jersey only if the sire is Jersey.
CLASS NO.
.
LOT NO. DEPARTMENT "D" DAIRY AND BEEF CATTLE
I. REGISTERED JERSEY
1. Registered bull born after July 1, 1942.
2. Cow, 3 yrs. and over, born before January 1, 1941.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
Cow, 2 yrs. and under 3 yrs, born Jan. 1, 1941 to Dec. 31, 1941.
Senior yearling heifer, born Jan. 1, 1942 to June 30, 1942.
Junior yearling heifer, born July 1, 1942 to Dec. 31, 1942.
Senior heifer calf, born Jan. 1, 1943 to June 30, 1943.
Jr. heifer calf, born after July 1, 1943.
8. Champion registered female, (first place winners from lots 2,3,
4, 5, 6 and 7.)
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:: DEPARTMENT "Dit
II. GRADE JEti.SEY
9. Cow,:3 yrs and over, born before Jan. 1, 1941
10. Cow, 2 yrs. and under 3 yrs. born Jan. 1, 1941 to Dec. 31, 1941
11. Senior yearling heifer, born Jan. 1, 1942 to June 30, 1942
12 • Junior yea.rling heirer, born July 1, 1942 to Dec , :31, 1942
13. Senior heifer ealf, born J&l. 1, 1943 to June 30, 1943
14. Junior heiffrcalf', born after July 1, 1943
III. REGISTERED HOLSTEIN
15. Registered bull born after July 1, 1942
16. Cow, 3 yrs. and over, born before Jan. 1, 1941
17. Cow, 2 yrs and under 3 yrs, born Jan. 1, 1941 to Dec. 31, 1941
18. Senior yearling heifer, born Jan. 1, 1942 to June 30., 1942
19. Junior yearling heifer, born July 1, 1942 to Dec •.31, 1942
20. Senior heifer calf, bo!� Jan. 1, 1943 to June 30, 1943
21. Junior heifer calf, born after July 1, 1943
22. Chan�ion registered female, (first place winners from Lots 2, 3,
4, 5, 6 and 7.)
IV. GRADE HOLSTEIN
23. Cow, 3 yrs and over, born before Jan. 1, 1941
24. Cow, 2 yrs. and under 3 yrs. born Jan. 1, 1941 to Dec. 31, 1941
25. Senior yearling heifer, born Jan. 1, 1942 to June 30, 1942
26. Junior yearling heifer, born July 1, 1942 to Dec. 31, 1942
27. Senior heifer calf, born Jan. 1, �943 to June 30, 1943
28. Junior heifer calf, born after July 1, 1943
V. REGISTERED GUERNSEY
29. Registered bull born after July 1, 1942
)0. Cow,.3 yrs. and over, born before Jan. 1, 1941
31. Cow, 2 yrs. and under .3 yrs, born Jan. 1, 1941 to Dec. 31, 1941
32. &nior yearling heifer, born Jan 1, 1942 to June 30, 1942
33. Junior yearling heifer,< born July 1, 1942 to Dec. 31, 1942
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= PEPARTMENT uD"
I
V. REGISTERED GUERNSEY (Continued).
34. Senior heifer calf, born Jan. 1, 194) to June 30, 1943
35. Junior heifer calf, born after July 1, 1943
36. Champion registered female, (first place winners from Lots 2, 3,
4, 5, 6 and 7.)· .
VI. GRADE GUERNSEY
37. Cow, 3 yrs. and over, born before Jan. 1, 1941
38. Cow, 2 yrs. and under 3 yrs. born Jan. 1, 1941 to December 31, 41
39. Senior yearling heiter, born Jan. 1, 1942 to June 30, 1942
40. Junior yearling heifer, born July 1, 1942 to Pec. ai, 1942
41. Senior hetfer calf, born Jan. 1, 1943 to June 30, 1943
42. JUnior heifer calf, born aftor July 1, 1943
VII. REGISTERED AYRSHIRF;
43. Registered bull born after Ju1Y,l, 1942
44. Cow,:3 yrs. and over, born before Jan. 1, 1941
45. Cow; 2 yrs. and under 3 yrs, born. Jan 1, 1941 to Dec ,. 31, 1941
46. Se'nior yearling heifer, born Jan. 1, 1940'2 to June 30, 1942
47. Junior yearling heifer, born July 1, 1942 to Dec. 31, 1942
48. Senior heifer calf, born Jan. 1, 1943 to June 30, 1943
49. Junior heifer calf, born after July 1, 1943
50. Champion registered female, (first place winners from Lots 2, 3,
4, 5, 6 and ?)
VIII. GRADE AYRSHIRE
51. Cow, 3 yrs. and over, born before Jan. 1, 1941
52. Cow, 2 yrs. and under 3 yrs. born �an 1, 1941, to Dec. 31, 1941
53. Senior yearling heifer, born Jan. 1, .1942 to June 30, 1942
54. Junior yearling heifer, born July 1, 1942 to Dec. 31, 1942
55. Senior heifer calf, born Jan. 1, 1943 t.o June 30, 1943
56. Junior heifer calf, born after July 1, 1943
IX. BROWN SWISS
Class to fit entries
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DEPARTMENT "D"
X. BEEF CATTLE BR,EEDS
57. Fat steer; must be fat berore eligible to be sold. Will be
passed upon by Committee. Fat stock only sold.
58. Fat Heifer
59. Breeding heifers--Grade or Registered--Any age.
60. Registered Bulls - not over one year old. (Registration
papers must accompany, or be shown at time of entr.y.)
.PRODTJCTION FOR VICTORY - FOOD IS AMMUNITION
�TRY DEP..'\RTMENT "P" (Pigeons and Rabbits.)
Do not make entry unless you expect to show birds o� rabbits.
Poultry will be ro.ceived Thursday until' 9:00 P.M. or between 7:00 A. M.
and 9:30 A.M. Friday. Judging begins at 10:00 A.M., Friday April 21.
Poultry will be fed and vlatered by the management. Do nct feed or hand­
le your own or any other birds during the Fair.
Poultry will be judged for utility purposes.
One egg in each entry may be broken at the discretion ,of tile judge.
Both external and internal characters will be considered in the judging.
Specify the va.riety on the entry blanks.
Feed will be provided for rabbits. The management, will feed and water
the rabbits.
All rabbits must be marked in ear with ear number. Indelible ink will
last tor the duration of the Fair if they are not tatooed.
DEPARTMENT "P"
I.' L'EGHOENS
1. Trio (2 females, ]. male--any age)
2. Cock (hatched before July 1, 1943)
3. Hen (hatched before July 1, 194.3)
.
I.... Cockerel (habched aft.er July 1, 1943)
5. Pu11�t (hatched after July 1, 1943)
II. NEW H�J[pSHIRE
6. frio (2 females, 1 mn1e--any age)
7. Cock (hatched before July 1, 1943)
8. Hen (hatched befor-e July 1, 194.3)
9. Cocker-el (hatched after "Tuly 1, 1943)
10. Pullet (hatched after July 1, 1943)
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DEPARTMENT "P"
III. PLYMOU11I ROCKS
11. Trio (2 females, 1 male--any age)
12. Cock (hatched before July 1, 1943)
13. Hen (hatched before July 1, 1943)
14. Cockerel (Hatched after July.l, 1943)
15. Pullet (hatched after July 1, 1943)
IV. RHODE ISLAND REDS
16. Trio (2 females, 1 male--any age)
17. Cock (hatched before July 1, 1943)
,18. Hen (hatched before July 1, 1943)
19. Cockerel (hatched after July 1, 1943)
20. Pullet (hatched after July 1, 1943)
21. Pen of 5 fryers; 10 to 14 weeks old
V. ANY OTHER STANDARD. BREED POULTRY
22. Trio (2 females, 1 ma1e--any age.)
23. Cock (hatched before December 1, 1943)
24. Hen (hatched before December 1, 1943)
25. Cockerel (hatched after December 1, 1943)
26. Pullet (hatched after December 1, 1943)
(Desib�ate breed)
VI. EGGS
27.
28.
29.
30.
White eggs, 24-26 oz., 1 doz. large in carton
Brown eggs, 24-26 oz., 1 doz. large in carton
White eggs, 22-24 oz., 1 doz. medium in carton
Brown eggs, 22-24 oz., 1 doz. medium in carton
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DEPARTMENT "P"
PIGEONS
All birds nmst wear some kind of a numbered leg band and the
band number must be properly entered on the entry blank.
General rules of the Poultry Department will also apply to pigeons.
VII. HOMING PIGEONS
31. Single male, hatched before January 1, 1944
32. Single female, hatched before Januar.y 1, 1944
.33. Single male, hatched after January 1, 1944
34. Single female, hatched tl.fter January 1, 1944
VIII. ANY OTHER PIGEONS
35. Single male, Utility
.36. Single female, Utilit,y
37.
.
Single male, Fancy
38. Single female, Fancy
RABBITS: Separate classes will be made and will be judged separately
where competition exists between two or more individuals
within the lQt. Left ear of rabbit must have identification
mark.
IX. RABBITS: New Zealand White, - (Pureblooded; papers not required.)
39. Senior Buck, over 8 months
40. Senior Doe, over 8 months
41. SpeCial Buck, (> to 8 months
J.2. Special Doe, 6 to S months
43. Junior Buck, 4 to 6 months
44. Junior Doe, 4 to 6 months
45. Baby Buck, 2 to .3 months
46. Baby Doe, 2 to .3 months
47. Doe and Litter, not less than 6 weeks of age.
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PEPARTMENT "�"
X. RABBITS: Ne. Zealand Red (Purebloodedj papers not required.)
48. Senior Buck, over S months
49. Senior Doe, over, 8 months (Papers required only for special
award.)
50. Special Buck, 6 to 8 months
51. Special Doe, 6 to 8 months
52. Junior Buck, 4 to 6 months (Papers required only for special
award.)
53. Junior Doe, 4 to 6 months (Papers required only for special,
award)
'54. Baby Buck, 2 to 3 months
55. Baby Doe, 2 to 3 months (Papers required only for special award)
56. Doe and Litter, not less than 6 weeks of age.
XI. MEAT RABBITS: Any breed or cross breed.
57. Senior Buck, over 8 months
58. Senior Doe, over 8 months
59. JuniQr BUCK, 4 to 6 months
60. Junior Doe, 4 .to 6 months
61. Meat Pen, 3 or more rabbits, 6 to 9 weeks
\
RABBITS--Grand Champion
Best rabbit in show (Fur, ears, bone, head, bo"y and
general appearanee) will be seleeted by judges.
FOOD FOR FREEDOM - ALL OUT FOR VICTORY
SHEEP AND SWINE DEPARTMENT '·S"
Members must provide feed for swine and sheep, and must do their own
feeding and watering. This livestock will be received Thursday until 9:00 P.M.
or between 7:00 and 9:30 A.M. Friday. It must be on display by that time.
Judging will begin at 10:00 A.M., Friday, April 21.
If a gilt is to show in breeding and fat class, two entries must be
made. The pen of Fat Hog entries may be made by a club.
A private sale of fat hogs will be held Saturday.
fIlS NO. WI NO. DEPARTMENT "S"
I. DUROC JERSEYS
1.. Breeding Gilts (under 4 months)
2. Breeding Gilts (4 months to g months)
3. Sow
4. Boar
II. HAMPSHIRES
5. Breeding Gilts (under 4 months)
6. Breeding Gilts (4 months to 8 months)
7. Sow
8. Boar
III. ANY OTHER BREED
9. Breeding Gilts (under 4 months)
10. Breeding Gilts (4 months to 8 months)
11. Sow
12. Boar
IV. Pen of two fat hogs--any breed or crosses.
(necessary weight 175-225 pounds each)
V. Pen of two feeder hogs--an,y breed or crosses.
VI. Individual fat hog. (Must be fat in order to be sold. Necessary
weight 175-225 pounds)
VII. SHEEP
13. Fattest lamb (Must be f�t in order to be sold)
14. Mature ram or ewe. (Judged separately on own merits)
VIII. Fat stock for sale - (Ex. one lamb or one pig)
(Make entry for all fat animals to be sold)
NOTE: Champion·ships will be awarded if competition ·warrants.
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YEGETM3LE DEPARTMENT "V"
Vegetables will be received any time Friday morning up to 9:30 A.M.
JUdging w111 start at 10:00 A.M.
CLASS IQ. LOT NO. ..:.=:==: DEPAR'l'MENT "V"
I. GARDEN A.�D CROPS
1. Si:{ TE..i)le onions
2. Six �()und type radish
3. Six long type radish
,,_,__ .
4. Six carrots
5. Three beets
6. Three turnips
7. Three bunches spinach
8. Three plants chard
9. Three heads cabbage
10. Three heads lettuce
11. One pint pod peas.
12. Three rutabagas
13. Three bunches garlic
14. An:! other vegetable
(Classes will be made if sufficient miscellaneous
entries are made)
G£NTlEMEN- \�fS Ul) TO US!
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FLOWER DEPARTMENT uFI'
4-H Club Contest. Flowers will be received up to 9:30 A.M.,
Friday. Judging starts at 10:00 A.M.
Uniform tp.ll metul co�tainers will be furnished. Baskets, special
vases and conta.iners :r-'or snJrt ste_ed flowers will not be furnished.
Must be entered in Flower Club to �ompete tor medal.,
pLASS NO. hOT NO. DEPARTMENI . "Fit
I. FLOURS
1. 15 sweet peas (lavender)
2. 15 sweet peas (pink)
3. 15 sweet pea.s (white)
4. Centerpiece of sweet peas and foliage including container
5. g calendulas
6. 16 pansies
7 • a larkspurs
8. 12 petunias
9. 3 roses
NOTE: Any variet,y of rose repr�sented by 5 or more entries will
have a separate classification made tor it.
10. Any other flower, not less than 3 stems
11. Best bouquet including vase
12 • Best basket of flowers
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FOOD FOR THE SICK
---------
Leaders Display Trays Arranged For The Sick Room
kgent Discusses Devices Used In Home Care Of The Sick
FOOD PRESERVATION
Emergency Food Preservation; Martha Fees, Precooks FigsBefore Packing In Jar At Balsz School
Mrs. Fees Removing Jar Of Tomatoes From water Bath
EQUIPMENT TESTS
A Pressure Gauge Clinic In Operation At Baxter
FOOD FOR THE SICK
Leaders And Agent Lunch On Menus Prepared In Demonstration Of
Food For Sick
CLOTHING
Members of Clothing Class Display Remodelled Dresses at Buckeye
Agent Suggests Way of Res�ling a Dress
STORAGE FOR SEWING EQUIPMENT
Specialist And Leaders Discuss
Storage Devices For Sewing Supplies
FURNITURE RESTORATION
Specialist Checks The Padding Of Boudoir Chair
The Completed Boudoir Chair
FURNITURE RESTORATION
Patron Repairs Chair Before Slip Covering
The Completed Slip Cover
FURNITURE RESTORATION
Leader Puts Finishing Touches On An Occasional Chair
FURNITURE RESTORATION
Leaders Fit Covering On A Restored Wicker Rocker
The Wicker Rocker Completed
FURNITURE RESTORATION
Leaders Display Chairs With Padding In Place
Neighborhood Group Repairs And Re-covers Chairs
Suit Maker In Clothing Remodelling Class Is A Victory Farm Worker
4-H Club Canning Display -- Sears Store.
Getting Corn Ready For The
Freezer Locker
Barbara Picks Up Packages From
The Freezer Locker
Barbar& Austin's �ood �res�rvation Project Included C�nning And
Freezing Of Home Grown Fruits, Vegetables And Meats
Margaret Coman's Canned Products Placed In Three County
Contests.
Dairy lfoods Demo stration Team
State Contest Winners
Cottage Cheese Was A Favorite
Food With Virginia's Family-­
It Was One Of Virginia's
Successes.
Virginia Makes A Birthday
Cake For Her Young Brother.
Virginia Cluff--Scottsdale Junior Club--County Food Preparation Winner.
Virginia's 1944-45 4-H Plan Included Food Preservation As
Well As Food Selection and Preparation.
County And State Honors In The Dress Review Went To Dorothy Adams
scottsdale - A Chicago Trip Winner
Dorothy
Also Had A Blue Ribbon Dress
At Th� l�nuBl 4-H Club Fair
April 1944
Dress Review
- Winner -
Dorothy Adams
Mattie Wbiner,y Sucessfully Carried Four Projects -- She Was
State Winner In The Home And Farm Safety Contest.
Safety Volunteers Kept Yards Free of Debris and Used Care
When Handling Animals.
County 4-H Winners
These Arizona State Teachers College Girls Really Made
The 1944 4-H Club Fair Possible
College Campus - Where 4-H'ers Renew Old Friendships And
Make New Friends
4-H Clubs In Victory Parade Annual Fa.ir 1944
Lib�rty Meal Planners Had The Winning "Food For Health
Poster" At The 1941+ 4-H Club FClir Contest
Union 4-H Clothing Club
WasrJngton 4-H Clothing
Club
Laveen 4-H Clothing
C�b
- Achievement Days Are Happy Days -
 
Suggestions For Canning
Sweet Potatoes A're Given
EDITOR'S NOTE: .Graee recommended in the releases from
Ryan, hom e demonstration the United States Department of
agent for Maricopa county, Agriculture. It probably is mere­
gives the following suggestion ly a matter of personal choice as
to homemakers who are in- to whether the home canner pre­
terested in canning sweet po- fers a very moist product.
tatoes. 'Dhis is one of a series Success' in canning "sweets" may
of such articles arranged be influenced by the variety of
through the Mari.�opa County potato, as well as by the type and
Nutrition Committee. length of curing which precedes
Now is the season for canning the canning process. It is recom-
sweet potatoes in Arizona. Home- mended tha.t growers of potatoes
makers who wish to choose can- discuss curing processes with a
ning items which will be palatable horticulturist prior. to canning the
and popular and at the same time product. Success Iikewise depends
add to family nutrition will include on the method et handling the po­
canned "sweets" in their budget tato prior to placmg It in the can.
of processed foods ' A product which is allowed to
Th t t t·· t iti 1 cool down after peeling and be-,e swee po a 0 IS nu r �ona - fore packing will give trouble.ly valuable. It makes a creditable Sweet potatoes must be sufficient­contribution .as a sO�lrce of energy ly hot in packing that a fork orbecause of Its star ch and .sug!lr glove is required for handling. Thiscontent.. In addition It acquitsjt- is an important item in .assuringse�f admm�bly ?s a s�urce of vita- success in home processed potatoes.mm C" Vitamin A �s also repre- The sugar content will be bettersented m good �uantl�y, and vita- developed if the potatoes' are
mm B1 and riboflavin m.small cooked slowly prior to beingamount�. The ,s:vveet �?tato IS one placed in the jars or cans. 'of the �Ighly desirable yellow ve�- Wash the sweet potatoes thor­
etables WhICh a�e requirements m oughly and boil or stem them un­plann�ng ?ood dI�tS. . til .the skins slip off readily. Peel
While instructions for canning quickly, cut into medium-sized
sweet potatoes vary, all authorlties sections and pack hot in sterilized
are, m accord with basic steps containers. Add a teaspoon of salt
WhICh must be followed. These in- to each quart.
.
elude a long period of sterilization If a dry pack is desired, seal the
because the vegetable is dense in jars immediately and, process in
structure and ,resIsts heat penetra- a pressure cooker 95 minutes at 10
tion. Also, being non-acid, It must pounds pressure for'glass pints,
be processed m a pressure cooker. or 120 for Quarts.
The point of disagreement ap- If a moist pack is chosen as a
pears to mvolve the type of pack. method of handling, fill -the jars
Some home canners pack the sweet with boiling water, cap with sterile
potato dry; others pack in boil- tops and process as indicated for
ing water, to cover the pieces, as the dry pack.
��J�."'f
CHANDLER ARIZONAN
New Methods
For Canning
To Be Given
Conducted by Miss Grace Ryan,
a "refresher" class in Food Preser­
vation on July 6, at 2: 00 p. m. in
the LDS chapel will be held for all
those in the Chandler community
interested in home canning, Mrs. 1Bailey Allen, canndng chairman for
this community has announced.
Both practical and timely, the
meeting will feature an informal
; discussion of all phases of food
preservation, linking it to the pro­
gram of Victory Gardens and the
nation-wide policy of conservdug
surpluses from these gardens.
Miss Ryan will. bring to the
group a report from the recent na­
tional conference on the canning
subject and will stress the im­
proved changes which has been
made in canning methods and will
clarify the reasons for these
changes.
This meeting should prove valu­
able to Chandlerites interested in
canning, in that Miss Ryan is the
County Home Demonstration A­
gent and Is qualified in giving the
new and improved methods in
.
home canning.
Judgment in Canning
feet. Then, too, Miss Ryan says,
every homemaker will want to can
some fruits and tomatoes in season,
and favorite short-season crops such
as corn and green beans, to add year­
round variety to menus.
With so many vegetables in danger
of going to waste in commercial
fields, many homemakers are de­
voting time and energy to putting up
available surpluses for school lunches
and other community enterprises
There's certainly no argument a2:a1nS1&.
that kind of insurance against
To can or not to can? That is the. question that' bothers homemak­
ers in temperate Arizona valleys
where year-round gardens are the
practice. Certainly there's not much
point in using valuable woman hours
putting up a. lot of vegetables that
might better be enjoyed fresh right
around the calendar. But, as Grace
Ryan, Maricopa County home dem­
onstration agent, has pointed out,
nearly all Victory gardeners have
small surpluses that would go to
waste if they weren't put up in some
manner. Waste is an enemy that
must be vanquished on the home
front if we plan to win the war and
world back on its
•
For assured safety,
meats, poultry, and
, all vegetables except
tomatoes must be
canned by the pres­
sure cooker method •
•
 
 
 
 
Feeding the Sick Abed
Disregard the doughnuts. Everything els� served at the Food for the
Sick demonstration' of Maricopa County Rural Homemaker leaders, met
the requirements for "liquid, soft, light or full" trays. Left, around
the table: Mrs. C. E. Samson and Mrs. R. G. Christiar, Washington;
Mrs. J. C. Willis, Phoenix Homestead.'; Grace Ryan, hon e demonstra-
tion agent; Mrs. J. O. Pinnick and Mrs. Frank Bogg io, Balsz.
reporter doesn't think "Food
the 'Sick" is a very adequate
for Jean Stewart's excellent ex­
leaflet that Maricopa County
lural Homemaker leaders followed in
arecent demonstration of liquid, soft,
Irht and full trays for folks who are,
at least, a bit under par.
that's the title, and anyway,
has been able to think up a
The reason it's inadequate
the leaflet contains some
and menus. that, if they were
only for the sick, would tempt
to feign illness just to horn in
011 the goodies.
Maricopa County Homemakers got
around that, though, by stressing the
importance of including some of the
tempting dishes in the regular family
meals, even though the recipes had
'been arranged for ill or convalescent
Still Part of the Family
They decided that it would boost
the morale of a sick person to know
that he was eating ·at least some of
the' same food served the rest of. his
family. And they proved that the
family would be none the loser for
sharing the patient's diet, by prepar-.
ing and serving a luncheon featuring
soft custard and floating islands,
spinach and carrot timbales and
home front have more, than they can.
possibly do. Some good 'basic infor­
mation will aid the home nurse to
care ':'for the invalid with a minimum
of professional help.
That information is contained in the
leaflet, "Food for the Sick," by Jean
Stewart, state leader of home demon­
stration work. Miss Ryan promised­
a copy of the leaflet to Arizona
Farmer readers who wish to pre­
pare for that possible emergency. Be­
sides menus and recipes and prepara­
tion methods for liquid, soft, light
, and full trays, there's a page de-
votd to-, ,
RULES FOR THE SICKROOM
The room (wrote Miss Stewart)
should be clean, orderly, and free
from
.
the noise and smell of food
cooking.
Make the patient comfortable. Be
cheerful, attend to the patient's needs,
and bathe his face and hands before
offering food.• Air the room'. -Cover
the patient's shoulders with a com­
fortable garment. Arrange a back
rest. Use a bed table if possible. A
card .table may be used willi__.two Ie
on the floor and two turned
Remove "the tray from the room as
soon as the meal is eaten. Do not
hurry the patient.
In planning, preparing and serving
scraped steak on melba toast. The
demonstration took place at the Mari­
copa County home demonstration of­
fice,-starring Grace Ryan, home dem-­
onstration agent in the role of dietary
consultant. Miss Ryan demonstrated
the
. approved method of scraping a
steak and broiling it, and .the float­
irig' islands she served literally melted
down the throat.. ;
Spare the Doctor
Following the meal, Miss Ryan dis­
cussed care of the sick, with em­
phasis on feeding, �v.ery 511 person
s1iould be under a doctor's care, and
their. diets approved by the doctor.
But with the wartime shortage of
doctors, the ones still working on the
In. the spring,
.
d ate growers'
thoughts turn to
pollination. Mrs.
Frank Harrison,
Jr., who lives at
4610 N. 16th St.,
Phoenix, makes
easy work of it
with a portable
I add e r and a
good - sized fly­
sprayer for shoot­
ing the pollen
upward.
the food, strive for cleanliness, nea
ness and attractiveness;
Do not ask your patient what
would like to eat, but include
that are especially well liked
asked for.
Serve the meals with
When the meal is not eaten with
family, 'serve the tray before
family meal and while' the f
hot and appetizing. Do not a
the 'patient to serve him food
on the doctor's orders.
The appearance of the tray
affect the appetite favorably or
favorably. Dishes should, be a
(Plea$e turn to page 17)
" The Sick Abed
(Continued From Page 16)
tive and consistent With the size of
the tray. The tr!lY cloth and napkin
should be spotless, whether of paper
or fine linen. Flowers, amusing dec­
orations,. cards from friends and so
forth, are aids to' appetite. A satis­
factory tray may be made from the
cover of a cardboard box, a cookie
sheet or dripping pan; or a picture
frame may be used.
For giving liquids to a pat!e_!lt lying
flat, the bent glass tube is best,
though a straw may be substituted.
The food may be fed from the lip of .
a pitcher or from the spout of a
small teapot. If the patient is very
weak, feeding may be made less tire­
some by placing the hand beneath
his pillow and gently raising the pa­
tient.
Remember, Grace Ryan says you
may have a copy of that 9-page leaf­
let, "Food for the Sick," Let Arizona
Farmer's women's editor be your con-
tact-gal, by sending your request to
her, in care of Arizona Farmer,
Phoenix.
n tggs
(Continued From Page 24)
tilled, or softened ater, for our
solution while the • S. D. A. formula
makes no designa'on of such use.
We find that the film hich rises on
the water, and is protective, is much
firmer and more sa
.
factory if dis­
tilled or softened ter is used.
OLUTIO PO G EGGS
1 pfDt ......Iaebd
� piDt .alt (coane uIt)
2 pllou water (I ar 4IidIlIed)
Place lime aDd aIt ID 10-caJ)0D jar. ada
water. let Bet U ead of this
tilDe tat the IICUIIl to the top.
U eriap aDd brittle. Ia nady. Put
t!IrP Into the liquid a few at a time. re-
movintr aDJ' that ... are
apt to be had. Bud water DOt make
proper ehemfeal ..
I believe that the important thing
for us to remember in this climate is
to warn homemakers hat the preS:­
ervation of eggs by any method will
not be satisfaetory if there can be
no control of temperature. Mere sub­
merging eggs in any type of solution
without temperature control would
not produce results. The degree of
temperature should correspond to the
"holding" temperature for eggs which
would be kept in a refrigerator under
normal conditions-not above 50 de­
grees. It would probably be im­
possible to maintain a water-glass or
lime-salt solution at 50 degrees for
the months when egg storage would
be desirable. However, I've asked
several homemakers to make some
preliminary temperature tests in cellar
space which they happen to have. If
a low temperature can be secured
and maintained during the hot months
it surely would be a boon to people
who have surplus eggs.
Very sincerely,
GRACE RYAN
Maricopa County Home
Demonstration A�ent
 
 
The pictures on tbese pages only
gin to tell the story of the transforn1-1
ationa ougnt that day As I
tired old cbairs blossom into
youth and usefulness under tbe
touch of those bomemakers, I bad
brilliant brain throb: I got the
of bringing an old, forgotten
from backyard oblivion to a place
honor in our living room; giving
a tailored slip cover and cushions
presto!--dual reclining will DO
be a problem at our bouse.
Who knows 1-maybe I can
womanly extend my slip-covering
forts to include the davenport
big chair, in whicb case our li
room will be as gay as a peony,
comfortable as my favorite
and as surprised as I'll be myself
I get all those things done!
Miss Jensen showed me a
U.S.D.A. Farmers' Bulletin
"Slip Covers for Furniture,"
makes the job of dressing up
living room pieees look simple
That book contains
illustl1!tions and
slip covers, which
Alld while I was
for myself, I ordered
tM"·':SJa.ipl�ly for you.
oneT Uncle Sam's SUllJeriid
PJtt���t Of »oeu being
one for you in a trice.
1'0111" J�e([ueel"t for "Slip for
WU&...• ......,!,.�,!Ii;IIIIuo'r.
Cinderella tory of an old kitchen chair. Under direction o( Miss
Mildred Jen n of the U. of A. School of Home Economics <at left
in first picture), Mrs. Kate Taylor wired the chair's legs for stren�
e shioned it back and seat with cotton and unbleached muslin. A
slip co er of gold rayon damask transformed it into the glamol'8u8
bedroom chair pictured at right.
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ARIZO A FARMER goes to
press, Mrs B. E. Stephens, Route
6, Box 642, Phoe· sends an appeal
to ranch and farm omen to help in
the ourth ar Loan Drive, set for
Jan. 18 through Feb. 16. Mrs.
Stephens, publiCIty director for the
women's division of the War Finance
Committee, writes as follows:
"Having been a stockman's wife
for 171A. years, I can view rural
women's �blems in an objective
•
1. I can 11ear maBy say: 'How can
I buy bonds! I don t handle the fam­
ily income. I don't even know what
the familY income is, or if I do I can't
foresee what unexpected demands
might 'be made upon it before another
crop is made or the steers sold!'
"That exactly states the situation
in many cases; however, many of you
women call your chickens, turkeys,
and ducks, your o� If you raise
more than your famBy can consume,
or if you gather more eggs than you
need, you sell them-and that is pin
money to be spent as you please.
Others of you may have surplus gar­
den produce to sell; or butter, or
canned foods; or perhaps you ovr.n a
RURAL WOM� ALREADY
PLANNING BOND DRIVE
Rural women from all over the
Salt River Valley held a meeting
tan. 10 at the Marieopa County
Agiicpltq.ral Agent's 0 f f_j e e in
Phoenix, to plan their campaign
for seDillg war bonds in the forth­
coming drive.
Mrs. J. W. Currie was the com­
petent chairman of the last, drive,
and she'll even more efficiently
engineer the next one.
At that meeting some community
reported plans already
for community rallies, box
country dances and the
fOf .,purpose of stimulating
sales.
!psltacil.es" encountered in the last
discussed, and methods
l_W!lte)(rP.ing them in the future.
Women have sold
fe bead of cattle with a resulting m­
come of our. own.
"B denying yourself that Be
dishes ou've wanted so long, or tha:
new' you saw in the windo :.-or
maybe it as a new rug for the living
reem-« ou can help our boys 0 er-
eas, fighting their war, by buying
an extra war bond.
That not all you can do. Yau
ean go aeross the road to your neigh­
bor and say: 'Mary, I just bought a
bond How about you buying one,
too? and after you've sold one, you'll
be surprised how easy it is to sell an­
other· for it has been proven that
personal solicitation sells more bonds
than any other system. Tell your
neighbor it's PEACE she's buying­
far more to be desired than new dishes
or dresses or rugs - and the more
bonds we all buy the sooner our boys
will be back home where they belong.
"So make your family and neigh­
borhood War Bond conscious. Make
them understand how great is the
need to back the men behind the guns.
I know you are working from before
daylight to long after dark to get the
continuous round of work done, and
that many of you are doing the work
of two or three persons.
"But that isn't quite enough. You
"
champion Ayshire of the show, with her owner, Velma Gray, at
halter. At left, Dr. F. E. Ostrander, faculty sponsor for the 4-H
representing Arizona State T,\achers, Colege. Center, Mary How-
ard, student superintendent of the dairy department.
WHERE to begin � That's a next­to-insoluble problem when an un­
fortunate scribe sits down to write
of anything so big and diverse as the
eighteenth annual, Maricopa County
4-H Club Fair, on the grounds of Ari­
zona State Teachers College at Tem­
pe, April 21-22.
One starting point might be to re­
mark on what good farmers and home­
makers the boys and girls of this
county have become. Meaning that
they're producing Food for Victory
in enormous quantities, and of aston­
ishing quality. Their training has
• really taken hold.
It's not only that the exhibits aver­
age up better; there were no poor ex­
hibits. Take the cattle, for instance.
There was not a single.animal of the
scrub order. The same was true of
the hogs and the sheep and the chick­
ens and the rabbits. Every entry be­
longed there.
And the vegetables? That depart­
ment -was not as large as last year,
partly because the cool spring held
back so many gardens. But it was
better than good.
"These youngsters h ave sure
learned how to select and arrange
their exhibits," commented Harvey
Tate, who judged the garden truck.
Superior Showmen
They've learned to show their live­
stock, too. Take Buddy Cheatham of
Laveen. His Holstein heifer was the
best fitted bovine there. Buddy put'
her through her paces to win the
showmanship contest.
Fanny Coman of Kyrene, though,
had the best Holstein in the show.
Velma Gray, also Kyrene, had the
best Ayrshire. Frank New of Mesa
showed the best Jersey.
Among the Herefords there was
One of the best sewing exhibits was that of the Rural schoo!, south of ,
Tempe, where Mrs. Frank Hann_ is club leader. Left to rtght ; . Eu­
dora Griffiths, Betty M�Schachner, Betty Jean Makemson, Shirley
Jones, Lorene Huckabee, Irene Patton, Autumn Turyter.
one cer.tain heifer that was always
surrounded by a throng of admiring
cowmen. The name on her exhibitor
tag was Charles Mathis, of the Wash-
ington district. She won for Charles
the purebred Hereford calf given away
by the Kiwanis Club. Tile calf and
his new owner were guests of honor
at the Kiwanis lunch the following
Tuesday.
Over on the hog side, Alfred Austin
of Scottsdale won top honors in show­
ing 'and fitting. He also had the
champion Hampshire male. Alfred's
clubmate, Malcolm Adams, had the
best Hampshire female. Ed Hanger
of Tempe entered the champion Du­
roc.
Best bird in the poultry dqpartment
was a New Hampshire cockerel en­
tered ,by Margaret Coman of the Rural
4-H Club. Don Tate, Scottsdale, got
a magnificent blue ribbon for bring­
ing in the best trio. Judge John W.
Wells picked a certain buck, owned by
Stanley Beasley of Lehi, as the grand
champion rabbit.
Once more the Roosevelt Garden
Club, took top honors as a club, with
the best all-around exhibit in that
department.
Expert Demonstrators
v There were four 'winning demons­
tration teams, two in domestic sci­
ence and two in arts which are sup­
posed to be more along the masculine
line. Frances Stokoe 'and Barbara
Peterson triumphed over stiff opposi­
tion from other senior homemakers,
with their demonstration of how em­
ergency dairy lunches are prepared.
Melba Wood and Sarah Hazen of
Palo Verde came out first among
the juniors, with a, charming exposi­
tion of "Table Manners for a Farm
Home."
Bob Fuller and Clare Huber, Mesa,
comprised the other senior winning
team. They demonstrated and ex­
plained every step of the Babcock
test. Juanita Alton and Martha Mc­
Elhaney invaded the domain of mas­
sulinity and captured the other junior
first place with- their "Care and Use
of Soils."
, The two most exciting events of the
whole two days came right at the
close, Saturday afternoon. First, the
big 4-H parade; second, the Dress
Revue. Of course there were more
particlpants in the parade and, 'of
course, it was the noisiest. A whale
of a fine procession, too. All the
ideas were original; some of them
were startling.. The judges gave the
nod to the Scottsdale paraders; sec-
ond honors . to Kyrene; third' to Al­
'bra.
Interest was ,somewhat low in the
event of' all, the fat stock auc­
because- none of the Hereford
were in shape for sale. But
Sa:feVlrav Stores took all the 14 hogs
were ,';offered, and paid 13 cents
pound for them. Which, in the
lnresent "�tate of the hog market, is
'�'V� �\� marKet.
Triumph Farm Youth
Grand champion Ayshire of the show, with her owner, Velma Gray, at
the halter. At left, Dr. F. E. Ostrander, faculty sponsor for the 4-H
fair, representing Arizona State Teachers Colege. Center, Mary How-
ard, student superintendent of the dairy department.
WHERE to begin? That's a next­to-insoluble problem when an un­
fortunate scribe sits down to write
of anything so big and diverse as the
eighteenth annual Maricopa County
4-H Club Fair, on the grounds of Ari­
zona State Teachers College at Tem-
pe, April 21-22. »:
One starting point might be to re­
mark on what-good farmers and home­
makers the boys and girls of this
county have become. Meaning that
they're producing Food for Victory
in enormous quantities, and of aston­
ishing quality. Their training has
really taken hold.
It's not only that the exhibits aver­
age up better; there were no poor ex­
hibits. Take the cattle, for instance.'
.
There was not a single animal of the
scrub order. The same was true of
the hogs and the sheep and the chick­
ens and the rabbits. Every entry be­
longed there.
And the vegetables? That depart­
ment rvas not as large as last year,
partly because the cool spring held
back so many Igardens. But it was
better than good.
"These youngsters h ave sure
learned how to select and arrange
their exhibits," commented Harvey
Tate, who judged the 'garden truck.
Superior Showmen
They've learned to show their live­
stock, too. Take Buddy Cheatham of
Laveen. His Holstein heifer was the
best fitted bovine there. Buddy put
her through her paces to win the
showmanship contest.
Fanny Coman of Kyrene, though,
had the best Holstein in the show.
Velma Gray, also Kyrene, had 'the
best Ayrshire. Frank New of Mesa
showed the best Jersey.
Among the Heref'ords there was
One of the best sewing exhibits was that of the Rural school, south of
Tempe, where Mrs. Frank HannOii'S- is club leader. Left to right: Eu­
dora Griffiths, Betty May Schachner, Betty Jean Maketnson, Shirley
Jones, Lorene Huckabee, Irene Patton, Autumn Ruth Turner.
one certain heifer that was always
surrounded by a throng of admiring
cowmen. The name on her exhibitor
tag' was Charles Mathis, of the Wash­
ington district. She won for Charles
the purebred Hereford calf given away
by the Kiwanis Club. The calf and
his new owner were guests of honor
at the Kiwanis lunch the following
Tuesday.
Over on the hog side, Alfred Austin
of Scottsdale won top honors in show­
ing and fitting. He also had the
champion Hampshire male. Alfred's',
I clubmate, Malcolm Adams, had the I
best Hampshire female. Ed Hanger j_
of Tempe entered the champion Du- J
roc. �
Best bird in the poultry department
was a New Hampshire cockerel en­
tered by Margaret Coman of the Rural
4-H Club. Don Tate, Scottsdale, got
.
a magnificent blue ribbon for bring­
ing in the best trio. Judge John W.
Wells.picked a certain buck, owned by
Stanley Beasley of Lehi, as the grand
champion rabbit.
Once more the Roosevelt Garden
Club took top honors as a club, with
the best all-around exhibit in that
department.
. Expert Demonstrators
There were four winning demons­
tration teams, two in domestic sci­
ence and two in arts which are sup­
posed to be more along the masculine
line. Frances Stokoe and Barbara
�eterson triumphed over stiff opposi­
tion from other senior homemakers
with their demonstration of how em�
ergency dairy lunches are prepared.
Melba Wood and Sarah Hazen of
Palo Verde came out first among
the juniors, with a charming exposi­
tion of "Table Manners for. a Farm
Home."
Bob Fuller and Clare Huber Mesa
comprised the other senior �innin�
���m. They demonstrated and ex­Fined every step of the Babcock
test. Juanita Alton and Martha Mc­
iElhaney invaded the domain of mas­
sulinity and captured the other junior
first place with their "Care and Use
Of Soils."
The two most exciting events of the
whole two days came right at the
close, Saturday afternoon. First, the
ig 4-H parade; second, the Dress
I evue, Of course there were more
articipants in the parade and, of
course, it was the noisiest. A whale
of a fine procession, too. All the
.
deas were original; some of them
ere startling. The judges gave the
od to the Scottsdale paraders; sec­
ond honors to Kyrene; third to AI­
ambra.
.Interest was somewhat low in the
ast event of all, the fat stock auc­
ion, because none of the Hereford
steers were in shape for sale. But
afeway Stores took all the 14 hogs
hat were offered, and paid 13· cents
pound for them. Which� in the
present state of the hog market, is
w.�U .above the market.
eat e arieopa County 4-B Fair.
d Betty Sumners, Barbara
Donna Borell.
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Murphy Graduation
Is Slated Tonight
Fifty-eight ei hth grade pupils
of Murphy School will be given
diplomas at graduation exercises
in the 001 auditorium at 8:30
o'clock tenight. it was announced
yesterday by . R. Sullivan, prin­
cipal.
"Swimmin'
 
� Scottsdale's 4·H Triumphs
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This is Albert Owens' second year as a Dairy Calf Clubber. He owns
four purebred Ayrshires of Angus Johnson breeding, means to have
a herd of 25· or 3'0 by the time he is through st!hool.
that Ayrsh�re breeders anywhere
would pay big money to have, , Al­
together there are 13 registered Ayt·­
shire heifers; four. Jerseys and one
Guernsey, in addition to many fine
grades, 'Barbara, Betty and Mae
Westfall are each raising a register­
ed. Hereford. The Hampshire swine
, what impressed this
scribe most deeply was not the long
list of awards that Scottsdalers have
, impressive though that is. It
the way that two dairy calf clubs,
thin the Junior and Senior Scotts-
4-H Clubs, are improving the
of that whole district. It's fast
fbe4�oIlnin,g a purebred district, largely
Ibe1callse of the fine Ayrshire, Guern­
Jersey and Hereford blood
ht in by 4-H members. There
at least two bulls in 4-H herds
Jeanette Owens is following in the
footsteps of her brother, Albert,
as an Ayshire breeder. Her heart
is set on winning the showman­
ship contest ,at Tempe next spring.
Eugene Edwards,
three years in Dairy
Club work, is the
proud owner of two
registered Ayrshire
heifers and a bull
from the L. J. Lew­
is herd.
·'
Scottsdale's 4-H Triump�s
(Continued From Page 8)
Joe Smith specializes in Jerseys. Now in his third year as a Dairy
Club member, he .has a herd of five purebreds. With this bull of Clyde
. Hussey breeding, he took second in showmanship at the Maricopa
County 4·H Fair last April. The bull, Oynx Design Lad, was Grand
Champion.
herds of Alfred Austin and Malcolm
Adams are sources of purebred stock
for a number of the better adult
breeders all over Salt River Valley.
His Members Succeed
For this livestock enthusiasm and
savvy, a lot of credit must go to
Vomen L. Frye and Leo Kennedy,
leaders respectively of the Junior and
Paul Messinger joined up as a
Dairy Clubber at the opening of
the present term. This registered
Jersey heifer'is his project.
Senior Agricultural 4-H Clubs. . Mr.
Frye, a teacher in the Scottsdale
'grade school, is now in his 'fourth
year as a 4-H leader. He has seen
many of his members become state
Alfred Austin is a Guernsey
breeder and Hampshire breeder.
Now in his third Dairy Club year,
he has several extra-good grade
Guernseys and this registered
heifer from the Henderson Steck-
ton herd.
;,..............riccpa's 4-8 Winners
,
will be two or three weeks yet
anybodyknows what dozen,
.n..t'�;c,\J'UQ boys and girls win free
the National Club Congress
next December. But the
County winners is
.m'Pllete; and if history repeats it­
about half the Chicago trippers
be from Maricopa.
After talking to Assistant County
�nt Paul Brown, it is hard to re-
frain from predicting that all the
/ltate winners will be from Maricopa.
there are other counties to be
from-Pima, Yavapai, Yuma,
for instance.
"Our girls are doing better work
ever," according to Mrs. Pace.
say they are," echoes Mr.
a trifle ruefully. "Why,
stepping right in and beating
boys where the boys never had
competition before. Half my
are girls."
�Well, there's nothing in the rules
says boys can't also cross over
line to compete in Food Prep­
in sewing, or even in the
Revue," retorts Mrs. Pace.
argument aside, Mrs. Pace is
sure that Arizona's entrant in
Revue at Chicago will be
Adams of Scottsdale. Dor­
was state winner in Food Prep-
Huber and Gerald Fuller,
Babock Testers.
last year. Modeling her wool
with accessories, she won the
ribbon in the Dress Revue at
:lIaric()pa 4-H Fair last April. A
runner-up, and probable winner
year, was Elaine Sanders of
also with a three-piece wool
The final decision was made by
Jean Stewart, state home dem­
agent, and Miss Lorene
clothing specialist.
ty's first-place team in
Foods Demonstration con-
Virginia Cluff
test, and a pretty good bet for the
state championship, is composed of
Barbara June Peterson and Frances
Stokoe, both Scottsdale girls. They
won at the Tempe fair, repeated when
Miss Stewart and Miss Dryden made
their rounds.
Virginia Cluff of Scottsdale is
1944's county winner in Food
aration. Barbara Austin, also Scotts­
dale, took top honors in Food Preser­
vation. The list of home-grown foods
that Barbara has preserved, both by
canning and quick-freezing, would fill
out the rest of this column.
On the girls' side, Mattie. WhilUiry,
Scottsdale, is
"
the winner in the
"Farm and Home Safety Volunteers"
contest. Work in this contest con-
-
sists primarily of detecting and elim­
inating fire and accidents hazards.
On the boy's side, .first-place entrant
Oliver Anderson, Garderier
Barbara June Peter­
son and F ran C e s
Stokoe,
.
Dairy FOQds
Demonstrators.
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is Lester Matlock, Scottsdale.
Yes let's get a few boys into the
story 'for a change. One of the im­
portant contests under Pau� Brown�s
direction is Dairy Production. ThiS
is separated into several classes. The
champion Class A demonstration
team is Clare Huber and Robert Full­
er of Mesa, who specialize in the
Babcock test.
But-there is Class B. 1n that divi­
sion, Betty Carney and Billie �ansen
of Tempe are the top team. "Detect­
ing and Preventing Mastitis," is
what they demonstrate.
Double-Barreled Wonder
All these contests that are supposed
to be for boys but are being fearless­
ly invaded hy the fairer sex, were
judged by State Club Leader Kenneth
McKee and Extension Horticulturist&
Harvey Tait. Their eyes bugged out
a foot when they visited the farm
where Fanny. Comany lives. "Select­
ing a Herd Sire" was what she under­
took to demonstrate. Fanny was an
easy and sensational winner in "Class
.
B, single."
But there was another contest
where the girls just didn't have a
chance over Malcolm Adams of
Scottsdale, renowned as a breeder of
hogs and dairy stock. So far as
. Maricopa County is concerned, Mal­
colm's record for "generally out­
standing 4-H club work" was tops.
He is now competing for the Santa
Fe Trip Award. Last year he won
the Meat Animal contest .and a gold
watch, ·but not a trip.
County 4-H Club
Work I. praised I
Kenneth Ingwf\lson, regional
field representatives �f the U. SH'Department of AgJ1�lture. 4·
Club projects, praised the MarIcopa
county clubs yesterday aft.ernoon,
after 'two-day inspection visit here .
. Yesterday morning, he attended
and spoke at a special assemblI;_ ..ofScottsdale elementary and 1�h
school pupils, outlining the value
of 4-H Club training. In the after­
noon, he attended a 'slmilar assem­
bly meeting at Roosevelt School.
Thursday, Mr. Ingwalson ad
dressed the leaders club at the Ar
. zona State Teachers .Colle�e­
Tempe. On his Inspection trip h
was accompanied by Paul H. Br�wn
assistant Maricopa county agricul
tural agent. and Kenneth. McKe,�
state leader in boys and girls c!ub
work for the agricultural extenslG:1\
service of the Unlversitv of ArI­
zona.
Huber, Fuller-A e
Statewide �H COmpl II
Claire lIuber and Robert Ful- garden contest to Oliver Ander­
ler, members of the Mesa senior 80ft, P.boenix; Jimmy Stevens,
4-H club, whose. leader is Dale Peoria;' Ardell Hale, Eagar; Karl
C. Riggins, have been 'declared Ronstadt, Tucson; Jack Strana-
. the winners .of the stat-ewide 4-H than, Tucson, and Alex Rozyero,
club contest in tb.e dairy produc- Ajo. .
,', .
ttoa demonstration. These two In the food for Victory contest,
boys were the c!>'unty winn�rs at $25.00 war bonds were awarded to
the 4-H club fall" last April and Mary McBride Tucson' Charlotte\ they recently entered the state Thurston Tuc�on' Dixi;r Lee Nut­
contest and were judged by Ken- tall, Dragoon; Bili Sparkman, Ajo;neth McKee and Harvey Ttate, Bill Nevelle and Naurice Koonce
from the University of Arizona. Tucson
'
The \Subject of their demon- '.. .
stration was the Babcock Butter Are� honors landshded to Sco�ts­
Fat Test
.
for milk. They each re- dale m Maricop� County, which
ceived a $25.00 War Bond; and a�counted for SIX of the state
will now compete" in the sectional wmners. Scottsdale also account­
contest for national honors. If ed for the leading boy contestant,
they win this contest, they will Malcolm Ad�s, and the. ,onlr
be awarded a trip to the Na- brot�er and �Ister team I� An­
tional 4-H Club Congress next zona s 4-H hIstory. to Wlr; the
December at Chicago. The state state award of a tr'ip to. Chl�go.
contest involved 325 clubs in Ari- Malcolm Adams .and his SIster,
zona and keen
.
competition made Dorothy, both are leaders in their
the contest extremely close. These respective projects and both won
two boys have each completed trips to Ch'icago this year.
five years of 4-H club work and "Arizona can be proud of 'these
have 'been outstanding members boys and girls," said state Lead- He is perhaps the' outstandingof their club. Other clubs of the ed Kenneth L. McKee today. junior breeder and exhibitor of
community have extended con- "T,hey represent the finest quali- Hampshire pigs' iIi the state. In
gratulations to them. These clubs ties of American youth. I wish his 4th year of exhibiting at the
are located at Lehi, Gilbert; Tempe everyone in the state could see State Fair, he won an a.ward forand Chandler. Paul Brown, the records of these boys and the grand championsliip andCounty 4-H worker, decl�d that girls as shown in the achieve- senior championshlp for Hamp­Maricopa Countys 82 4-J¥ clubs ment books which they prepare, shire sows in both open and 4-Hhave unanimously praised this and which covers the most form- classes.
accomplishment of the local boys ative periods of their liyes.
'
Recently he started toand are proud to have them be- "The common idea of scrap- Ayshire heifers, buying one ofcome state winners. books does not apply at all to the best heifers from the H. J.
Eight of the 32 4-H winners have these bound records covering years Lewis herd in Phoenix. Although
been awarded trips to Chicago of childhood. They are briefly Malcolm goes in heavUy for'Iive­
to compete in the national 4-H wrttten
: and homely illustrated stock he ,has also successfully
club congress to be' held Decem- records, of amazing achievements completed 12 other projects in
ber 3 to 6. Four others earned in livestock raising, farming, 4-H work givirfg him a well round­
the right- to compete in sectional gardening, cooking, canning, house- ed background. He is a student
contests against club members in work, dressmaking, child care, at the Scottsdale High School,
the eleven western states for the food preparation; all of the sings in the Glee Club plays in
coveted trip to Chicago. sound vocational and. avocational the school band and belongs to
Honor of being the
\
best all subjects. that �ake �merican fa:rm the Boy Scout troup of the Metho-
around' 4-H Club girl in the state h.QI?�' l�fe unique m all moder� dist league.
.
.
of Arizona this year goes to 19 civiltzatton. . Incidentally the 4-H Club of
year old Ann Rohrbough of Yuma. "�They refelct a wholesomeness Scottsdale, whic.h was organized
S.he earned this award in com- of characte:, .and a degree of use- in 1MO, has sold' ovee '$6,000.00
petition with more than 1,800 club ful. productIVIty. that prompted a worth of war bonds and stamps.
members . in the 146 '4-H Girls' natlOnal�y p�omment busmess �an This club won first prize in
clubs of Arizona. to exclaim, Th�Y;. are really �lbles the 4-H club fair at Tempe for
' of Character,' . When he VIewed the clubs appearance' in theThe most outstandmg boy� re- some of these 'Achieyement Rec- parade, and in the exhibit, andcord for the year was' achieved ords' at last years 4H Club Con- the prizes the individual.membersby �alcolin Adams of .�co�tsdale, gress in Chicago." won. The club has a membership�arlcopa CO??ty,. who m hIS par- The book of Ann Rohrbough is of 50.ticular c1as�lflCatIon for the San- a splendid example. 14 inches x I ...__---::.===:::m:<.a..=====,---_"'__'ta
..
Fe TrIp Award,. co�peted 18 inches in size - it contains 54
agamst all boys and gIrls m the pages that reflect 9 years of her310 4-H clubs of Arizona. life. The book, to describe it
The. Chicago trip winners are from a purely mechanical stand­
Ann Rhorbough, Yuma; Malcolm point, which is hard to do, out­
Adams, Scottsdale; Betty Gibbens, lines 25 projects that Miss Rohr­
Cochise; in clothing achievement; bough completed under 4-H guid­
Olive Ruth- Rundell, Elfrida, in the ance. It also tersely outlines the
canning contest;
•
Dorothy Pat- schedule of work that the girl
terson, Elfrida, in food prepara- performed at home V"hile com­
tion; Dorothy Adams, Scottsdale, pleting these projects. For ex­
in the dress revue contest; John ample, methodically listed is 1,­
Collins, Marana, food for Victory 782 meals planned, prepared' and
contest; 'Nellie May Hart, Sedona served for a f�xpil.¥ �of eight! She
in Coconino. County, Santa Fe performed
.
a maj8r part of the'
trip .eontest, household work of family plan-
state winners who are compet- ning, buying and seIect��g the
ing in sectional contests' for the clothing and other necesstttes. She
Chicago trip are Mattie Whin- also took care of four younger
ery, Scottsdale, in the farm safety c.hildren· in the family, and did
contest; Fannie Com�n, Tempe, a considerable amount· of the
Class B-dairy production demon- farm work, helping to milk a
stratlon; Robert Honea,' Marana, string of 25 dairy cows witl_l the
meat animal contest, and Freddy assistance of mechanical' mIlkers
Thonen, Phoenix, Victory garden -
contest. All of these contestants,
w,ho are competing for the sec
tional awards, received gold
watches or $25.00 war bonds. The
rest of' the 'state winners, in
various contests, were awarded
$50.00 and $25.00 war bonds. One
of the most important of these
contests is the dairy foods demon­
tration, which was awarded to
arbara Peterson and Frances
Stokoe of Scottsdale, in Maricopa
ounty, who as a demonstration
eam, won $100.00 in war bonds.
The following 4-H club mem.­
bers were awarded $25.00 war
bonds, Marion Brown, Cochise, and
.
Lester Matlock, Scottsdale, farm
safety' Claire Huber and ,Robert
Fuller' Mesa, Class. A-dairy pro­
ductio� demonstration team,
(this team was also awarded the
state champtonship in Class A);
Betty Carney and Billie Hans�:m,
Tempe, Class A-dairy productIon
demonstration team, which placed
second' in the state award.
Twenty-five dollar war bonds
were also awarded in the Victor�
recent 4 mo perIOd. She
etNivilenf �t
. approit­
one yea.r outalde work,
mostly secretarial,' bookkeeping
aftd clerical, during the 9 years
of her 4-H Club· work. Sbe cut
and hauled wood, and performed
every other . chore that farm life
means.
Miss Rohrbough's book is pro­
bably more carefully pr�pared
than any ever presented in a 4-H •
contest. It conta.iD.s samples of
some of her needle work, swatches
of material from almost all the'
suits, clothes and dresses she has
made, copies of letters testifying ,
to . the perlorma.t1ee ot the work
outltned, 50 to 60 blue and red
ribbon awards, bronze and silver
buttons for local and state fair '
honors and many photographs Il­
lustra.ting ,her 4-H work' for the
past 9' years.
Malcol� Adams, the top state
.
winner in the much-sought-after
Santa Fe . Contest, i.s 15 years
old. He started his 4-H work six
years ago, and has already won
enough ribbons and prizes through
livestock to cover many square
feet on the walls of his room in
Scottsdale, and his work in this
field alone has netted him $1,4
647.00.
Hail the 4-H Winners!
Rohrbaugh, best all-around 4-H Club girl in Arizona shows her
4-H scrapbook to State Club Leader Kenneth McKee.
Arizona girls and two boys 11 th ta e re urns are in, the Arizona.
won trips to Chicago, where delegation ,may have 12 members. For
will compete at the National four more state winners are now com-
Club Congress Dec. peting in sectional contests where
_ . th� prizes are all-expense trips to
Chicago and opportunities to win fur­
ther honors there.
"King" and "Queen" of the party
will be Malcolm Adams of Scotts­
dale, Ann Rohrbaugh of Yuma.
Ann, 19 years old, has been
.
ac­
claimed the best all-around 4-H Club
girl in Arizona this year. She. earned '
t�is a.ward in competition with 1,800
girls In 146 clubs.
'.
.
Malcolm, 15, has the outstanding
bo.y's r�cord for 1944 and his Chicago
trip will : be made at Santa Fe ex..
pense. 'He competed against all boys
and all girls in the 310 4-H clubs of
Arizona.
The other certain trip winners and
the divisions in which they aChleved
highest state honors:,
Betty' Gibbens, Cochise, Clothing
Achievement. .
-
Olive Ruth Rundell, Elfrida Can-
.
.
ning Contest. '�
Dorothy Patterson, Elfrida, Food
Preparation.
Dorothy Adams, Scottsdale, Dress ,
Revue.
John Collins, Marana, Food for
Victory Contest.
Nellie May Hart, Sedona Santa Fe ;
Trip Contest.'
' .
And here are the state champions
who still must win regionally in or-
der. to get to Chicago:
.
Mattie Whinery, Scottsdale, Farm
Safety Contest; Fannie Coman
Tempe, Class B· Dairy' Pl:oductio�
Demonstration; Robert Honea, Mar­
ana, Meat Animal Contest; Freddy
Thonen, Phoenix, Victory Garden
Contest.
Rewarded With Bonds
All these who are still in sectional
competition received either gold
watches or $25 war bonds. The oth­
er state winners were awarded $50
and $25 bonds. One of, the most im­
portant of these contests, Dairy
Foods Demonstration, was won by
Barbara Peterson and Frances Stokoe
of Scottsdale, each of whom got 3.
$50 bond. '
Bonds of the $25 denomination
went to these: Marion Brown of
Hail 4-H Winners
(Continued From Page 16)
Freddy Thonen of the Roosevelt'
district in Maricopa County is
Arizona's champion 4-H Victory
Gardener for 1944.
Cochise, and Lester Matlock of Scotts-
• dale, Farm Safety; Claire Huber and
Robert Fuller of Mesa, Class A Dairy
l Production Demonstration; Betty
'_ Carney and Billie Hanson of Tempe,
<
for second place in Class A Dairy
Production Demonstration; Oliver An­
derson, Phoenix, Victory Garden Con-
1 test; Jimmy Stevens, Peoria; Ardell
Hale, �agar; Karl Ronstadt, Tucson;
Jack Stranathan, Tucson; Alex Ro­
mero, Ajo.
In the Food for Victory Contest, $25
, bonds went to Mary McBride' and
'\ Charlotte Thurston of Tucson; Dixie
Lee. Nuttall, Dragoon; Bill Sparkman,
Ajo; Bill Nevelle and Naurice Koonce,
Tucson.
Good for the Adamses!
State Club- Leader Kenneth McKee,
in announcing 1944 contest results,
paid high tribute to Scottsdale and
its six state winners.' He also point­
ed out that Malcolm and, Dorothy
Adams are the only brother and sis­
ter in Arizona who ever won Chi­
cago trips in the same year.
Now a little more about Ann Rohr­
baugh. The story of her nine 4-H
years is told in her 54-page scrap­
book. It describes 25 projects that
Mi$ Rohrbaugh has completed un­
der 4-H guidance; it also outlines the
schedule of work that she performed
. at home while carrying on those pro]­
ects. Methodically listed are 1,782
meals planned, prepared and served
for a family of eight. She did much
of the family household planning, in­
cluding the selection of clothing. At'
-tlie
_
same
.
time' sne 'rooK· care-ot tdt
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Bond�Coal Set
By 4-H Clubs'
A goal of $250,000 in war bonds,
to be sold in farming areas of ArI­
zona by members of 4-H Clubs, w.as
announced last ni.ght by O. W. DIS­
haw new state 4-H leader; speak­
ing in Hotel Westward Ho to state
winners of club contests.
, Mr: Dishaw was one ;Of several
speakers at a dinner designed as a
send-off for 10 4-H state and re­
gional contest winners �ho leave
this morning for the National 4-H
Club Congress in Chicago, and as
the official launching of the 4-H
bond campaign. '_'
'
, I
The dinner was given by the I
Arizona Farmer, and Ernest Doug­
las, editor, acted as master of cere­
monies.
· Walter Bimson, state director of
the Sixth War Loan, told the ap­
proximately 40 clubbers and lead­
�rs present that Arizona has had
the largest percentage Increase In
income of any state since the war
began, and that residents have
bought $194,000,000 in bonds to
date.
Club Work Lauded
· Speaking for Governor Osborn,
who was absent because of illness,
Dan Garvey, secretary of state, <J.f­
ticially opened the drive of club
tnembers through their community
and praised the war work of the
state's farm families.
: Others who spoke briefly w�re
Mrs.. Walter Bimson, state chair-
man of the women's division of the
War Finance Committee; Loren
Curtis Pima county 4-H club lead-
er; and Mrs. Warren Austin, Scotts- h"------:---=-c....__;,--__;,;.;.:.._-:------=­
dale, who reported that club mern- regional winner in a victory larden
bers in that area already have sold contest.
. ,-
I'
about $40,000 in bonds. Ann Rohrbough, Wellton, best.
Mr. Douglas announced that all-around club girl; Mal c o l m
I
prizes .amounting to $425 in bonds Adams,.Scottsdft'le, outstanding boy
will be awarded 4-H members mak- in club work;' :�Betty· Gibbens,
ing the· best bond-selling records. COchise; Olive Ruth Rundell, El­
These bonds will be contributed by frida; Dorothy Patterson, Elfrida;
Valley National Bank, First Na- Dorothy -Adarns, Scottsdale: John
tlonal Bank, 'and Arizona Edison Collins, Maranai, and Nellie May
Cornpany;'lJlc;, Phoenix; and South- Hart, Sedona.
ern Arizona Bank, Tucson. T. H. Murray, assistant general
Project Winners Named freight and passenger agentfor the
Club .contest winners ,leaving for Santa Fe RailrqJd in Arizona, pre­the four-day convention,' all of sented the tWo,.,t;l'ip _'aw.,rds . given
.,hom briefly described their prize- by the company to ¥alcelm Adams
Winning projects, are: and Nellie :MAy Hart. .
· Fran�es Coman, Tempe, winner A musical" program included
In 11 Western states in a dairy grout) singing' 'led by Al Becksr, and
production demonstration, and win- guitar numbers by Patsy Prescott.
her of a $200 cash scholarship: Piano accompanist, was Barbara
Freddy Thonen, Phoenix, also ,a Austin.' .
WESTSIDE ENTERPRISE
AVONDALE
SCHOOL NEWS
4-H S.ewing and Baking Club.
Hold Stamp Sale
-During the lunch hour Monday,
February 14th the 4-H Girls
ducted a stamp sale
the Cafeteria. ThrotL2.'tt
of the 4-H Clu
were baked and brl:>uJfI\lJ�;tI!J
to stimulate the
person that bought a
was given a slice
cake.
The girls sold b
in war saving
lunch hour. Cakes
by Miss LUCIle
Brannen, Billie
Beverly Dunkin,
l\faybell Glaspie,
Corrine Dudley,
1· tt 80 l\.d. D ,,:. V" e
Fc.L. Iq�<i-
 
Farm Youth
(Centinued From Page 1)
important, he will tell about those
prizes.
Distinguished Company
The list of honored guests includes
Mrs. Walter Bimson, state chairman
of the women's division of the War
Finance C'ommittee; Joe Refsnes, ex­
ecutive. manager of the W. F. C.;
Oren Frazier, executive secretary of
the W. F. C.; W. W. Pickrell, rural
chairman of the W. F. C.; Charles U.
Pickrell, director of the Agricultural
Extension Service; and various others.
Some will take part in the radio. broad­
cast, but most
-
of the time will be
reserved for the Chicago-bound cham­
pions,
These winners of trips and- other
awards are Malcolm and Dorothy
Adams of Scottsdale; Olive Ruth Run­
dell, Betty Gibbens and Dorothy Pat­
terson of Cochise'County; Ann Rohr­
baugh of Yuma County; John Collins
of , Marana, and Nellie May -Hart of
Sedona. . Since they will all. ·be as­
sembled in Phoenix on Nov. 29, that
seemed the ideal time for a dinner
to honor them and to set the 4-H
bond drive ablaze.
This idea of having the 4-H clubs
take a foremost and organized role in
the Sixth War Loan Drive was an
inspiration that seems to have been
Do sllnUltaneous Y In severa mInas.
It may have begun with the remark­
able performances of Scottsdale clubs
in at least two previous campaigns,
and ambitious movements in several
other communities to outdo Scotts­
dale in No.6.
Started by McKee
Though the credit must go to half
a dozen, probably the first to perceive
the possibilities that lay in co-ordina­
tion and expansion of scattered efforts
was State Club Leader Kenneth Mc­
Kee, He got the go-ahead signal from
Director Pickrell in the form of a
hearty slap on the back and assurance
of all assistance- that the whole Exten­
sion Service could extend--even to
assistance of the financial variety.
About tIre trme he got the plan well
lined out, McKee was called to active
service in the Marine Corps. But that
call had been expected for some time
and everything was set for him to
hand over the reins to Mr. Dishaw;
who had been acting club leader in
Pima County. So all is now going
ahead with as much smoothness and
enthusiasm as though the old state
leader were not far away in a train­
ing camp.'
"I know the Arizona members will
uphold the proud traditions of 4-H,
which is the largest youth organiza­
tion in the world, and raise the total
bond sales in this drive far' above
what they would otherwise have been,"
saya Dishaw.
That confidence is not misplaced.
It can also be added that Arizona is
setting a pattern which the 4-H or­
ganizations of other states will cer­
tainly follow iI! future drives.
SAFFORD-More and more veg­
etables are being produced in Gila.
Valley. That's the main reason why
Safford now has a box factory, just
added to the plant of the Jennings
Lumber' C'o. How many men it will
employ has not been decided, but a
large force will be required since it
is intended to turn out 129 different
kinds of boxes. A good many of them
will be sold in California.
Nearly half of the oranges shipped
from Florida are now valencias, ripen­
ing in late spring and providi� in­
creasing competition for California­
Arizona valencia growers.
-------
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1 Can Dream, Can't I?
By MAUDE LONGWELL
NAPOLEON said a mouthful whenhe stated that "an army marches
on its stomach." Well, I've heard
.the idea advanced
- and it· makes
sense to'me-that
the world's peace,
if and when it
gets peace, must
start in its stom­
ach. If there's a
grain of truth in
the thought,' it's
downright appall­
ing to realize that
our hopes for en­
during peace ar­
rangements after this war, lie in the
doubtful wisdom of statesmen suffer­
ing every manner of nutritional ill, in­
cluding gout, high blood pressure and
anemia.
If humanity's arch enemies Hitler
and Mussolini, both the unhappy vic­
tims of stomach ulcer-had been able
to sleep, the history of the world
might have been different. You can
cook up a passel of trouble. in the
long white hours of a sleepless night,
for yourself and' the people around
you. Hitler and Mussolini cooked
their trouble on a grand scale.
Dtopian Dream
. You can believe' all or any part
of these sad broodings, or refuse to
believe an iota. But you can't stop
me from dreaming.
Dreaming of· a world of peoples
living amicably and constructively
together, making the most of their
blessings and enjoying the perfect
spiritual health that stems from full
(but not too full) stomachs and per­
fect digestions. Of a· world where
such matters as decayed teeth, crooked
bones, creaking joints, headaches and
nervous fears and- tantrums are rare
exceptions rather than depressing
symbols of civilization. Of a world
where everybody is feeling not just
"tolerably well, thank you," but vi­
brantly, buoyantly swell!
I didn't hatch this dream all by'
myself. Uncle Sam inspired it when
he took a look at the reports of draft
boards at the beginning of this war,
and gasped increduously: "One third
of my young men unfit for military
service? On account of not being
fed right? Well, we've got to do
something about that!"
The dream has grown as he set
in motion a nation-wide' program of
bread and flour enri�hment-restor­
ing Nature's vitamins and minerals
to the "refined" products we, in our
abysmal ignorance, had learned to
prefer. As state and community
food committees have been spreading
the gospel of good feeding to every
home in the land. As schools, with
the aid of their communities and their
Government, have been building
school lunch programs.
Schools the Starting Point
School lunches! Now we're get­
ting somewhere! There are a num­
ber of' schools in Arizona that serve
a noon lunch each school day, and at
least 150 which receive Government
aid. In many cases the lunch is made
an educational as well as nutritional
feature of the school's program.
Which is a step in the direction of
making the school lunch a part of
the regular school curriculum, func­
tioning under the State Departments
of Education and receiving the kind
of Federal aid given vocational edu­
cation all over the land.
When every public school serves a
noon lunch under supervision of a
trained member of the faculty; when
food classes are given to include every
child from kindergarten through the
eighth grade, and at least offered to
high school students; then we'll have
taken. a long step toward that utopia
of Imy dream.
'
Present generations must get along,
taking whatever measures they can
against their aches and maladies.
But-starting in our schools-we
could make .life different for our men
and women of tomorrow. _
serving a' Type A lunch-planned to
meet a third of the childreri's daily
dietary needs-e-the school might re-
•
ceive funds from Uncle Sam in the
amount sf nine cents per lunch. For
food, only, she specified-salary of the
lunch manager and other operation
expenses would be paid from lunch
receipts, or in any way the sponsors
i should choose. The club should de­
i cide the price of lunch tickets; but
J children who could not pay would be
fed anyway, and nobody the wiser.
The three most pressing problems
_____. �_c"'_-�_�_--_-_. �_j were: Where to find a manager and
cook; menus and equipment. They
solved those problems quicker than a
kid can say "I'm hungry." A Mrs.
Devor, club member, volunteered as
manager and cook; the kids will bring
their own dishes, forks and spoons;
needed kitchen equipment will be pur­
chased from club funds. As for menus
and recipes, Mrs. Hollinghead left
Mrs. Devor reams of them.
,
outline the most practical ways and
}I means for "Chasing Germs."
.Then there's to be a recess, durmg
which Ruth Kruger, home service di­
rector of Central Arizona Light and
Power Co., will show exhibits of can­
ning, packaged foods and the like.
At recess time Faye Hinton, director
of the Phoenix Central Kitchen, will
dispense refreshments patterned after
school menus.
Louis J. Raubenheimer, OPA's dis­
trict food rationing representative,
will start the after-recess discussions
with a forum on "Stretching Lunch­
room Points." (Multiply your own
problem of family point-budgeting by
anywhere from 12 to a thousand and
you'll understand what lunchroom
managers are up against.)
Lt. Inez Stocking, hospital mess of­
ficer at Williams Field, will lead dis­
cussions on "Quantities to Buy" and
"Fighting Food Waste." Dr. Jessie
Rannels, head of the home economics
department at Arizona State Teach­
ers College at Tempe, will present
"School Lunch Menus," a subject on
which she has had her home, ec.
classes at work for many weeks.
You know how important a system
is. Multiply that, ad infinitum, and
you'll understand why the next and
final discussion, under direction of
I. E. Patrick, industrial relations
manager for Airesearch Co., 'will be
on "Organization." .,.,>
FOOD UNITS ORGANIZE
FOR DURATION-CAMPAIGN
Maricopa County Nutrition
Council's conference of school lunch
managers and cooks is just one
example of what a live food com­
mittee can accomplish in the Food
Fights for Freedom campaign.
Norma Sayre; recently appointed
executive secretary for Arizona
State Nutrition Council, from
which all county and community
food committees stem, names the
following communities which have
reported active food programs,
with their food chairmen:
Bisbee, Mrs. Margaret Watson;
Douglas, Mrs. Paul Collins; Tomb­
stone, Ruth Krebs; Willcox, Mrs.
C. A. Williamson; Tucson, Mrs.
Frank Lockwood and Mrs. L. D.
Carr: Marana, Mrs. Martha. Fees;
Snowflake, Mrs. Jess. Smith; and
Maricopa County, Dr. Jessie R'. 1-
nels.
Feeders' of School Kids
IF any doubt lingers in your mindas to the worthwhileness of afood
committee in your county or I com­
munity, look at what the Maricopa
County Nutrition Council is doing 'as
this number of Arizona Farmer
reaches your mailbox.
The school lunch committee of that
Council is utting on a big confer­
enceforlUnch managers and cooks,
this Saturday from 8 :30 a.m. to 1-p.m.
in-the Vocational High School audi­
torjum, Pho-;nix.
Operating a lunch program-feed­
ing the Basic Seven to anywhere from
a dozen to several thousand hungry
school kids-isn't all beer. and skit­
tles in these times of shortages and
rationing. Many persons are work­
ing on school lunches for the first
time, as their gesture toward holding
the home front; they have inexperi­
ence to overcome in addition to other
wartime obstacles. That's why Mari­
copa County's nutrition council has
planned this get-together to iron the
wrinkles from the brows of school­
lunch managers and cooks. Chair.:
man of the school lunch committee" in
charge of toe conference, is Agness
Hollingshead, state director -of school
lunch projects operating under�War
Food Administration's Office 01 Dis­
tribution. (In case you're bewildered,
that's what we used to call Food Dis­
tribution Administration.)
To Start the Day Right
When guests arrive at 8:30, they'n�.
register, with Isabell Pace, assistant
county home demonstration agent, or
Lola Wright, direc�r'of homem�]dng
educatiQn_ in Phoenix schools. Start­
ing at nine sharp, there'll be two 2-
hour sessions guaranteed to bring re­
lieved smiles to the faces of lunch­
room personnel. and A-1 lunches to
your children at school.
William Sullivan, superintendent of
Murphy School, Phoenix,·will conduct
the first session, Robert Ashe, super­
intendent of Peoria schools, the sec­
ond. Each session will feature four
discussion periods, during which lead­
ers will present problems which have
been engraving lines of care on the
faces of the folks in charge of feeding
your children at school. Each discus­
sion will bring a volley of questions
from out front, to be answered by
experts in the technique of group
feeding.
Marie Casteen, dietitian, will lead
a discussion on "Vegetable Cookery."
After that, the most inexperienced
lunchroom cook will know how to
get vitamins and minerals to the inner
child, with the least possible waste
from storage and cooking, or via the I
sink drain.
Starring Proteins
Martha Nan Huddleston, dietitian
for Harding Bros. & Williams at the
Phoenix plant of the Aluminum Com­
pany of America, will stimulate a
discussion on "Foods to Grow On."
.
Dorothy Peter, co-ordinator of voca­
tional education for women in indus­
try, will tell how to get the best serv­
ice from kitchens and equipment pro- .
vided. "Save Yourself Steps" will be
Mrs. Peter's theme. Fred Ashley, of
the Phoenix Health Department, will
When rural wom­
en set forth to
sell war bonds
the y sell 'em!
They'll be selling
fast and furious­
lyon Blitz Sun­
day, Feb. 13. On
a recent Dinner­
bell program Mrs.
E. A. Leedham,
county co - chair­
man of the wom­
en's division of
the War Finance
Committee (left),
discussed all man­
ner of community
bond selling ac­
tivities with Mrs.
Edwin P. Warren,
chairman of the
Sunnyslope dis­
trict, and Mrs.
Ir v i n Dan Mc­
Grew, chairman
in the Roosevelt
neighborhood.
BondRural Blitzers
 
